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Summary

Positron  emission  tomography  (PET)  is  a  non-invasive  in  vivo biomedical  imaging 

technique, which trace radioactive isotopes. Radioactive labeled receptor ligands can be 

used to image G-protein coupled receptors in the living brain. Ligands for GPCRs fall 

into  two  categories;  antagonists,  which  block  receptor  activation,  bind  to  the  whole 

population of receptors irrespective of their coupling to second messenger signaling, 

and agonists,which activate the receptor, bind only to those receptors which are coupled 

to  intracellular  G-proteins.  All  neurotransmitters  are  considered  natural  agonists  for 

their receptors. There are numerous well-characterized antagonist PET tracers, whereas 

the development and validation of agonist tracers is in its infancy.

The major aim of this thesis was to  evaluate a series of novel radiolabeled agonists as 

possible PET radioligands for G-protein coupled receptors, and to evaluate the agonist 

binding  under  pharmacologically-altered  competition  from  endogenous 

neurotransmitter.

Several novel radiolabeled agonists were evaluated as possible PET radioligands. The 

dopamine D2/3 receptor agonist [11C]-2Cl-NPA, the dopamine D1 receptor agonist [11C]SKF 

82957,  the  serotonin  5-HT2A receptor  agonist  [11C]Cimbi-5  and  the  serotonin  5-HT1A 

receptor agonist [3H]CUMI-101. Pharmacological challenges and neurochemical lesions 

altering the interstitial levels of DA and 5-HT were used to test the vulnerabilities of the 

agonist radioligands to competition from the endogenous agonists. The binding of the 

D2/3 agonist [11C]NPA (and [3H]NPA) in rat striatum was challenged with amphetamine-

induced dopamine release and neurotoxic lesioning. The D1 agonist [11C]SKF 82957 was 

challenged  by  amphetamine  induced  dopamine  release  and  alpha-methyle  tyrosine 

inhibition  of  dopamine  synthesis,  leading  to  substantial  depletion.  And  fnally,  the 

cerebral binding of the 5-HT1A agonist [3H]CUMI-101 was challenged by blocking the 

serotonin reuptake with citalopram, inducing serotonin release with fenfuramine and 

inhibiting serotonin synthesis with  para-chloro-D,L-phenylalanine. Most of the tracers, 

except for the classic example with [3H]NPA, did not respond to these treatments.
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Dansk Resumé

Positron emission tomography (PET) er en ikke-invasiv billeddannelsesteknik, der kan 

spore  radiomærkede  stofer.  Ved  at  radiomærke  en  receptor  ligand  kan  man  måle 

mængden af G-protein-koblede receptorer i den levende menneskehjerne. Der fndes to 

typer  af  ligander  til  denne  receptorgruppe:  antagonister,  der  blokerer  for 

receptoraktivering og binder til hele populationen af receptorer uanset deres kobling til 

G-proteiner,  og  agonister,  der  aktiverer  receptoren  og  binder  den  del  af 

receptorpopulationen,  der  er  koblet  til  G-proteiner.  Alle  naturligt  forekommende 

neurotransmittere  er  agonister.  Der  er  mange  veldokumenterede  antagonist  PET 

sporstofer, mens udviklingen af agonister stadig er i opstartsfasen.

Målet med projektet var, at evaluere en række nyudviklede agonister som mulige PET 

sporstofer  for  G-protein-koblede receptorer,  og derudover  måle  ændringen i  binding 

efter  farmakologisk  induceret  konkurrence  mellem  neurotransmitter  og  de 

receptorbundne sporstofer.

Flere  nye  agonister  er  blevet  evalueret  som  mulige  PET  sporstofer:  Dopamin  D2 

receptor  agonisten,  [11C]-2Cl-NPA,  dopamin  D1 receptor  agonisten,  [11C]SKF  82957, 

serotonin  5-HT1A receptor  agonisten,  [3H]CUMI-101,  og  serotonin  5-HT2A receptor 

agonisten, [11C]Cimbi-5. Farmakologisk og læsions-inducerede ændringer af dopamin og 

serotonin neurotransmitter-niveauer blev brugt til at teste følsomheden af de forskellige 

agonist radioligander til  konkurrence fra endogene agonister.  De feste af de testede 

sporstofer,  pånær  det  klassiske  eksempel  med  [3H]-NPA,  var  ufølsomme  overfor 

konkurrence fra de endogene agonister. 
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Abbreviations

A An unspecifed agonist

α-MT Alpha-methyl-para-tyrosine, dopamine synthesis inhibitor

B An unspecifed agonist, diferent from A

BBB Blood brain barrier

B/F Bound over free radioligand

Bmax The maximum binding to a receptor population

BP The binding potential

BPND The non-displaceable binding potential

cAMP Cyclic adenosine monophosphate

CFT The free concentration in tissue

CND The non-displaceable compartment

CP The plasma (input) compartment

CS The specifc binding compartment

CT The total accumulation compartment

COMT Catechol-O-methyltransferase

DA Dopamine

DAT Dopamine reuptake transporter 

Dx Dopamine receptor type X

Dx
Low The low afnity state of the dopamine receptor type X

Dx
High The high afnity state of the dopamine receptor type X

G-protein A guanine nucleotide-binding protein

GPCR G-protein coupled receptor

5-HIAA 5-hydroxy indole acetic acid

5-HT Serotonin (5-Hydroxy-tryptamine)

5-HTx Serotonin receptor type X

5-HTx
Low The low afnity state of the serotonin receptor type X

5-HTx
High The high afnity state of the serotonin receptor type X

5-HTP 5-hydroxytryptophan

HPLC High performance liquid chromatography

HVA Homovanillec acid

IC50 The concentration of a compound evoking 50% inhibition of some process

kA Dissociation equilibrium constant between A and RLow
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k*A Dissociation equilibrium constant between A and RHigh

F The concentration of free radioligand 

KD Dissociation equilibrium concentration

Ki Inhibition equilibrium concentration

K1 The unidirectional blood-brain clearance of a substance

k2  The fractional rate constant for washout from brain

k3 The in vivo dissociation constant

k4 The in vivo association constant

L Tissue dependent constant for the ratio between RLow and Rhigh

L-DOPA Levodopa

MAO Monoamine oxidase

6-OHDA 6-hydroxydopamine, a toxin for catecholamine neurons

pCPA para-chloro-D,L-phenylalanine, serotonin synthesis inhibitor

PET Positron emission tomography

R  An unspecifed G-protein coupled receptor

RLow An unspecifed G-protein coupled receptor in the low afnity state

RHigh An unspecifed G-protein coupled receptor in the high afnity state

ROI Region of interest

RTI-32 A tropane-based selective dopamine reuptake inhibitor

SERT Serotonin reuptake transporter

SPECT single photon emission computed tomography

SUV Standardized uptake value

SBR Specifc binding ratio

SSRI Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors

t½ Half-life for radioactive decay

TAC Time activity curve

VMAT Vesicular monoamine transporter

VFT The volume of distribution of free concentration in tissue

VND The volume of distribution of the non-displaceable compartment

VP The volume of distribution of the plasma (input) compartment

VS The volume of distribution of the specifc binding compartment

VT The volume of distribution of the total accumulation compartment
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Introduction

One can consider the human brain and its relationship to mind from many perspectives. 

In a modern form of Cartesian dualism, it can be seen as the seat of consciousness (and 

perhaps the soul) or merely a complicated machine, an input-output device composed of 

neurons, the particular nature of which is an expression of genes encoded in our DNA. 

Whatever  preferred  perspective,  it  remains  a  valid  endeavor  to  understand  the 

mechanisms by which the brain actually sends and receives signals, how thoughts are 

turned into  action,  and how neuropharmacological  and neurobiological  functions  are 

involved in normal behavior. It is a natural extension of this mechanistic perspective to 

seek  causes  for  neurological  diseases  such  as  Parkinson's  disease,  and  psychiatric 

illnesses such as schizophrenia and depression. This is proving to be a tremendous task.

The brain consists of numerous connecting neurons. There is 21 billion (21x109) nerve 

cells in the cerebral cortex alone (Pakkenberg et al. 1997). Typical neurons consists of a 

cell  body,  the  soma,  which  has  an  extended  arborization  of  dendrites  and  a  long 

extension known as an axon, which transmits a wave of depolarization away from its 

origin in the soma, at the axon hillock. The axon terminates in specialized structures, the 

axon terminal, which are in close apposition to the membrane of another neuron, the 

synapse.  In  fact,  it  has  been  estimate  that  we  have  an  amazing  0.15  quadrillion 

(0.15x1015) synapses in the cerebral cortex, i.e. some 10.000 per neuron (Pakkenberg et 

al. 2003),  which implies a structure of astronomical complexity. 

Diferent classes of neurons express one or more neurotransmitter substances, either 

small molecules such as the biogenic amines and certain amino acids or polypeptides, 

which  are  stored  at  high  concentrations  in  synaptic  vesicles.  The  arrival  of  a 

depolarizing signal at the axon terminal evokes an exocytotic process, by which synaptic 

vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane, releasing its contents into the synaptic cleft 

between the axon terminal and recipient neuron. Neurotransmitters then difuse to the 

other  side  of  the  synaptic  cleft,  where  they  can  bind  to  receptor  proteins,  which 

generally have a large specifcity for a particular neurotransmitter. Receptors fall into 

two broad classes; ligand gated ion channels, which upon activation open a membrane 

spanning  ion  channel,  and  metabotropic  receptors,  which  are  linked  to  intracellular 

messenger pathways.
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Individual synapses can be resolved by light microscopy, and in some detail  through 

electron  microscopy.  However,  autoradiographic  procedures  allow  for  indirect 

visualization of synapses. Here a radiolabeled compound is selected on the basis of its 

high afnity and selectivity for a receptor. We are then able to quantify the amount of 

radioactive  compound,  and  thereby  the  amount  of  receptors.  This  method was  frst 

developed for  in vitro determination of the abundance of binding sites in frozen brain 

sections. It was subsequently employed for detection of receptors in living human brain, 

either  by  positron  emission  tomography  (PET)  or  single  photon  emission  computed 

tomography (SPECT). The radiolabeled receptor ligands used in these techniques are 

called radioligands. Whereas the great majority of radioligands are antagonists, there 

has in recent years arisen a particular interest in developing agonist radioligands, which 

share the natural  neurotransmitters  ability  to  activate  the signal  of  a  receptor.  This 

thesis deals with the evaluation of receptor agonist ligands, with application of in vitro 

principles for agonist radioligand development, and fnally the testing and evaluation of 

novel agonist radioligands ex vivo.

The Dopaminergic & Serotonergic Transmitter Systems

There are three major dopaminergic brain pathways 1) The nigrostriatal pathway, which 

originates in the substantia nigra and projects into the striatum. 2) The mesocortical and 

mesolimbic pathway, which originates in the ventral tegmental area and projects to the 

frontal cortex, the cingulated gyrus and the striatum. 3) The tuberoinfundibular pathway, 

which descends from the arcuate nucleus to the pituitary. Serotonergic neurons mainly 

descends  from the  raphe  nucleus  and  projects  throughout  the  brain,  mainly  to  the 

cerebral cortex and hippocampus (Dahlström & Fuxe 1964, Fuxe et al. 1996). 

Dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-HT) are two types of neurotransmitters belonging to the 

class  of  biogenic amines.  They  are formed in specifc neurons  from their  respective 

aromatic amino precursors. Dopamine originates from the amino acid tyrosine, which in 

the dopaminergic neurons is converted into L-DOPA (levodopa) by the enzyme tyrosine 

hydroxylase. L-DOPA is subsequently converted so rapidly to DA by aromatic amino acid 

decarboxylase that L-DOPA levels in the brain are negligible under normal conditions. 

Serotonin on the other hand originates from tryptophan which is slowly hydroxylated by 

tryptophan hydroxylase into 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP). 5-HTP is then, in a manner 

similar  to  DA,  converted  into  5-HT  by  aromatic  amino  acid  decarboxylase.  After 
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synthesis,  both  DA or  5-HT are  transported  into  synaptic  vesicles,  by  the  vesicular 

monoamine transporter (VMAT) and released into the synapse by calcium dependent 

exocytose (Langley and Grant, 1997, Olivier et al. 2000). 

After  release,  DA  and  5-HT  are  removed  from  the  synapse  by  reuptake  into  the 

presynaptic  terminal  by  the  monoamine  transporter's  (DAT  and  SERT)  and  thereby 

reincorporated into vesicles by VMAT or metabolized by internal  monoamine oxidase 

(MAO) (Olivier et al. 2000). Free synaptic DA is converted through sequential actions of 

catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) and external MAO, into 3-methoxytyramine and 

homovanillec acid (HVA) (Trouvin et al. 1986, Sjostrom et al. 1975). Free synaptic 5-HT 

is converted either by MAO into 5-hydroxy indole acetic acid (5-HIAA) or by sequential 

actions of 5-HT N-acetylase and 5-hydroxy indole O-methyl transferase into melatonin. 

DA targets at least fve known receptors, categorized into D1-like (D1 and D5) and D2-like 

(D2, D3 and D4) receptors (Stoof and Kebabian, 1984, Sunahara et al. 1990, Van Tol et al. 

1991, Sokolof et al. 1990). Serotonin targets an even more diverse range of receptors, 

at least 14 diferent. Each of these receptors has a diferent distribution in the brain, and 

is  responsible  for  their  own distinct  intracellular  response  to  DA and 5-HT binding, 

which  mediate  specifc  neurobiological  functions.  During  the  development  of  new 

agonist tracers, we have been focusing on four receptor subtypes, namely the D1 and D2 

receptors, and the 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors. 

All  four  receptors  share  some  biological  features  and  can  be  considered  as  typical 

representatives of the superfamily of metabotropic receptors, also commonly called G-

protein coupled receptors (GPCR), which are of universal importance for all biological 

signaling, not just in the nervous system. The metabotropic receptors are the largest 

group of cell surface proteins involved in signal transduction and represent a total of 1% 

of the human genome code. All members contain seven-transmembrane domains, build 

by  seven  α-helices  crossing  the  cell  membrane,  each  connected  by  cytoplasmic  and 

extracellular loops (Hermans, 2003). They have an extracellular binding site for their 

respective  neurotransmitter  and  ligands,  and  an  intracellular  coupling  to  a  guanine 

nucleotide-binding protein (G-protein), which initiates further signaling. 

The D1 receptor is involved in diferent types of memory function (Williams et al. 1995; 

Arnsten et al. 1994; Seamans et al. 1998) and reduced expression has been implicated in 

the cognitive defcits of schizophrenic patients (Goldman-Rakic et al. 2004; Hirvonen et 
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al. 2006). D1 receptors are mainly located postsynaptically in the regions of striatum, 

nucleus accumbens, olfactory tubercle, and substantia nigra, and are also expressed in 

the cerebral cortex. Agonism of D1 receptors stimulates intracellular adenylate cyclase, 

mainly  leading  to  elevated  formation  of  cyclic  adenosine  monophosphate  (cAMP). 

However,  D1 has also been found to stimulate phosphoinositol hydrolysis (Jaber et al. 

1996).

D2 receptors are the main site  of  action of  DA antagonists  used to alleviate  certain 

symptoms of schizophrenia (Seeman et al. 2006) whereas DA agonism (either direct or 

indirect though L-DOPA therapy) is benefcial for the alleviation of motor symptoms of 

Parkinson's disease (Dentresangle et al. 1999). D2 receptors are located in general in the 

same brain regions as D1 receptors, but serve an additional autoreceptor function when 

expressed on presynaptic elements of DA neurons (Missale et al. 1998, Vallone et al. 

2000). A variety of diferent signal have been described for the D2-like receptors (Missale 

et al. 1998, Jaber et al. 1996). The most abundant is the inhibition of adenylate cyclase 

(De Camilli  et  al.  1979),  but  they  also mediate  changes in intracellular  calcium and 

potassium levels (Lledo et al. 1990a, 1990b) and release arachidonic acid (Piomelli et al. 

1991). 

The 5-HT1A receptors have been implicated in the pathophysiologies of mood (De Boer et 

al.  2005),  sleep  (Wilson  et  al.  2005),  eating  (Ebenezer  et  al.  2007a),  schizophrenia 

(Goldman-Rakic et al. 2004), anxiety (Brunelli et al. 2009), and cognition (Borg 2008). At 

present, 5-HT1A agonists are being evaluated as novel antipsychotic drugs with fewer 

side efects than the current market drugs, which can evoke extrapyramidal side efects 

due to substantial blockade of D2 receptors  (Kleven et al. 2005). 5-HT1A receptors are 

mainly located in regions of cortex and hippocampus, and in the raphe nuclei where they 

serve an autoreceptor function controlling the activity of the serotonin neurons. Agonist 

stimulation of 5-HT1A receptors can lead to diverse intracellular responses, depending on 

where they are located and the particular G-protein to which they are coupled.  The 

known  intracellular  responses  include  inhibition  of  adenylate  cyclase,  opening  of 

potassium channels and closing of calcium channels (Clawges et al. 1997, Lanfumey et 

al. 2004)

The 5-HT2A receptors are implicated in pathophysiology of depression (Frøkjær et al. 

2008, Abbas et al. 2008), Alzheimer’s disease (Marner et al. 2010), obsessive compulsive 
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disorder (Adams 2005,  Kim et al. 2009), and schizophrenia (Rasmussen 2010) and are 

thought to mediate the hallucinogenic efects of LSD (González-Maeso et al. 2007). The 

5-HT2A receptors  are  homogeneously  distributed  throughout  the  neocortex  and  to  a 

lesser  amount  in  the  hippocampus.  Agonist  stimulation  of  5-HT2A receptors  lead  to 

intracellular signaling by several diferent pathways, again according to the particular 

G-protein to which they are coupled; phospholipase A2 (Kurrasch-Orbaugh et al. 2003a) 

and phospholipase C (Kurrasch-Orbaugh et  al.  2003b)  activation are two of  the best 

described responses.

Dopamine and Serotonin GPCR affinity states

Monod and Changeux was the frst  to present a  model  for  the interactions between 

ligands and enzyme binding sites (Monod et al.  1965). Since then,  extensive  in vitro 

research has been made on the existence of distinct afnity states of GPCRs with respect  

to  their  endogenous  neurotransmitters  and  exogenous  agonist  ligands.  Zahniser  and 

Molinof were the frst  to demonstrate the coupling of  DA receptors with G-proteins 

(Zahniser et al. 1978). Subsequently, Sibley and Creese showed that DA D2 receptors in 

membrane preparations exist in two binding states towards agonists; a high afnity state 

coupled to a G-protein, called D2
High, and a low afnity state decoupled from a G-protein, 

called  D2
Low (Sibley  et  al.  1979,  1982).  They  found  that  competition  between  an 

antagonist  and  an  antagonist  radioligand  was  monophasic,  consistent  with  a  single 

binding site, and that competition between an agonist and an antagonist radioligand was 

biphasic, suggesting the existence of two afnity states for agonists. Similar results were 

later found for antagonist ligands of the D1 receptor  (Lef et al. 1985). The addition of 

guanine nucleotides to the incubation medium, which cause dissociation of the receptor-

G-protein complex, induces complete conversion of D2
High into D2

Low (Richfeld et al. 1986, 

1989; Grigoriadis et al. 1985; Skinbjerg et al. 2009) and likewise conversion of D1
High into 

D1
Low (Farrell et al. 1994; Richfeld et al. 1989; Sidhu et al. 1992).

Similar evidence of multiple agonist afnity states has been seen for 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A 

receptors. In particular, the 5-HT1A agonists have a higher binding to 5-HT1A receptors in 

membrane  preparations  in  the  absence  of  guanine  nucleotides  (Gozlan  et  al.  1995; 

Clawges et al.  1997). The saturation binding of the 5-HT1A agonist [3H]8-OH-DPAT in 

brain homogenates is biphasic, supporting the existence of two binding sites. Conversion 

of  5-HT1A
High sites  to  5-HT1A

Low by  addition  of  guanine  nucleotide  to  the  incubation 

medium lowers the binding maximum (Bmax) of [3H]8-OH-DPAT for the 5-HT1A
High binding 
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component  which  concomitantly  increases  the  Bmax for  the  5-HT1A
Low  component 

(Mongeau et al. 1992).  The 5-HT2A receptor also exists in two diferent afnity states 

towards agonists (Shi et al. 2007; Song et al. 2005), but new research extends the model 

with two afnity states to a more complicated ternary model,  possibly applicable for 

other GPCR as well (Egan et al. 2000; Roth et al. 1997).

The Ternary Model of GPCRs

The  two  afnity  states  in  vitro can  be  described  in  a  model,  which  relies  on  the 

principles of allosterism frst proposed by Monod for enzymes, and later extended to the 

case of acetylcholine GPCRs  (Monod et al. 1965; Karlin 1967). The ternary model, as 

shown in fgure 1, was proposed by De Lean as an explanation of the agonist-specifc 

binding to  β-adrenergic GPCRs  (De Lean et al.  1980; Kenakin 2004; Lef 1995). The 

ternary  model  is  simplifed  and does  not  describe  the  entire  process  of  agonism at 

GPCRs.  For  example,  it  neglects  the  mechanistic  complexities  associated  with  the 

interaction between receptor and G-protein (Egan et al. 2000; Roth et al. 1997). This is 

potentially an issue in the case of the 5-HT2A receptor, with which several G-proteins can 

interact,  activating  diferent  second  messenger  systems  (Kurrasch-Orbaugh  et  al. 

2003a). The model also neglects quaternary structures such as dimerization of receptors 

(Brea et al. 2009) and the agonist induced internalization of receptors (Roth et al. 1998), 

which is  well  documented for the 5-HT and DA receptors.  Nevertheless,  the ternary 

model is useful, due to its simplicity, for making predictions of agonist (A) and receptor 

(R) binding, and the efects of environment (L).

Figure  1:  The  ternary  model  for  receptor-ligand,  A and  R, 

interactions.  The  dissociation  equilibrium  constants  k and  k* 

describe the afnities of the ligand to the receptor in high RHigh and 

low  RLow afnity  states towards  agonists,  while  the environment 

constant  L describe the environmental efect on the ratio of  RHigh 

to RLow.

The parameters in the ternary model can be described as follows (Lef 1995).

L = [RLow]/[RHigh] (1)

kA = [RLow][A]/[ARLow ] (2)

k*A = [RHigh][A]/[ARHigh ] (3)
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The total amount of receptors (Rtotal) in the four diferent states is given by

[Rtotal] = [RLow]+[ARLow ]+[RHigh]+[ARHigh ] (4)

A ligand binding in an antagonistic matter will have equal afnity towards RHigh and RLow 

(kA =  k*A), and an agonist will have higher afnity towards  RHigh (kA > k*A). On the 

other hand, inverse agonists, which oppose the constitutive activity of a receptor, will 

have higher afnity towards RLow  (kA < k*A).  The afnity of full agonists will therefore 

be approximately equal to  k*A,  whereas the afnity of a partial agonist will depend on 

both kA and k*A. 

In this model  L is the environment constant,  describing changes in the environment 

leading to altered agonist afnities  (1). For example, addition of guanine nucleotides 

evokes a higher concentration of RLow by changing the environment, thereby changing L. 

An agonist in one tissue environment can consequently act as an antagonist in another 

tissue  environment.  Assessment  of  agonist  properties  in  the  right  physiological 

environment is therefore very important.

On the basis of this model, several distinct paradigms can be proposed that must be true 

if the model has any relevance in vivo.

1. Saturation  binding experiments  with  a full  agonist  radioligand should be best 

ftted with a two binding site model, whereas saturation binding experiments with 

an antagonist should be best ftted with a one binding site model.

2. Competition between a full agonist and an antagonist radioligand should be best 

ftted with a two binding site competition model.

3. Competition between a full  agonist  and an agonist radioligand should be best 

ftted with a one binding site competition model.

4. Competition between a full agonist and an agonist radioligand should be higher 

than between an agonist and an antagonist radioligand.
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PET and Radioligands

PET  is  a  non-invasive  in  vivo biomedical  imaging  technique  used  to  monitor  the 

distribution of radioligands in the living human or animal. Ligands of biological interest 

are labeled with short-lived positron emitting radionuclides, such as 11C, 13N 15O, 18F or 
68Ga, enabling PET recordings to follow their  uptake and distribution in the brain or 

other target organs. The methodology of PET will be described in the method section.

PET has found a number of uses in pharmacokinetic studies. Dynamic PET recordings 

can; 1) follow the administration, distribution and elimination of a radiolabeled drug, 2) 

monitor  the distribution  and quantify  the  amount  of  radioligand binding in  a  target 

organ, and 3) measure the efect of a pharmacological or cognitive stimulus on cellular 

or body physiology, as revealed by changes in radioligand kinetics (Hartvig et al. 2001; 

Syvänen 2008). Most importantly, PET can reveal pathophysiological changes. Among 

many  possible  examples  of  uses  of  PET,  the  cerebral  uptake  and  distribution  of 

[11C]verapamil has been found to correlate with local activity of the efux transporter P-

glycoprotein  residing  in  the  blood-brain  barrier  (BBB)  (Syvänen  et  al.  2009).  The 

distribution of the novel 5-HT4 receptor radioligand [11C]SB207145 has been evaluated in 

pigs  (Kornum et al. 2009) and humans  (Marner et al. 2009). Also,  radiolabeled water, 

[15O]H2O,  has  been  used  in  numerous  studies  to  map  local  brain  activation  under 

diferent cognitive and motor challenges (Bie-Olsen et al. 2009). 

PET have  emerged  as  an  important  tool  for  investigating  the  physiological  basis  of 

neuropsychiatric  disorders  such  as  mood  disorders,  Schizophrenia,  Alzheimer's  and 

Parkinson's diseases  (Frøkjær et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2003; Dentresangle et al. 1999; 

Rabinovici  et  al.  2007),  for  pre-clinical  neuropharmacological  experiments,  and  for 

cutting costs in new drug development, where the occupancy of drugs at their receptor 

targets can be determined with fewer subjects, or indeed on an individual basis (Lee et 

al. 2006). 

The brain receptor systems most widely investigated by PET include the D1, D2, 5-HT1A 

and 5-HT2A receptors. These four receptors have in the past 25 years been intensively 

investigated  under  neuropharmacological  challenges,  and  in  a  wide  variety  of 

neuropsychiatric conditions, as well as in relation to normal function.  The most widely 

used PET radioligands for human D1 receptor brain imaging are [11C]SCH 23390 (Farde 

et al. 1987; Halldin et al. 1998) and [11C]NNC 112 (Halldin et al. 1998). Other, but less 
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widely used radioligands are [11C]NNC 756  (Halldin et al. 1993; Laihinen et al. 1994), 

[11C]A-69024 (Kassiou et al. 1995; Besret et al. 2008) and the 18F-labeled compound (3-

[18F]-fuoropropyl)-SCH  38548  (Yang  et  al.  1996).  All  the  above  radioligands  are 

antagonists  and  consequently  should,  in  relation  to  the  ternary  receptor  model,  be 

expected to label both states of the D1 receptors. A number of these radioligands sufer 

from incomplete selectivity to D1 receptors, having also a 5-HT2A binding component. 

Recently, a D1 agonist has been developed, and methods developed for its analysis, for 

eventual applications in human PET studies (DaSilva et al. 1999; Paper II). 

There are several well-characterized antagonist radioligands for imaging the human D2/3 

receptor; including the most used antagonist radioligand [11C]raclopride, and also high 

afnity  antagonists  such  as  [18F]fallypride,  and  [11C]epidepride  (Langer  et  al.  1999; 

Mukherjee  et  al.  2002;  Farde  et  al.  1987).  Recently,  several  suitable  dopamine  D2/3 

agonist radioligands have been developed; including the apomorphines [11C]NPA (Hwang 

et al. 2000) and [11C]MNPA  (Finnema et al. 2005), and the naphthoxazine [11C]PHNO 

(Wilson  et  al.  2005).  Another  agonist  is  the  fuorinated  tetralin  analogue  [18F]5-OH-

FPPAT (Shi et al. 2004). 

Two antagonist radioligands have frequently been used to measure the 5-HT1A receptor 

in  human  brain;  [18F]MPPF  (Sanabria-Bohórquez  et  al.  2002) and  [11C]WAY  100635 

(Oikonen et al. 2000; Gunn et al. 1998). Recently, a novel agonist [11C]CUMI-101 has 

been developed  and evaluated in baboon and rat (Kumar et al. 2007; Paper IV). 

The  5-HT2A antagonist  PET  ligands  [18F]altanserin  (Sadzot  et  al.  1995)  and 

[11C]MDL100907  (Ito  et  al.  1998) have  been  characterized  and  found  wide  used  in 

humans PET studies.  A novel agonist PET radioligand [11C]Cimbi-5 has recently been 

developed and characterized in rats and pigs (Paper V).

The Competition Model

The D2 receptor has been the target of the preponderance of molecular imaging studies 

considering  in  vivo receptor  afnity  states.  In  the  context  of  a  competition  model 

(Laruelle  2000),  the  magnitude  of  RHigh in  vivo is  calculated  when  the  endogenous 

neurotransmitter DA competes with radioligands for binding to the D2 receptor in living 

brain (fgure 2).
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Many competition  experiments  have  been carried  out before and under  condition of 

amphetamine-evoked DA release  (Kahlig et al. 2005). For example, reduced binding of 

D2 antagonist radioligands following a amphetamine challenge has been reported in rats 

(Pedersen et al. 2007), pigs  (Lind et al. 2005), non-human primates  (Mukherjee et al. 

2005;  Narendran et  al.  2005) and humans  (Laruelle  et  al.  1995,  1997;  Breier et  al. 

1997). DA is the endogenous agonist for these receptors; and in accordance with the 

ternary  model,  DA  is  expected  to  have  a  higher  afnity  for  D2
High,  and  exert  little 

competition against the proportion of radiolabeled antagonist binding to the D2
Low state 

of  the D2 receptor.  In PET studies with amphetamine-evoked dopamine release cited 

above, no more than 38% displacement of radiolabeled antagonist has been observed in 

vivo, a phenomenon known as the ceiling efect  (Laruelle 2000). This displacement is 

assumed to represent the fraction of receptors in high afnity state and thereby the 

fraction of receptors vulnerable to competition from released DA (fgure 3).

Based  on  the  assumption  that  agonists  should  compete  with  agonists  in  a  manner 

described by a single-site binding model, it would follow that agonist radioligand would 

be inherently more vulnerable to competition from DA than antagonist radioligands, as 

mentioned in paradigm 4 above. In support of this conjecture, a dual tracer ex vivo study 

in awake mice revealed that the binding of the D2/3 DA receptor agonist [3H]NPA was 

60% more vulnerable to amphetamine challenge than [11C]raclopride  (Cumming et al. 

2002),  a fnding which was essential  replicated in PET study of non-human primates 

using the agonists [11C]MNPA (Seneca et al. 2006) or [11C]NPA (Narendran et al. 2005).

Of course, some DA is present in the interstitial fuid, even without amphetamine-evoked 

DA release.  This baseline presence of  DA results in a certain tonic occupancy at D2 

Figure 2: The classical in vivo occupancy model show the binding of 

a  radioligand  in  competition  with  endogenous  neurotransmitter. 

Depletion  of  dopamine  will  increase  radioligand  binding,  while 

release of dopamine will decrease radioligand binding. 
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binding  sites.  Pharmacological  treatments 

lowering  the  baseline  level  of  DA,  should 

increase the binding of radioligands. Since DA 

favors the D2
High sites, a proportionally larger 

binding  increase  would  be  expected  for  an 

agonist  radioligand  than  for  an  antagonist 

radioligand in the condition of DA depletion. 

Treatment  with  reserpine  and/or  alpha-

methyl-para-tyrosine  (α-MPT)  evokes  a 

substantial  loss  of  brain  DA.  This  treatment 

preferentially  increased  the  binding  of  the 

agonist ligand [11C]NPA in an  ex vivo mouse 

study  (Cumming  et  al.  2002),  and  likewise 

evoke  higher  increases  in  PET  studies  with 

the  agonists  [11C]NPA  and  [11C]MNPA,  as 

much as 50% above baseline  (Ginovart et al. 

2006; Seneca et al. 2006). Whereas relatively 

moderate  increases  in  the  binding  of 

[11C]raclopride in human striatum have been 

reported  (Martinez et al. 2009;  Paper III), in 

line with the proposed competition model.

However,  despite  it  being  general  accepted, 

the  competition  model  fails  to  account  for 

several relevant phenomena. In particular, the 

in  vivo displacement  of  the  D2/3 antagonist, 

[11C]raclopride,  from  striatum  in  non-human 

primate  by  escalating  doses  of  the  D2/3  agonist  PD  128907  was  monophasic  and 

complete, corresponding to an one-site binding model  (Kortekaas et al.  2004), rather 

than the biphasic displacement which might have been expected if there were separate 

populations of D2
High and D2

Low.  Furthermore, in a subsequent ex vivo dual tracer study, 

the displacement of the agonist [11C]PHNO and the antagonist [3H]raclopride were both 

monophasic and indistinguishable in rat (McCormick et al.  2008).  These fndings call 

into question the claim that distinct RHigh and RLow populations of DA receptors exist in 

vivo. The consequences of this objection will be covered in more detail in the discussion 

section.

Figure  3:  The  receptor  model  based  on  the 

classical occupancy model above, as proposed by 

Laruelle, 2000. The binding components of the D2 

receptor  are divided into  high afnity state and 

low  afnity  state,  the  dopamine  baseline 

occupancy  is  20%,  leaving  only  80%  for 

antagonist  binding and 30% for agonist  binding. 

The  component  of  sites  vulnerable  to  DA 

competition following release is estimated to 30%. 
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Agonist Radioligand Development

As noted above, a wide variety of antagonist radioligands for PET studies of the four 

receptors considered in this thesis are available already. While these radioligands are of 

proven utility for determining the total amount of receptors, they are not so suitable for 

determining changes in the environment (L) leading to changes in the fraction of RHigh to 

RLow receptors.  The  possibility  of  measuring  specifcally  the  RHigh receptors  would 

present a great contribution to the understanding of the brain. Based on measurements 

of the ratio between RHigh and RLow in vitro it has been found that the D2
High fraction is 

increased in animal models of schizophrenia (Seeman et al. 2006; Sumiyoshi et al. 2005). 

The  fraction  of  5-HT2A
High is  lower  in  5-HT2A agonist  treated  animals,  in  spite  of  an 

increase in the total amount of receptors (Shi et al. 2008). And rats treated with cocaine 

show  increased  5-HT2A
High binding  with  autoradiography  (Carrasco  et  al.  2006)  and 

increased D2
High binding in membranes (Briand et al. 2008). 

Until recently, development of new PET radioligands has been focusing on antagonists, 

and only a handful of agonists are available for human use, mostly for the D2/3 receptor 

as described above. Thus, a agonist ligand promise to selectively map receptors in their 

functional state, and therefore alterations in agonist binding measured in vivo with PET 

may be more relevant for assessing dysfunction in the monoaminergic receptor systems 

in specifc patient or population groups. Furthermore,  combining measurements with 

antagonist and agonist PET tracers would enable determination of the ratio of the RHigh 

to the  RLow. Agonist PET tracers may also be better suited for measuring endogenous 

competition compared to antagonist tracers. 

New agonists must meet a number of requirements (Serdons et al. 2009) in order to 

show usefulness for PET scanning.

• While routes to radiosynthesis of a new agonist radioligand may be theoretically 

possible, in practice there is a requirement for a fast and reliable procedure using 

only milligrams of starting material.

• The radioligand must be chemically stable and eventual radiolabeled metabolites 

must not interfere with the signal in the brain.  
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• The  radioligand  must  be  sufciently  lipophilic  to  pass  across  the  blood-brain 

barrier, while being sufciently hydrophilic to avoid excessive non-displaceable 

binding, which will lower the signal to background ration.

• In general, a good radioligand should not be a substrate for the p-glycoprotein 

efux transporter and related processes.

• The pharmacological selectivity of the radioligand must be known, so that it can 

be certain what receptors are labeled in vivo.

• The afnity and kinetics of the radioligand has to suit the molecular target and 

the half-life of the nuclide, for example; a high afnity binding ligand with a slow 

dissociation from its receptor would be a poor  11C radioligand, but might work 

with 18F.

Specifc traits regarding development of agonist radioligands

• The efcacy of the agonist radioligand must be tested in vitro and in vivo in order 

to insure agonistic properties.

• Demonstrable competition from the endogenous agonist in vivo would be a useful 

property.
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Aims and Delineation of the Problem

The major aims of this thesis are:

● To evaluate a series of novel radiolabeled agonists as possible PET radioligands .

● To evaluate the susceptibility of  these radioligands to changes in  endogenous 

neurotransmitter.

This work describes evaluation of fve diferent agonist radioligands; [11C]SKF 82957 for 

the D1 receptor, [11C]-2Cl-NPA, [11C]NPA and [3H]NPA for the D2 receptor, [11C]CUMI-101 

for the 5-HT1A receptor, and [11C]Cimbi-5 for the 5-HT2A receptor.
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Methodological Considerations

As with pharmaceutical development, the project of developing a novel radioligand can 

begin with hundreds of possible candidates, and rarely ends in success. We started this 

project with a pipeline designed to eliminate unsuitable candidates before proceeding to 

in vivo PET imaging.

Properties of Agonist Radioligands

If a radioligand binds to multiple receptors in the same regions, it will be difcult to 

allocate the PET signal to individual receptor types. A good PET radioligand will have a 

nanomolar afnity to its main receptor, and in general 10-100 fold lower afnity for the 

next most abundant receptor that it recognizes. Some receptors are pharmacologically 

so  similar  as  to  make  the  task  of  obtaining  a  complete  selective  ligand  almost 

impossible; in the case of D2/3 receptors, only a 10-fold selectivity for D3 is aforded by 

[11C]PHNO. This holds true also for 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors, which have yet to be 

distinguished by selective ligands. A PET signal measured from radioligands binding to 

several subtypes will therefore be a combination of binding to each receptor. In the case 

of D2/3 receptors, D2 sites are relatively more abundant in the dorsal striatum, whereas 

D3 sites  are  mostly  in  nucleus  accumbens.  However,  this  anatomic  segregation  is 

incomplete, and the need for  full selectivity is the rationale for paper I. In the case with 

5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors, specifcity is less of a problem, since 5-HT2A receptors are 

most  abundant  in  frontal  cortex  and  hippocampus,  where  the  5-HT2C receptors 

contribute only a tiny fraction of the PET signal in these brain areas. However, 5-HT2C 

receptors  are abundant  in the choroid plexus,  which may thus contaminate the  PET 

signal in adjacent brain areas. In the case of the novel 5-HT1A agonist [3H]CUMI-101, an 

additional binding component to the alpha1 adrenoreceptor occurs in rat, but this is not 

the case in baboon brain. It is therefore essential that the binding of a new ligand be 

tested against batteries of cloned  human receptors and not only cloned rat receptors.

An agonist  is,  by defnition,  an agent  which  induces a response  after  binding  to  its 

receptor.  Therefore,  a  formal  requirement  is  that  a  post-synaptic  response  can  be 

measured not only in cell lines, but also in vivo.
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Quantitative Methods for Studying the Uptake and Distribution

Radionuclide Decay and Detection

A radioligand contains  a  radioactive  isotope  in  its  chemical  structure.  A  radioactive 

isotope contain a physically unstable atomic nucleus, which spontaneously decays with 

the release of  daughter  isotopes,  and other particles.  There are three main types of 

radiation  arising  from  radioactive  decay; α-radiation  consists  of  helium  nuclide, β- 

consists  of  electrons  (β-)  or  positrons (β+),  and γ-radiation,  which  is  electromagnetic 

radiation in the form of high energy photons. Nuclear decay is a stochastic process, such 

that it is impossible to predict when a given atom will decay, but given a large number of 

similar atoms the average decay rate is predictable. In the context of radioactive decay, 

the half-life (t½) is the time which it takes for one half of the original mass to decay. The 

magnitude  of  a  given  isotopic  half-life  can  be  determined  experientially  with 

considerable precision.

Henri  Becquerel  was the frst  to  describe  the phenomenon of  radioactive  decay,  for 

which  his  memory  is  honored  through  the  use  of  his  name  as  the  SI-unit  for 

radioactivity; one Becquerel is equal to one radioactive decay per second. Another unit 

used by many medical doctors, especially in the English speaking world, is the Curie 

(Ci), equal to the decay rate of 3.7x1010 Bq. The radionuclide decay of Carbon-11 and the 

subsequent detection with PET is explained in fgure 5. 

Figure 5: Decay of  11C to  11B is due to a conversion of a 

proton  into  a  neutron,  stabilizing  the  nucleus,  and with 

elimination of a positron β+ and a neutrino from the core. 

The positron can travel up to 5 mm through tissue before 

it  collides  with  an  electron.  The  positron-electron 

annihilation  produces  two  512  keV  photons,  which  are 

emitted at an 180 degree angle; these photons travel out 

of the body and are detected by the PET scanner, which 

estimates  the  line  of  annihilation.  The  PET  scanner  will 

never  be  more  precise  than  the  average  length  the 

positron travels before annihilation.
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Due to the short half-life of common positron emitters other longer-lived isotopes are 

some  times  used  in  the  evaluation  of  radioligands.  The  two  most-used  isotopes  in 

radioligand development are Iodine-125, a  γ-emitter with an energy of 35.5 keV and a 

half-life of approximately 60 days, and Tritium, a β--emitter with an energy of 18.6 keV 

(of  which  5.7  keV  is  imparted  to  the  electron  as  kinetic  energy),  and  a  half-life  of 

approximately 12 years. Both of these isotopes have a relative low energy, reducing the 

need for radioactive protection from external sources (although they are both toxic if 

ingested). However, these energies disfavor in vivo detection, such that they are suited 

for evaluation of ligands ex vivo and in vitro. The half-lives are such that the researcher 

need not rely on the daily production of radioligand, making the full evaluation cheaper 

and the experiments easier  to schedule.  Chemical  methods exist  for incorporation of 

both isotopes into a wide variety of organic compounds.

Positron Emission Tomography

The half-life of common PET radionuclides is relatively short: 15O (t½ = 2 min), 11C (t½ = 

20 min), 18F (t½ = 109 min) and 68Ga (t½ = 68 min). This property imparts advantages and 

disadvantages  (Antoni et al. 2008). The site of production of the radionuclides and the 

laboratory for synthesis of a radioligand must be in close proximity to the PET scanner, 

the  chemical  synthesis  must  be  fast,  usually  within  one  or  two  half-lives,  and  the 

administration  of  radioligand  to  the  subject  must  be  performed  shortly  after 

radiosynthesis.  This  leaves  little  time  for  formulation  and  quality  control  of  the 

radioligand. Therefore, it is usual for a functional PET research facility to have not only a 

PET scanner, but  also a cyclotron,  a  radiochemistry laboratory and a quality control 

laboratory,  an  expense  many  places  cannot  aford.  However,  the  short  half-life  is  a 

beneft in research as it allows repeated examination of single subjects, and minimizes 

the dosimetry experienced by the subject.

A dynamic PET scanning gives the defnitive view of the kinetics of the radioligand,  with 

the radioactivity concentration in a given region as a function of time. Mathematical 

models  can be  applied  to  describe  the kinetics  of  diferent  ligands,  from which the 

magnitudes of uptake and binding constants can be derived, as described in some detail 

below. However, a main limitation with PET is the low number of subjects who can be 

scanned after each production; research studies usually entail only one or two scans. 

Another  limitation  is  the use  of  anesthesia  in  animal  studies,  this  adds  confounding 

factors related to the pharmacological efects of anesthesia.
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Quantifying PET Data

Quantifcation  of  PET data  relies  on  equations  and  models  frst  derived  for  in  vitro 

binding.  The Michaelis-Menten  equation can be used to  quantify  ligand binding  (5), 

where the  specifcally  bound concentration  B is  related to the free concentration of 

radioligand F, the maximal number of receptors  Bmax, and the equilibrium dissociation 

rate constant of radioligand KD at equilibrium (Mintun et al. 1984).

B=Bmax*F/(KD +F) (5)

When a radioligand is administered in tracer dose (F << KD) then F becomes negligible 

in relation to K and the equation can be reduced to 6.

B=Bmax *F/(KD) (6)

The equation can be rearranged to the ratio of  B over  F, which is termed the binding 

potential BP.

BP = B/F=Bmax/(KD) (7)

The distribution in brain of a PET radioligand as a function of time after injection can be 

described  by  e.g.  a  two  tissue  compartmental  model  (figure  6). The  compartments 

include  the  radioligand  in  the  arterial  plasma  CP, a  non-displaceable  binding 

compartment CND (which is composed of a non-specifc bound CNS and a free radioligand 

concentration  in  tissue  water  CFT)  and a  specifc  binding  compartment  CS.  The  rate 

constants describing the radioligand uptake and binding consist of K1, the unidirectional 

blood-brain  clearance  with  units  of  blood  fow  k2,  the  fractional  rate  constant  for 

washout from brain and k3 and k4, the reversible association of the radioligand with its 

receptors.
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PET measures a concentration of radioligand within a given volume of tissue. The 

volume of distribution of each compartment can be described as the ratio at equilibrium 

of the radioligand concentration in the compartment to that of the parent radioligand 

concentration in plasma, as follows in equation 8 for the non-displacable compartment 

VND. VS and VND can be determined in diferent ways. For example, by use of an area in 

the brain devoid of radioligand binding sites. This area will contain a mix of VFT and VNS 

and can thereby be used as an estimate of the VND. An area with radioligand binding can 

then be described as a mix of VS and VND termed VT (9).

VND = CND / CP      (8)

VT = VS + VND    (9)

If it is assumed that VND equal the free amount of radioligand concentration in brain F, 

and that VS equals the specifcally bound radiotracer B, we can rearrange the equation 7 

to be described by diferent volumes of distribution 10, this is called the non-displacable 

binding potential and termed BPND.

BPND = B/F = VT - VND/VND      (10)

Binding potentials of PET tracers can be expressed in other ways, but BPND has the most 

importance  for  the  ex  vivo calculations  in  this  thesis.  For  a  full  review  of  PET 

quantifcation see (Innis et al. 2007)

Figure 6: A two-tissue compartment model describing the distribution of radioligand in the brain at equilibrium. 

The compartments include the radioligand in the arterial plasma CP, a non-displaceable binding compartment 

CND (which is composed of a non-specifc bound CNS and a free radioligand concentration in tissue water CFT) 

and a specifc binding  compartment  CS.  The rate  constants  describing the  radioligand uptake  and binding 

consist of K1, the unidirectional blood-brain clearance with units of blood fow k2, the fractional rate constant for  

washout from brain and k3 and k4, the reversible association of the radioligand with its receptors.
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Ex Vivo Experiments

An alternative to animal PET is ex vivo studies, where multiple rats are injected with a 

radiotracer and terminated at a certain time-point followed by quick removal of the brain 

for further analysis. This gives a single data point for each animal, in contrast to the 

dynamic time series within individuals that is aforded by PET. However, the  ex vivo 

approach can reveal population-based estimates of the dynamic process, if  individual 

animals are killed at diferent time points.  Ex vivo methods have a big advantage over 

animal PET in that anesthesia is not required; the rat or mouse is free to move around in 

the interval between radioligand injection and time of decapitation. A drawback is that 

individual  animals  cannot  serve  as  their  own baseline or control,  if  the  experiments 

require removal of the brain. This limitation tends to introduce variability, thus reducing 

the sensitivity of ex vivo experiments.

In the case of the D2 agonist [11C]-2Cl-NPA and the D1 agonist [11C]SKF 82957, around 30 

awake rats were used for each radioligand production. This approach yielded a huge 

amount  of  data,  with  triplicate  determination of  ten  treatment  groups  from a single 

radioligand production. In analogous studies with longer lived isotopes, as in the studies 

with  [3H]CUMI-101,  it  was  possible  singlehandedly  to  study  12  rats  in  a  single 

experiment day. In comparison, PET scanning can only provide a few scans from each 

production of radiotracer.

Quantifcation of  ex vivo experiments is generally simpler than the full compartmental 

analysis of a dynamic PET scan. The radioactivity in the region of interest (ROI) at a 

single time point is divided by the injected radioactivity and adjusted for rat- and tissue 

sample weight, giving units of Standardized Uptake Value, SUV.

SUV = (Activity in ROI/weight of ROI)/(Activity injected/weight of animal) (11)

As with PET, the occurrence of a reference brain region with negligible specifc binding 

region is optimal for quantifcation of  ex vivo experiments. In  ex vivo experiments we 

measure  the  exact  compartment  concentration,  and  can  therefore  rewrite  the  non-

displaceable binding potential equation 10 using the defnition of volumes of distribution 

from equation 8 giving the equation 12. The plasma concentration can be taken out of 
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the  equation and we are left  with the  specifc binding ratio  SBR  defned as in  the 

equation 13.

BPND = (CT/CP – CND/CP)/(CND/CP) = (CT – CND)CP/CNDCP (12)

SBR = BPND = (CT – CND)/CND (13)

These  ex vivo calculations are valid at equilibrium; as this is not generally the case, 

calculations of SBR in ex vivo studies must be interpreted with this caveat.

Ex Vivo Autoradiography

Having the option of using a longer half-life isotope, it is convenient to combine the ex 

vivo experiment  with  an  autoradiographic  experiment.  After  the  brain  has  been 

extracted, it must be frozen quickly and then cut into thin sections, dehydrated, and then 

exposed to a sensitive imaging plate or X-ray flm, which ultimately yields a very high 

resolution image of the radioligand distribution at the time of death. In principle, this 

procedure  is  also  possible  with  [18F]-radioligands  and  in  some  cases  with  [11C]-

radioligands as described by (Bergström et al. 2003), but time is crucial. It is generally 

easier to conduct in vitro autoradiography with short-lived isotopes, but this too can be a 

challenge.

Metabolism of Radioligands

One major limitation with PET and ex vivo experiments is non-specifc binding; as PET 

only traces the radioactivity, a false signal can arise when the radioligand is metabolized 

in the living organism. For example, metabolism of [11C]SKF 82957 generates a lipophilic 

metabolite, which crosses the blood-brain barrier, ultimately making up 50-60% of the 

brain signal, rather than the intended parent compound (DaSilva et al. 2003, Paper II). 

The lipophilic metabolite is most likely the result of a methylation of one of the phenol 

groups by the enzyme COMT, as has been described for [18F]fuorodopa (Boyes et al. 

1986)  and other  related catechols  (Männistö  et  al.  1999).  The  examination  of  these 

radiometabolites can be carried out ex vivo, by injecting a high dose of radioligand, and 

following up with high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis of the brain 

and plasma extracts, as in papers I and II.
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Binding Competition

The competition model and the ternary receptor model predict that agonist radioligands 

should  be  better  suited  to  measure competition  from  other  agonists,  including  the 

endogenous  neurotransmitters.  There  are  three  main  methods  to  test  this;  direct 

challenge, where pharmacological treatments compete directly for the receptor binding; 

indirect  challenge,  where  endogenous  neurotransmitter  is  released  by  a  drug  or 

stimulus; and depletion, where the endogenous neurotransmitter is removed by a drug 

or lesion.

Direct Competition

A typical direct challenge would be pharmacological treatment with diferent doses of a 

well-characterized agonist.  For example, intravenous treatment with 8-OH-DPAT, a  5-

HT1A agonist,  fve minutes previous to  the injection of [3H]CUMI-101,  as reported in 

paper V. If the radioligand is a selective and full agonist, the treatment should evoke a 

competition curve as a function of dose, which should be monophasic, refecting a single 

binding state.

Endogenous Competition - Release

The interstitial concentrations of DA and 5-HT in the brain can be increased by various 

drugs. The two biogenic amines have several similarities with respect to mechanisms of 

synthesis,  metabolism, release, and re-uptake. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 

(SSRIs)  such as citalopram are medically used as antidepressants,  by virtue of  their 

blockade of the serotonin reuptake transporter (SERT) in the plasma membrane, which 

increases the amount  of  interstitial  serotonin,  as in  paper IV.  This  same principle  is 

behind the DA increase evoked by RTI-32 (a potent cocaine analogue), as in paper II,  

where RTI-32 is a selective blocker of the dopamine reuptake transporter (DAT) (Stathis 

et  al.  1995),  see  fgure  7.  Microdialysis  studies  have  shown increased  levels  of 

interstitial 5-HT after acute treatment with citalopram, attaining peak increases of as 

much as 200-400% above basal levels at 40 minutes after administration, and remaining 

elevated for hours thereafter (Mørk et al. 2003; Huang et al. 2006; Ceglia et al. 2004). 

Likewise, interstitial levels of DA have been shown to increase by up to 600% above 

basal  levels  after  blockade  of  DAT  by  cocaine  or  its  analogues,  peaking  almost 
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immediately, and remaining elevated for up to 1.5 hours (Church et al. 1987; Hurd et al. 

1989).

DA and 5-HT can also be released by reversing the uptake transporter and enhancing 

exocytosis of neurotransmitter vesicles. Fenfuramine and amphetamine are both such 

releasers,  working  mostly  at  SERT or  DAT respectively,  as  in  papers  II  and IV.  The 

increase in interstitial  5-HT levels after acute treatment with fenfuramine is  around 

500-900% above  basal  levels,  peaking  at 30-40 minutes,  and remaining  elevated  for 

several hours (Laferrere et al. 1989; Rocher et al. 2001). The DA increase in striatum 

after acute amphetamine treatment is also higher than with cocaine analogues, reaching 

peak levels of 700-1000% above basal level, staying elevated for several hours (Hurd et 

al. 1989; Sharp et al. 1987).

Endogenous Competition - Depletion 

DA and 5-HT tonically occupy a fraction of their receptors; this baseline level of binding 

can be reduced by lowering the amount of released neurotransmitter. As with release, 

the pathways for synthesis are similar for the two neurotransmitters. Treatments with 

specifc  inhibitors  of  the  enzymes  synthesizing  either  DA  or  5-HT  results  in 

Figure 7: Sites of action for DA level increases, cocaine and amphetamine, as well as sites of action for DA level 

depleters, 6-OHDA and α-MT.
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neurotransmitter depletion,  and consequently decrease of the baseline  occupancy. In 

particular, treatment with the tyrosine hydroxylase inhibitor alpha-methyl-para-tyrosine 

(α-MT) reduces the level of catecholamines (DA and noradrenaline) by 30-40% or more 

(Rech  et  al.  1968;  McTavish  et  al.  1999).  Similarly,  treatment  with  the  tryptophan 

hydroxylase inhibitor para-chloro-D,L-phenylalanine (pCPA) decreases the brain levels of 

interstitial 5-HT by 30-50% at 24 hours (Kornum et al. 2006; Steigrad et al. 1978; Datla 

et al. 1996). Another way to reduce the baseline level of a neurotransmitter is to destroy 

the projecting neurons or synaptic terminals, which leaves the postsynaptic receptors in 

a state of  denervation. For example, the  infusion of  the toxin 6-OHDA to the medial 

forebrain  bundle  retrogradely  destroys  the  dopaminergic  neurons  projecting  to  the 

striatum, resulting in nearly complete depletion of brain DA, paper III. This methods has 

been extensively  used to  model  Parkinson's  disease in  animals,  and the relationship 

between depletion and behavioral impairment has been correlated (Casteels et al. 2008; 

Ishibashi et al. 2010). In general, DA depletions/lesions result in increased abundance of 

binding sites for dopamine D2/3-like receptor antagonists. Indeed molecular imaging has 

revealed a 40% increase in [11C]raclopride binding in striatum of untreated patients with 

Parkinson’s disease (Dentresangle et al. 1999).
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Results & Discussion

After some work with our original pipeline it was necessary to revise it, as even good 

ligands in vitro could fail in vivo, as [11C]2-Cl-NPA failed in paper I. We adopted the new 

pipeline  with  [11C]Cimbi-5,  frst  testing  the  novel  agonist  in  vivo  and  afterwards 

conducting the full characterization in vitro. This pipeline works best if there is evidence 

that the chosen compound already have some of the characteristics of a good receptor 

ligand.

Chemical Properties of Agonist Radioligands

All the novel radioligands described in this thesis were assessed for their selectivity, 

either  by  extensive  in  vitro binding  experiments  or  by  in  vivo blocking  with  well 

characterized ligands.  For example; the  in vitro validation showed that [11C]2-Cl-NPA 

was slightly more selective for D2 over D3 than was [11C]NPA. We also found [11C]SKF 

82547 to be highly selective for the D1 receptor by blocking the binding with a selective 

antagonist  SCH 23390.  Following  the  same  approach,  we  found  that  [3H]CUMI-101 

bound to more than one binding site, because WAY 100635 was unable to completely 

block the specifc binding in the striatum, this second binding site is presumably alpha1 

receptors. The in vitro binding properties of each radioligand is presented in table 1.

Table 1: In vitro binding properties (ki values) of the radioligands used in this thesis

Radioligand D1 D2 D3 5-HT1A 5-HT2A

[11C]NPA - 0.12 nM 0.21 nM - -

[11C]2-Cl-NPA - 4.52 nM 17.26 nM - -

[11C]SKF 82547 0.9 nM - - - -

[3H]CUMI-101 >10,000 nM >10,000 nM >10,000 nM 0.15 nM 4980 nM

[11C]Cimbi-5 3718 nM 1600 nM 117 nM 85 nM 2.2 nM

Studying the Uptake and Distribution of Radioligands

PET is superior to ex vivo experiments with regard to continues measurement of brain 

uptake as function of time (time activity curve, TAC) in the same animal. However,  ex 

vivo experiments  have  the  advantage  of  not  requiring  anesthesia,  and  also  enables 
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investigation  of  a  large  number  of  animals  per  radioligand  production.  The  papers 

included  in  this  thesis  presents  ex  vivo TACs  for  several  of  the  novel  agonists 

radioligands;  [11C]2-Cl-NPA and  [11C]NPA in paper  I, [3H]CUMI-101  in  paper  IV  and 

[11C]Cimbi-5 in paper V. 

In paper 1, rat brain ex vivo TACs of the new D2/3 agonist [11C]2-Cl-NPA were compared 

with those of the well-established radioligand [11C]NPA (fgure 9). We found that [11C]2-

Cl-NPA had a lower SBR and a slower brain accumulation in rats than both [11C]NPA and 

[11C]PHNO. [11C]PHNO has been reported to have even faster uptake and higher SBR 

than [11C]NPA (Wilson et al. 2005). The SBR we measured  ex vivo for [11C]NPA in rats 

was similar to the PET-based SBR previously reported in baboons (Hwang et al. 2000).

Furthermore, we evaluated the  ex vivo TACs and SBR of the agonist [3H]CUMI-101 in 

rats (fgure 10,  paper IV),  and compared it  to published results of  [11C]WAY 100635 

(Hume et  al.  1994)  and  [11C]MPPF (Plenevaux  et  al.  2000),  two widely  used  5-HT1A 

receptor  antagonist.  By  a  direct  comparison  at  90 minutes  we found  the  uptake  of 

[3H]CUMI-101  to  be  much  higher  than  for  [3H]MPPF.  [3H]MPPF  is  known  to  be  a 

substrate for the p-glycoprotein transporter, which greatly hinders the brain uptake of 

radioligands (Elsinga et al., 2005).

Figure 9: Ex vivo time activity curves (TAC) in regions of interest (ROI) of of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(−)-

NPA in awake rats. Left: Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) as a function of time. Right: Specifc Binding Ratio 

(SBR) as a function of time. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. 
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Metabolism of Radioligands

The plasma metabolites was measured for several radioligands  [11C]2Cl-NPA (paper I), 

[11C]SKF 82957 (paper II) and [11C]Cimbi-5 (paper V). The brain metabolites of [11C]SKF 

82957 (paper II). Metabolites can be a huge problem in PET scanning, as explained in 

the methodological considerations.

 

In  paper  1,  [11C]2-Cl-NPA  was  quickly 

metabolized  in  rat,  only  17%  parent 

compound  remained  in  plasma  after  15 

minutes (fgure 11). At least three hydrophilic 

metabolites but no lipophilic metabolites were 

identifed  by  HPLC  analysis  of  plasma 

extracts. A very rapid metabolism can cause 

the  radioligand  to  fail  as  a  tracer,  because 

brain  uptake  is  limited  and  quantifcation 

difcult.  Rapid  metabolism  could  partly 

account for the lower SBR of [11C]2-Cl-NPA in 

comparison to [11C]NPA.

In paper II, we confrmed a prior report fnding that metabolism of [11C]SKF 82957 result 

in a radiolabeled lipophilic metabolite in rat brain  (DaSilva et al. 2003). The lipophilic 

metabolite accounted for 62% of the total radioactivity  in the brain,  at  30 min after 

Figure 10: Ex vivo time activity curves (TAC) in regions of interest (ROI) of [3H]CUMI- 101 in awake rats. A: 

Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) as a function of time. B: Specifc Binding Ratio (SBR) as a function of time.  

Data are shown as mean ± SEM. 

Figure 11: A representative HPLC chromatogram 

of plasma from a 2-Cl-[11C]- (−)-NPA-injected rat, 

15 min after injection. At least three radiolabelled 

metabolites  and  the  parent  compound  can  be 

identifed in the chromatogram. 
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injection of [11C]SKF 82957 (fgure 12). We hypothesized that inhibition of COMT could 

lower the interference from the lipophilic metabolite, as it has before been demonstrated 

for  [18F]FDOPA  using  the  frst  generation  COMT  inhibitor  U-0521  (Cumming  et  al., 

1987). As hypothesized, systemic administration of the COMT inhibitor tolcapone evoked 

a dose-dependent reduction of lipophilic metabolite concentration in the rat plasma and 

brain and a concomitant increase in the cerebral [11C]SKF 82957 concentration, which 

favors the use of [11C]SKF 82957 as a PET radioligand. 

There are several ways to circumvent the metabolite problem. The method of COMT 

inhibition works for the special cases of [18F]FDOPA, and [11C]SKF 82957, but this can 

only be applied to a radioligand with catechol structure. Inhibition of other metabolizing 

enzymes might have serious efects of the general metabolism of the body, with resultant 

health risks. In most cases, it would be better to change the position of the radionuclide 

in the radioligand molecule so that the degraded radiometabolite would be hydrophobic, 

and thereby have restricted uptake in the brain.

Figure 12: HPLC chromatograms of rat brain extracts 30 min post intravenous injection of [11C]-SKF 82957. 

(A) Saline treated; (B) 3 mg/kg tolcapone; (C) 10 mg/kg tolcapone; (D) 20 mg/kg tolcapone. Peaks labeled “1” 

and “2” are hydrophilic metabolites, SKF is R-[11C]SKF 82957 and “3” is the lipophilic metabolite. 
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In the case of the 5-HT2A receptor agonist [11C]Cimbi-5, a radiolabeled metabolite slightly 

less lipophilic than the parent compound appeared in the plasma of the pig following i.v. 

injection of [11C]Cimbi-5. Based on previous studies describing the metabolism in rats of 

the  5-HT2A receptor  agonist  compound DOI  (Ewald  et  al.  2007),  we speculated  that 

metabolism of  [11C]Cimbi-5 in  the pig likewise entails  O-demethylation at  one of the 

methoxy  groups  in  the  iodophenethylamine-moiety  of  the  tracer.  Fortunately,  HPLC 

analysis of ex vivo brain extracts did not suggest that the lipophilic metabolite enters the 

pig brain to any large degree, and consequently the radiolabeled metabolite most likely 

do not contribute to the non-specifc binding of [11C]Cimbi-5. Radiolabeled metabolites 

that originate from an O-demethylation can be avoided by changing the labeling site to 

the  O-demethylated methyl group, thereby generating a small  hydrophilic compound, 

presumably formic acid, as the radiolabeled metabolite. However, in the present case the 

interference was negligible.

Binding Competition

The radioligands [11C]SKF 82597 (D1 agonist), [3H]NPA (D2/3 agonist) and [3H]CUMI-101 

(5-HT1A agonist)  were  all  tested  ex  vivo for  their  susceptibility  to  endogenous 

competition,  under  conditions  of  both  increased  (release)  and  decreased  (depletion) 

concentration of neurotransmitter. A short summary of the challenge results will follow 

below.

Endogenous Competition – Release

As  expected,  the  dopamine  releasing  efect  of  amphetamine  mediated  competition 

between endogenous dopamine and the agonist [3H]NPA, lead to a decreased SBR of 

[3H]NPA in striatum (table 2). Indeed, the competition between amphetamine-induced 

DA release and a D2/3 receptor radioligands is  the classic example that supports  the 

competition model (Laruelle 2000). However, interpretation of the  results with the other 

radioligands was not nearly as straightforward. 

Both  amphetamine  and  RTI-32  pre-treatment  decreased  the  SUV  of  the  D1 agonist 

[11C]SKF 82957 in rat striatum, but contrary to expectations concomitantly increased the 

SBR (table 2). [11C]SKF 82957 has a very low non-specifc binding and small changes in 

washout or metabolism of the radioligand induced by the pharmacological challenges 
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afect the concentrations of radioligand proportionally more in the non-specifc region 

than in the binding region, where the concentration of bound ligand is  high.  This is 

believed to be the driving factor for the increase in SBR, also supported by the fact that 

there  is  a  lower  SUV after  both  treatments.  However,  the  fndings  are  in  line  with 

previous attempts to demonstrate in vivo competition using D1 antagonists: The binding 

potential  (BP) or ratio of  bound/free ligand (B/F) of other D1 antagonist  radioligands 

have  been  found  to  be  insensitive  to,  or  slightly  increased,  after  pharmacologically 

stimulated DA release (Abi-dargham et al. 1999; Chou et al. 1999). All in all our fndings 

do not support the principle of agonists being more sensitive to endogenous transmitter 

release than antagonist. 

Table  2:  Percent  changes in uptake (SUV) and binding (SBR) after direct  release  and indirect  release of 

endogenous neurotransmitter.

Direct Release
(Amphetamine / Fenfuramine)

Indirect Release
(RTI-32 / Citalopram)

SUV SBR SUV SBR

[11C]NPA - -30%** - -

[11C]SKF 82547 -10%* +33%** -14%*** +12%

[3H]CUMI-101 0% +49%** +5% -11%
Direct release is compounds that directly efect the release of endogenous neurotransmitter, while indirect 

release is compounds that enhance the concentration of endogenous neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft by 

blogging the reuptake sites. RTI-32 is a DA reuptake inhibitor. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

We  noticed  a  small  but  insignifcant  decline  in  the SBR  of  [3H]CUMI-101  in  rat 

hippocampus and frontal cortex after citalopram treatment (table 2), which concurs with 

previous studies with the 5-HT1A antagonists [11C]WAY 100635 (Hume et al. 1994) and 

[18F]MPPF  (Udo de Haes et al. 2005; Plenevaux et al. 2000), but fails to support the 

principle of the competition model. On the other hand, acute treatment with the potent 

serotonin releaser fenfuramine increased the SBR in frontal cortex and hippocampus by 

30-50%, which is entirely in contrast to all other studies with 5-HT1A radioligands, which 

report only insignifcant decline or no change in binding, with [11C]WAY 100635 (Maeda 

et al. 2001; Hume et al. 2001; Rice et al. 2001) or with [18F]MPPF (Zimmer et al. 2002; 

Udo de Haes et al. 2005), after fenfuramine pre-treatment. This increase in SBR is also 

driven  by  a  change  in  the  non-specifc  binding  as  with  [11C]SKF  82957  above.  As 

[3H]CUMI-101 does not bind specifcally in the cerebellum, the change must originate 

from  changes  in  washout  or  metabolism  induces  by  the  fenfuramine  treatment.  A 
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combination of a high  kof of [3H]CUMI-101 from the 5-HT1A receptor and an increased 

blood-fow  would  increase  the  washout  of  the  non-specifc  binding  region  without 

changing in the binding. With a low non-specifc binding even a small change in this 

region results  in  larger change in the specifc binding ratio,  while the SUV is more 

resistant to these changes. In the light of our experiences, we must conclude that  ex 

vivo experiments may not be the best method for evaluating competition efects from 

released endogenous neurotransmitter.

Endogenous Competition – Depletion 

As expected from the competition model, depletion of DA by a 6-OHDA lesion resulted in 

a 50% increase in the SBR of the D2 agonist [3H]NPA (table 3), whereas it only resulted 

in  0-20% increase in [3H]raclopride binding and only in the posterior ventral lateral 

region of the striatum. These fndings can be explained with the competition model. 

However, the only study comparing DA agonist and antagonist binding is a [11C]PHNO 

PET study of untreated patients with early Parkinson’s disease  (Boileau et al.  2009), 

which fnd equivalent 25% increases in the binding of [11C]raclopride and [11C]PHNO. 

This result is not in agreement with our fndings, and do not support the competition 

model  which  would  predict  a proportional  greater  increase  for  the  agonist,  due  to 

greater sensitivity to competition from DA.

Table 3: Percent changes in uptake (SUV) and binding (SBR) after depletion of endogenous neurotransmitter.

Depletion
(6-OHDA  / α-MT /  pCPA)

SUV SBR

[3H]Raclopride +20%*

[3H]NPA - +50%**

[11C]SKF 82547 -29%*** -34%***

[3H]CUMI-101 -14% -14%
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Acute α-MT treatment signifcantly decreased the SBR of the agonist [11C]SKF 82957, by 

34% (table 3). This is entirely opposite to the predictions of the competition model, but  

in good agreement with other D1 studies where the binding has been either unchanged 

or reduced after acute DA depletion (Rice et al. 2001; Guo et al. 2003; Inoue et al. 1991). 

This change can not be explained by a change of the blood-fow, as we did not see a 

signifcant change in the cerebellar region after  α-MT treatment, and the change was 
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also seen in SUV, which is unafected by changes in the non-specifc binding. Thus an 

explanation  for these  changes has yet  to  be established  for the  case of  D1 receptor 

ligands, both in the above conditions of increased DA release, and after depletion.

Treatment with the 5-HT synthesis inhibitor pCPA did not signifcantly afect the SUV or 

SBR of the 5-HT1A partial agonist  [3H]CUMI-101 as measured  ex vivo. Contrary to this 

result, serotonin depletion slightly increased the [18F]MPPF binding in rat hippocampus 

(Zimmer et al. 2003). Again we noticed a discrepancy between our observations with 

agonist  or  partial  agonist  radioligands  and the  proposed  efects  by  the  competition 

model. As the competition model is a very simplifed model of a single receptor in a 

standardized environment it is not surprising that it fail to account for all observations 

seen in vivo.

The in vivo Competition Model Expanded

Whereas the competition model may be valid for explaining observations made in simple 

systems, such as cell cultures and membrane preparations it seems to fails to predict the 

binding of  receptor  radioligands other  than D2/D3. The paradoxical  fndings  in  some 

systems, especially with binding of D1 radioligands under conditions of pharmacological 

challenge, are not completely explained. However, some alternative theories in relation 

to  the  D1 and  D2 receptors,  where  the  most  knowledge  has  been  obtained  will  be 

presented here.  These theories could form the basis  for further general  competition 

studies, and in the future a better competition model. However, the efects of all these 

theories needs to be tested thoroughly.

First, it is known that D1
High constitutes 15-40% of the total D1 receptor pool, both in rat 

tissue and post mortem human brain (Richfeld et al. 1989; Shuto et al. 2008; McCauley 

et al. 1995), and that D2
High contributes 15-77% of the total D2 receptors in rat and post 

mortem human brain  (Richfeld et al. 1989; Shuto et al. 2008; Leysen et al. 1993), all 

based on biphasic displacement of an antagonist by an agonist in vitro. In most reports 

the D2
High fraction is somewhat larger that the D1

High fraction. Structural studies of the 

location  of  striatal  DA  receptors  show  that  D1 receptors  are  mainly  located 

extrasynaptically  (Caillé et al. 1996; Dumartin et al. 1998; Smiley et al. 1994) whereas 

D2 receptors are located mainly intrasynaptically. It is therefore reasonable to predict 
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that D1 receptors would be activated secondly to D2 receptors, following DA release in 

vivo, see fgure 13.

Furthermore, there is evidence that D1 and D2 receptor responses are linked in some 

way.  Apomorphine,  a  D1 and  D2/3 agonist,  induce  turning  behavior  in  rats  with 

hemitransection  of  the  nigrostriatal  pathway  (another  way  to  deplete  striatal  DA), 

whereas  the  behavioral  responses  to  SKF  38393  (D1 agonist)  and  quinpirole  (D2/3 

agonist) were much lower when given alone but equal to the apomorphine efect when 

given in  combination  (Arnt  et  al.  1987).  In mice with severe DA depletion following 

reserpine + α-MT, behavioral efects of bromocriptine (D2/3 agonist) and CY 208-243 (D1 

agonist) were only apparent when given in combination  (Robertson et al.  1986). The 

turning  behavior  in  6-OHDA  lesioned  rats  after  a  cafeine  induced  DA  release  is 

increased with combined treatment with a D1 agonist but not in combination with a D2/3 

agonist (Cauli et al. 2003) supporting the idea that DA activates D2 before activating D1. 

All  the  above  studies  above  agree  that  a  combined  activation  of  D1 and  D2 give  a 

stronger response than activation of only one type. It could be explained by a mechanism 

in  which  D1 and  D2 receptor  induce  the  high  afnity  state  of  one  another,  thereby 

reciprocally enhancing the signal of of each receptor. 

Figure 13: Receptor activation, internalization, recycling and cross-talk after DA release into the synaptic cleft.
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For example: If we assume that release of DA activates the D2 receptors frst, it will 

evoke an increase in the D1
High fraction. That would thereby lead to an increased binding 

of the D1 agonist [11C]SKF 82957, as seen in my experiments (table 2). Conversely, a DA 

depletion would lower the constitutively active D2 signaling, leading to a decrease in 

D1
High, thus resulting in a decreased binding of the agonist  [11C]SKF 82957 as seen in my 

experiments (table 3). 

The  switch  between  the  high  and  low  receptor  afnity  states  might  be  related  to 

internalization  and  recycling  of  the  DA  receptors.  After  DA  induced  activation  the 

dendritic  D1 receptors  internalize  (Dumartin  et  al.  1998),  and  their  overall 

responsiveness  to  further  stimulation  decreases  (Trovero  et  al.  1994).  However,  this 

decrease in response is restored after only 15 minutes, and the surface expression of 

receptors is restored by recycling within 20-60 minutes (Martin-Negrier et al. 2006), 

which is within the time-frame of most experimental setups. For example; in papers II 

and III,  amphetamine  was  given 50-90 minutes  before  decapitation,  thereby  leaving 

enough time for the D1 and D2 receptor respectively, to be internalized and recycle after 

their  binding  to  DA.  The  internalization  of  D1 or  D2 receptors  after  stimulation  by 

[11C]SKF 82957 or [3H]NPA is another matter. Diferent D1 agonists have been shown to 

evoke  internalization  at  very  diferent  rates.  Thus,  the  D1 agonist  A-77636  caused 

seemingly permanent internalization, and the internalization evoked by the D1 agonist 

dinapsoline was only slowly reversible (Ryman-Rasmussen et al. 2007). The D1 agonist 

SKF 82958 evoked internalization lasting from 20 minutes to 5 hours, depending on the 

study (Ryman-Rasmussen et al. 2007; Martin-Negrier et al. 2006; Dumartin et al. 1998). 

These diferences has been attributed to the kinetics of the ligand-receptor interactions, 

where it is the lipophilicity and dissociation constant which determine the duration of 

internalization. As yet, there has been no formal demonstration of internalization after 

[11C]SKF 82957 stimulation. However, since it is structurally related to SKF 82958 but 

less lipophilic and with a higher efcacy, it is to be expected that [11C]SKF 82957-D1 

receptor complex is likewise internalized after binding, and might retain the internalized 

state for longer due to the higher afnity. However, it is interesting that stimulation of 

the D1 receptors with the D1 agonist SKF 38393 seems to prime D2 receptor surfacing 

(Goggi et al. 2007), which may be a contributing factor to the above theory of cross-talk 

between D1 and D2 receptors. If [11C]SKF 82957 activation of the D1 receptor leads to 

surfacing of D2 receptors, it would increase the amount of the D2 receptors. This would in 

turn, lead to a greater activation of D2 receptors by the amphetamine released DA, and 
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thereby to a increased D1
High fraction, giving an increased [11C]SKF 82957 binding, as 

described  above.  The  opposite  experiment  testing  D2 agonist  activity  towards  D1 

receptor  internalization  or  recycling has not  been carried  out,  but  would contribute 

signifcantly  to  the  understanding  of  the  D1 and  D2 receptor  interactions.  Also  the 

existence of DA receptors in multiple formations, such as D1-D2 hetrodimers (Grymek 

2009) potentially efects the binding and behavior of these receptors. Furthermore, an 

additional level of complexity with the existence of GPCRs in multiple conformational 

states have been found by fuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). The alpha2a 

adrenergic  receptor  could  be  diferential  stabilized  by  diferent  ligands  in  several 

diferent active conformations, each with diferent signaling profles (Lill 2005, Ambrosio 

2010). 

Alternatives to the competition model has been published, the best are extending the 

original competition model with the  internalized part of the D2 receptors (Laruelle & 

Huang 2001,  Narendran et  al.  2004).  However,  in  spite the additional  complexity  of 

these models, they also predicts that agonist should be more sensitive than antagonist 

towards endogenous neurotransmitter competition, and do not describe the results of 

these ex vivo fndings better than the original competition model. A new perspective on 

serotonin  endogenous  neurotransmitter  competition  has  also  been  published,  which 

conclude that it  might be a very difcult task with the current targets and available 

tracers, and that new tracers with higher binding potential and optimized experiment 

protocols  are  needed  if  this  is  ever  going  to  succeed  (Paterson  2010).  A  complete 

competition  model  with  consideration  of  internalization,  dimers  and  oligomers, 

diferential agonism and multiple receptors states mights ultimately help to explain the 

diferent results.
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Conclusion

In the course of the work described in this thesis several novel radiolabeled agonists 

were evaluated as possible PET radioligands. 

• The dopamine D2 agonist [11C]-2Cl-NPA failed to meet the standard of the well 

characterized [11C]NPA, and was discarded after the in vivo evaluation. 

• The problem of the brain-penetrating metabolite derived from the metabolism of 

the D1 agonist [11C]SKF 82957 was solved by inhibiting the metabolizing enzyme 

COMT, thereby enabling [11C]SKF 82957 to be a usable PET radioligand. 

• Τhe uptake, selectivity and binding maximum of the 5-HT1A  agonist [3H]CUMI-

101 was evaluated in rats,  and found to be a good alternative to the current 

available 5-HT1A radioligands.

• The uptake and selectivity were evaluated for the 5-HT2A agonist [11C]Cimbi-5, 

forming the basic for proceeding to testing of this radioligand for PET imaging of 

humans. 

 

Methods for releasing and depleting DA and 5-HT, in particular, blocking the reuptake, 

promoting  release,  inhibition  of  synthesis,  and  neurotoxic  lesioning,  were  used  to 

challenge the binding of several of the agonist radioligands.

• The D2/3 agonist  [11C]NPA (and [3H]NPA)  was  challenged  with  amphetamine-

induced DA release  and 6-OHDA lesioning  which lead  to  changed binding  in 

agreement with the literature.

• •he  D1 agonist  [11C]SKF 82957  was  challenged  by  amphetamine  induced  DA 

release  and  α-MT  inhibition  of  DA  synthesis.  The  induced  challenge  did  not 

change [11C]SKF 82957 binding in the hypothesized direction. 

• The 5-HT1A agonist [3H]CUMI-101 was challenged by re-uptake blockade with 

citalopram,  fenfuramine-induced  5-HT release  and pCPA-induced inhibition  of 

synthesis. [3H]CUMI-101 binding did not change after any of the challenges.
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bstract

ntroduction: Several dopamine D2 agonist radioligands have been used with positron emission tomography (PET), including [11C-]-(−)-
NPA, [11C-]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(+)-PHNO. These radioligands are considered particularly powerful for detection of endogenous dopamine

elease, but they either provide PET brain images with limited contrast or have affinity for both D2 and D3 receptors.We here present the carbon-
1 radiolabeling and ex vivo evaluation of 2-Cl-(−)-NPA, a novel PET-tracer candidate with high in vitro D2/D3 selectivity.
ethods: 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(−)-NPA were synthesized by a two step N-acylation-reduction process using [11C]-propionyl

hloride. Awake rats were injected with either tracer, via the tail vein. The rats were decapitated at various times, the brains were removed
nd quickly dissected, and plasma metabolites were measured. Radioligand specificity, and P-glycoprotein involvement in brain uptake, was
lso assessed.
esults: 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(−)-NPA were produced in high specific activity and purity. 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA accumulated
lower in the striatum than [11C]-(−)-NPA, reaching maximum concentrations after 30 min. The maximal striatal uptake of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-
PA (standard uptake value 0.72±0.24) was approximately half that of [11C]-(−)-NPA (standard uptake value 1.37±0.18). Nonspecific
ptake was similar for the two compounds. 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA was metabolized quickly, leaving only 17% of the parent compound in the
lasma after 30 min. The specific binding of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA was completely blocked and inhibition of P-glycoprotein did not alter the
rain uptake.
onclusion: Ex vivo experiments showed, despite a favorable D2/D3 selectivity, that 2-Cl-[

11C]-(−)-NPA is inferior to [11C]-(−)-NPA as a
ET tracer in rat, because of slower brain uptake and lower specific to nonspecific binding ratio.

2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Dopamine receptors are implicated in numerous neuro-
harmacological functions and in diseases such as schizo-
hrenia [1] and Parkinson's disease [2]. Also, increased
opamine release is implicated in the pathology of psychosis
3]. In order to understand these functions fully, it is
undamental to expand our knowledge of the interactions and
mplications of the dopaminergic system. Based on their

ntracellular secondary messengers, the G protein-coupled
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dopamine receptors can be divided into two major classes:
D1-like receptors (D1 and D5) linked to activation of
adenylate cyclase, and D2-like receptors (D2, D3 and D4)
linked to inhibition of adenylate cyclase [4].

Based on the results from in vitro competition between
agonist and antagonists, D2 receptors are believed to exist in
two affinity states: a functional state coupled to G-protein
with high affinity for endogenous dopamine and exogenous
agonists (D2

high), and a state not coupled to G-protein with
lower affinity to endogenous dopamine and exogenous
agonists (D2

low). While the presence of these different affinity
states is clearly identified in vitro [5], the in vivo relevance of
this model is still debated. Recent studies have cast some
doubt on the in vivo applicability of the two affinity state
model (two-state model). For example, rather than a biphasic
displacement of [11C]raclopride from striatum in nonhuman
primate by the D2/D3 agonist (+)-PD 128907, expected on
the basis of the two-state model [6], the displacement was
monophasic and complete [7]. Furthermore, in an ex vivo
dual-tracer rat study, agonist and antagonist drugs were
equally efficient in displacement of the D2/D3 agonist [

11C]-
(+)-PHNO and the D2/D3 antagonist [

3H]raclopride [8]. On
the other hand, in a study in awake mouse the D2/D3 agonist
[3H]-(−)-NPA was found to be 60% more sensitive to an
amphetamine challenge than [11C]raclopride [9], and similar
findings were seen in anaesthetized nonhuman primates with
[11C]-(−)-NPA [10] and [11C]-(−)-MNPA [11]. The exis-
tence of two distinguishable affinity states in vivo is
therefore still debatable and more investigations are needed.

Recently, several suitable dopamine D2 agonist radi-
oligands have been developed for positron emission
tomography (PET) scanning, including the 11C-labeled
apomorphines [11C]-(−)-NPA [12] and [11C]-(−)-MNPA
[13], and the naphthoxazine [11C]-(+)-PHNO [14]. Another
newly developed agonist is the fluorinated tetralin analogue
[18F]-5-OH-FPPAT [15]. As agonists, these radioligands
are considered particularly suitable for detection of
endogenous dopamine release, but their properties are not
optimal, for two reasons. Firstly, they display affinity for
both D2 and D3 receptors; in vivo [11C]-(+)-PHNO is even
a D3 receptor preferring agonist [16], and, secondly, the
apomorphine derivates provide PET brain images with
limited contrast which is of particular concern if these
radiotracers are to be utilized as markers of endogenously
increased dopamine levels.

The presence of electron-withdrawing groups at the 2-
position was shown to considerably enhance the affinity of
apomorphines to the dopamine D2 receptor [17]. Recently,
we developed a new synthesis route for the preparation of 2-
substituted apomorphines [18] and used this method to make
a series of 2-substituted apomorphines (unpublished work).
One of the promising candidates, 2-Cl-(−)-NPA, showed a
higher D2 over D3 selectivity (D2/D3 0.26) than (−)-NPA
(D2/D3 0.56). Here, we present the radiolabelling of 2-Cl-
(−)-NPA with carbon-11 and the ex vivo evaluation of this

36 M. Palner et al. / Nuclear Med
compound in conscious rats.
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2. Material and methods

2.1. Synthesis of (R)-(−)-2-chloro-N-[1-11C-propyl]n-pro-
pylnorapomorphine (2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA)

[11C]Propionyl chloride/THF (prepared as described
previously) [14] was distilled into a 5-ml V-vial containing
(−)-2-chloronorapomorphine hydrobromide (2 mg), N,N-
diisopropylethylamine (100 μl) and THF (100 μl) at –30°C.
When levels of radioactivity in the vial peaked, the vial was
immersed in an oil bath at 85°C until the internal temperature
reached 60°C (about 2.5 min). Two minutes later, the vial
was cooled in an ethanol/dry ice bath until the internal
temperature was below −30°C, at which point LiAlH4 in
THF (0.2 M, 0.6 ml) was added. The vial was then
reimmersed in the oil bath and THF was removed by a flow
of N2 (80 ml/min) through the vial. When THF removal was
complete, 0.6 M aqueous HCl (0.8 ml) was added, followed,
after 30 s, by 1 ml of the HPLC eluent. The reaction mixture
was purified by reverse-phase HPLC using Phenomenex
Luna C18(2) (250×10 mm), eluting with 30% CH3CN 70%
H2O+0.1 M aqueous ammonium formate at pH 4 (6 ml/min)
and monitoring by UV (280 nm) and radioactivity detectors.
The desired fraction (Rt 10 min) was collected in a flask
containing 4% aqueous L-ascorbic acid (0.25 ml), evaporated
to dryness under vacuum at 70°C, and the residue taken up in
10 ml of sterile saline. The saline solution of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-
NPA was passed through a sterile 0.22-μm filter into a
sterile, pyrogen-free bottle containing 8.4% aqueous sodium
bicarbonate (1 ml). Aliquots of the formulated solution were
used to establish the chemical and radiochemical purity and
the specific activity of the final solution by analytical HPLC
on Phenomenex Prodigy C18 10 μm (250×4.5 mm), eluting
with 30% CH3CN 70% H2O+0.1 M ammonium formate at
pH 4 (3 ml/min). The radiosynthesis is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.2. Synthesis of (R)-(−)-[1-11Cpropyl]n-propylnorapomorphine
([11C]-(−)-NPA)

[11C]-(−)-NPA was prepared in an identical fashion to 2-
Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA using (−)-norapomorphine hydrobromide
as precursor.

2.3. Animal studies

Rats (male, Sprague-Dawley) weighing 340±35 g were
used in the study. Animal experiments were conducted in
accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on
Animal Care and with approval from the Animal Care
Committee at the Center of Addiction and Mental Health.
Rats were kept on a 12-h light/dark cycle with free access to
food and water.

2.4. Time–activity curve and plasma metabolites

Rats were injected in the tail vein with 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-
NPA or [11C]-(−)-NPA (37 MBq per rat, corrected to the
time of the first injection on the day of the experiment;

and Biology 37 (2010) 35–40
specific activity around 30 GBq/μmol). The rats were
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Fig. 1. Radiosynthesis of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(−)-NPA.
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ecapitated at different time points (5, 15, 30 and 60 min,
=4 for each time point); the brain was removed, placed
n ice and quickly dissected into striatum, frontal cortex
anterior 3 mm of the brain) and cerebellum. Blood from
he trunk was collected and the plasma obtained by
entrifugation. Then, glacial acetic acid was added to the
lasma (10 vol%) and the plasma sample was directly
nalyzed with HPLC using an OASIS capture column and
% CH3CN in water (2 ml/min) and C18 Luna 10 μm
250×4.6 mm), 2 ml/min, 30% CH3CN/70% H2O+0.1N
mmonium formate+1% formic acid, as described previ-
usly [19]. All brain tissue samples were collected in
arred counting vials and counted in a gamma counter. The
njected dose was corrected for remaining activity in the
yringe and the tail of the rat. Time–activity curves
TACs) and standard uptake values [SUVs=(Activity in
egion of interest/Brain mass)/(Activity injected/Rat
eight)] were subsequently calculated using diluted
liquots of the injected dose as standards, and the specific
inding ratio [SBR=((Activity in region of interest
Activity in cerebellum)/Activity in cerebellum)] calculat-
d from the SUV values.

.5. Competition and P-glycoprotein inhibition studies

Rats were divided into four groups (n=4 per group):
aloperidol treated (A), cyclosporin A treated (B), haloper-
dol and cyclosporin A treated (C), and untreated controls
D). Group A rats were injected with haloperidol (5 mg/kg sc
n 0.3 ml of saline) 30 min prior to 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA
dministration; Group B were injected with cyclosporin A
50 mg/kg iv in 0.3 ml of saline) 40 min prior to radiotracer

njection; Group C were injected with both haloperidol and t

able 1
ipophilicity (LogP), Ki values of [

11C]-(−)-NPA and 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA for D2 a

cLogD⁎ D2Ki (nM)⁎⁎ D3Ki (nM)⁎⁎ D2/D

-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA 2.25 4.52±0.98 17.26±2.88 0.26
11C]-(−)-NPA 0.79 0.12±0.04 0.21±0.09 0.57

alues are given as means±S.E.M.
⁎ cLog D7.4 (Pallas 3.5).
⁎⁎ NIMH PDSP and Ref. [20].
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yclosporin A as described above. 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA
15±5 MBq) was injected in the tail vein and the rats were
ecapitated 40 min after. The brains and blood samples were
reated as described above. Plasma and brain tissue samples
ere collected in tarred counting vials and counted in a
amma counter. Tails and syringes were counted and the
UV was calculated as described above.

.6. Statistics and calculations

SUVs and SBRs were calculated in Excel, and TACs
ere calculated using GraphPad Prism version 5. Significant
locking of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA by haloperidol was
ssessed by a one-tailed unpaired t test. Log D was
alculated using Pallas 3.5 (CompuDrug International, Inc.,
. Results

Thirty-five gigabecquerel of [11C]CO2 afforded 2–2.9
Bq of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and 2.5–3.5 GBq of [11C]-(−)-
PA in 40 min. The specific activities of the radioligands
ere 28–45 GBq/μmol at end of synthesis and the
adiochemical purities exceeded 97%. In the absence of
scorbic acid, both radioligands underwent extensive
adiolysis during the formulation process.
Table 1 summarizes the pharmacological and binding

haracteristics of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(−)-NPA.
The brain 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(−)-NPA TACs

nd SBRs are presented in Fig. 2. 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA was
ound to be highest in the dopamine D2-rich striatum,
hereas uptake in frontal cortex was very similar to that in

he cerebellum. In striatum, maximum uptake was seen

nd D3, SUV and SBR

3 SUV SBR (60 min)

Striatum (60 min) Cerebellum (60 min)

0.72±0.24 0.33±0.02 1.18±0.78
1.37±0.18 0.32±0.04 3.31 0.32



uptake of 2-Cl-[ C]-(−)-NPA.

Fig. 2. Ex vivo TACs of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and [11C]-(−)-NPA in rat striatum, frontal cortex and cerebellum. Specific binding ratios at different time points are
calculated for striatum and frontal cortex using the cerebellum as the reference region.
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30 min after injection of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA, whereas the
maximum uptake of [11C]-(−)-NPA was found at 15 min
after injection. At 60 min, the SUV in striatum was
0.72±0.24 for 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA, around half of the
1.37±0.18 found for [11C]-(−)-NPA. Cerebellum uptake
(equivalent to nonspecific uptake) at early time points was
higher for [11C]-(−)-NPA than for 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA, but
by 30 min the cerebellum uptake was similar with both
radiotracers; at 60 min, the SUV in cerebellum was
0.33±0.02 for 2-Cl-[11C]- (−)-NPA and 0.32±0.04 for
[11C]-(−)-NPA. The SBR in the striatum was 1.18±0.78
for 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and 3.31±0.32 for [11C]-(−)-NPA at
60 min, reflecting the SUV values reported above.

HPLC measurements of plasma taken 15 min after
injection showed that only 17% of the parent compound
(2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA) remained and that at least three
hydrophilic metabolites were present. No lipophilic meta-
bolites were identified in the plasma. A typical HPLC

chromatogram is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A representative HPLC chromatogram of plasma from a 2-Cl-[11C]-
(−)-NPA-injected rat, 15 min after injection. At least three radiolabelled
metabolites and the parent compound can be identified in the chromatogram.

- 62 
The specific binding of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA could be
blocked by pretreatment with haloperidol (Fig. 4) (T test,
Pb.0001). Pretreatment with cyclosporine A to inhibit the
P-glycoprotein efflux transporter did not alter the brain

11
4. Discussion

We successfully radiolabelled 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA and
[11C]-(−)-NPA in good yields by modifications of the N-
acylation-reduction method first described by Hwang et al.
[12] for labeling [11C]-(−)-NPA.

In ex vivo experiments in the rat, we found that a new
selective agonist PET tracer for the dopamine D2 receptor, 2-
Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA, had a lower signal-to-noise ratio and a
slower brain accumulation than did [11C]-(−)-NPA. After
60 min, the SBR was 1.18 for 2-Cl-[11C] -(−)-NPA as
compared to 3.31 for [11C]-(−)-NPA. [11C]-(+)-PHNO has
been reported to have even faster uptake than [11C]-(−)-
NPA and a higher SBR of 4.6 at 60 min [14]. In vivo,
11
C]-(+)-PHNO is a D3 preferring tracer and for that reason

ig. 4. Specific binding ratios after pretreatment with the dopamine D2
[

F

antagonist haloperidol.
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e chose not to compare it to 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA. It is worth
entioning that the SBR of 3.31 from our [11C]-(−)-NPA
xperiments closely resembles the SBR of 3.4 reported by
wang et al. [12] in the same species.
The D2/D3 agonist [

11C]-(−)-MNPA shows a SBR of 1.23
at 78 min) in cynomolgus monkeys [13]. This is similar to
11C]-(−)-NPA which has a SBR of 1.8 at 45 min in baboons
12], but with slower kinetics. Generally, the SBR of
pomorphines seems lower in nonhuman primates than in
ats, and for that reason it is considered unlikely that 2-Cl-
11C]-(−)-NPA would have a better outcome as a radiotracer
n higher species.
We found that after systemic injection, 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-
PA was metabolized fairly rapidly with only 17%
nchanged compound in plasma after 15 min. The metabo-
ites were composed of at least three polar metabolites, but no
ipophilic metabolites were observed. Forty to 45 min after
ntravenous injection of [11C]-(−)-NPA, 20% of the com-
ound is unchanged in the plasma of pigs [9] and 30% in that
f baboon [12]. Similarly, 40 min after [11C]-(+)-PHNO
njection in rats, 26% remains unchanged in the plasma [14].
or [11C]-(−)-MNPA, the fraction is 20% in the cynomolgus
onkey at 45 min after injection. It is likely that this rapid
ystemic metabolism contributes to the overall relatively low
rain uptake of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA. The calculated lipophi-
icity of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA (cLogD7.4=2.25) is much
igher than that of [11C]-(−)-NPA (cLogD7.4=0.79). This
ould be one of the contributing factors to the lower SBR.We
id not measure protein binding of any of the radiotracers, but
t is possible that a lower plasma free fraction of 2-Cl-[11C]-
−)-NPA associated with its higher lipophilicity counteracted
he anticipated increase in brain uptake. Alternatively, 2-Cl-
11C]-(−)-NPA could be a substrate for the efflux transporter
-glycoprotein [21] and, therefore, we investigated whether
nhibition of P-glycoprotein with cyclosporine A could
nhance the brain uptake of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA. We found
o evidence that P-glycoprotein activity is the cause of the
elatively limited brain uptake of 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA. We
annot exclude that the superior characteristics of [11C]-(−)-
PA as a PET tracer as compared to 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA
ould be reverted in primates. Based on these rodent data,
owever, a more viable approach would be to test other
nalogues. We suggest that better D2 receptor agonist PET
racers may be developed by 2-substitution of apomorphine
erivatives with, e.g., fluorine or hydroxy, with the aim of
owering lipophilicity and nonspecific binding and increasing
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rain penetration.

[

[

[

. Conclusion

We have described an efficient radiosynthesis of [11C]-
−)-2-Cl-NPA, a novel in vitro selective D2 agonist. Ex vivo
tudies in the rat showed that 2-Cl-[11C]-(−)-NPA in
omparison to other commonly used D2/D3 radiotracers

ad a relatively high systemic metabolism, a slower brain
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ptake and a lower target-to-background ratio. Based on
tudies of [11C]-(−)-NPA, it is considered unlikely that the
adiotracer would show improved pharmacokinetic proper-
ies in nonhuman primates or humans.
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Abstract

Introduction: R-[11C]-SKF 82957 is a high-affinity and potent dopamine D1 receptor agonist radioligand, which gives rise to a brain-
penetrant lipophilic metabolite. In this study, we demonstrate that systemic administration of catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT)
inhibitors blocks this metabolic pathway, facilitating the use of R-[11C]-SKF 82957 to image the high-affinity state of the dopamine D1

receptor with PET.
Methods: R-[11C]SKF 82957 was administered to untreated and COMT inhibitor-treated conscious rats, and the radioactive metabolites
present in the brain and plasma were quantified by HPLC. Under optimal conditions, cerebral uptake and dopamine D1 binding of R-[11C]
SKF 82957 were measured ex vivo. In addition, pharmacological challenges with the receptor antagonist SCH 23390, amphetamine, the
dopamine reuptake inhibitor RTI-32 and the dopamine hydroxylase inhibitor α-methyl-p-tyrosine were performed to study the specificity and
sensitivity of R-[11C]-SKF 82957 dopamine D1 binding in COMT-inhibited animals.
Results: Treatment with the COMT inhibitor tolcapone was associated with a dose-dependent (EC90 5.3±4.3 mg/kg) reduction in the
lipophilic metabolite. Tolcapone treatment (20 mg/kg) also resulted in a significant increase in the striatum/cerebellum ratio of R-[11C]SKF
82957, from 15 (controls) to 24. Treatment with the dopamine D1 antagonist SCH 23390 reduced the striatal binding to the levels of the
cerebellum, demonstrating a high specificity and selectivity of R-[11C]SKF 82957 binding.
Conclusions: Pre-treatment with the COMT inhibitor tolcapone inhibits formation of an interfering metabolite of R-[11C]SKF 82957.
Under such conditions, R-[11C]SKF 82957 demonstrates high potential as the first agonist radiotracer for imaging the dopamine D1 receptor
by PET.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Agonist; Dopamine D1 receptor; R-[
11C]SKF 82957; Metabolites; Catechol-O-methyltransferase; Tolcapone; Entacapone; Ex vivo; PET Tracer

1. Introduction

Dopamine D1 receptors are implicated in numerous
neuropharmacological and neurobiological functions. For

example, D1 receptors are involved in different types of
memory function [1–3] and in the cognitive deficits of
schizophrenic patients [4,5]. Brain imaging with positron
emission tomography (PET) is an important tool to elucidate
the significance of D1-receptor signaling, and improving the
selectivity of PET tracers will facilitate this pursuit. The
hitherto most widely used radiotracers for D1-receptor brain
imaging include [11C]SCH 23390 [6,7] and [11C]NNC 112
[7]. Other but less widely used tracers are [11C]NNC 756
[8,9], [11C]A-69024 [10,11] and the 18F-labeled compound
(R)-N-(3-18F-fluoropropyl)SCH 38548 [12]. However, all of
these tracers are antagonists at the D1 receptor, and an
agonist would potentially give more functional knowledge
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about the receptor by binding only to the functional active
(G-protein-coupled, high-affinity) subset of receptors, as
shown with in vitro experiments [13].

The benzazepine R-[11C]SKF 82957 (R-(+)-3-[11C]meth-
yl-6-chloro-7,8-dihydroxy-1-phenyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-1H-
3-benzazepine) is a high-affinity (Ki=0.9 nM [14]) D1

receptor agonist. In vitro autoradiography and ex vivo
studies in rats have shown that R-[11C]SKF 82957 has an
excellent signal-to-noise ratio above 10 [15–17]. Unfortu-
nately, data from our laboratory has revealed that when
administered systemically in rats, the radiotracer generates a
lipophilic metabolite which crosses the blood–brain barrier
resulting in about 50–60% of the activity in the brain
emanating from the metabolite [18]. The lipophilic metab-
olite, which has not been structurally identified, is generated
not only in rats but also, although to a lesser extent, in
humans. Systemic or cerebral production of radiolabeled
metabolites, particularly those with affinity to relevant
receptors in the brain, hampers the quantification of the
radiotracer binding. Therefore, the lipophilic metabolite of
R-[11C]SKF 82957 constitutes a major confound in inter-
preting PET or ex vivo animal experiments.

Given the catecholamine structure of the radiotracer
(Scheme 1) and that N95% of specific binding in the rat
striatum can be blocked by D1 antagonists, such as SCH
23390, we hypothesized that the lipophilic metabolite
resulted from methylation of R-[11C]SKF 82957 by the
enzyme catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT), as has been
described for other related catechols [19]. Methylation of one
of the phenol groups would produce a radiotracer which
almost certainly has D1 affinity and acts as antagonist, as the
presence of 7,8-cathechol hydroxyl has been shown to be
essential for agonist activity, while other 7,8 substitutions
result in antagonists [20].

In patients with Parkinson's disease treated with
L-DOPA, COMT inhibition minimizes the methylation of
dopamine (99% efficiency), thus enhancing the L-DOPA
treatment effect. In a preliminary report, COMT inhibition
was able to inhibit the peripheral in vivo formation of the
lipophilic radiometabolite of the partial D1 receptor agonist
(S)-[11C]N-methyl-NNC 01-0259 [21]. However, direct
analysis of brain tissue was not carried out.

In this study, we investigated the effect of tolcapone and
entacapone (two widely used COMT inhibitors) on the
formation of lipophilic radiometabolites of R-[11C]SKF

82957 in rat. We examined the relationship between brain
and plasma levels, and the effects of COMT inhibition on the
brain uptake and binding of R-[11C]SKF 82957. We
investigated the selectivity of R-[11C]SKF 82957 binding
to dopamine D1 receptors after COMT inhibition by
blockade with SCH 23390, a selective D1 antagonist, and
the binding ratio and uptake after treatment with amphet-
amine, RTI-32 (a dopamine reuptake inhibitor) and inhibi-
tion of dopamine formation by use of α-methyl-p-tyrosine
(α-MT), a tyrosine hydroxylase inhibitor.

2. Material and methods

2.1. General

Male Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing 282±5 g on the day
of the experiments, were used. Rats were maintained on a
12-h light/dark cycle with free access to food and water for at
least 1 week prior to the experiments. Experiments were
conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian
Council on Animal Care and with approval from the Animal
Care Committee at the Center of Addiction and Mental
Health. RTI-32 was prepared in-house [22]. All other
chemicals were from commercial sources.

2.2. Radiosynthesis of R-[11C]SKF 82957

[11C]-Iodomethane (produced as previously described
[23]) was swept into a 2-ml HPLC loop [24,25] by a stream
of N2 gas (8 ml/min). The loop had been precoated with a
solution of SKF 81297 hydrochloride (1 mg) in DMF (70 μl)
and 1N NaHCO3 (10 μl). Upon maximal trapping of
radioactivity in the loop (3–4 min), the flow of N2 was
stopped and the reaction allowed to proceed (3.5 min). The
contents of the loop were then injected onto the HPLC
purification column and purified by HPLC using a
Phenomenex Gemini C18 10-μm column eluted with THF/
H2O (13:87)+0.1N NaOAc (pH 5) at 8 ml/min. The desired
fraction (reaction time 7–8 min) was collected, evaporated to
dryness under vacuum at 70°C and the residue taken up in
10 ml of sterile saline. The saline solution of R-[11C]SKF
82957 was passed through a sterile 0.22-μm filter into a
sterile, pyrogen-free bottle containing aqueous sodium
bicarbonate (1 ml, 8.4%). Aliquots of the formulated solution
were used to establish the chemical and radiochemical purity
and specific activity of the final solution by analytical HPLC.

2.3. Initial comparison of tolcapone and entacapone

The metabolites of R-[11C]SKF 82957 were examined in
plasma and brain homogenate of male rats after pretreatment
of either entacapone or tolcapone. Awake rats (male,
Sprague-Dawley, 260 g) were pretreated intraperitoneally
with either entacapone (5 mg/kg, n=1), tolcapone (5 mg/kg,
n=1) or vehicle (5% Tween 80 in saline, n=3) 30 min before
injection of 50 MBq high specific activity R-[11C]SKF
82957 (2.5 nmol) in 0.5 ml of buffered saline via the tailScheme 1. Radiochemical synthesis of R-[11C]SKF 82957.
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vein. Rats were killed by decapitation after 30 min and their
brains were quickly removed and placed on ice; blood from
the trunk was collected in heparinized tubes. Control animals
(n=2), which received no radiotracer, were also killed, blood
was collected and the brain excised and stored on ice. One
megabecquerel of R-[11C]SKF 82957 in 10 μl of buffered
saline was added to the control brain and control blood only.
All brains were homogenized (Polytron, setting 7) in 4 ml of
ice-cold 70% aqueous ethanol and centrifuged (17,000 rpm,
15 min). Aliquots of the supernatants and the pellets were
counted for radioactivity, and the supernatants were then
diluted 4:1 (v/v) with water for HPLC analysis. Blood was
centrifuged to separate the plasma which was then used
directly for HPLC analysis. HPLC analyses of plasma and
brain extracts were performed by minor modifications of the
method described by Hilton et al. [26]. Briefly, samples were
loaded onto a 5-ml HPLC injector loop (Valco Texas) and
injected onto a small capture column (4.6×20 mm) packed
in-house with OASIS HLB 30 μm (Waters, New Jersey,
USA). The capture column was eluted with 1% aqueous
acetonitrile (2 ml/min) for 4 min, then back-flushed (25%
acetonitile/75% H2O+0.1N ammonium formate) onto a
Phenomenex Prodigy 10-μm C18 column (250×4.6 mm).
Both column effluents were monitored through a flow
detector (Bioscan Flow-Count) operated in coincidence
mode. After 14 min, the HPLC eluent was changed to 60%
acetonitile/40% H2O+0.1N ammonium formate, pH 4, 2 ml/
min to monitor for strongly retained (lipophilic) metabolites.
All radioactivity data were corrected for physical decay and
integrated using a PC. Hold-up of radioactivity in the HPLC
system was less than 2% of applied radioactivity, while the
pellet had less than 10%.

2.4. Tolcapone inhibition of R-[11C]SKF 82957 metabolism

The dose–response relationship for tolcapone on the brain
and plasma metabolites of R-[11C]SKF 82957 was exam-
ined. Awake rats were divided into different groups as noted

in Table 1. Rats were pretreated intraperitoneally with
tolcapone or vehicle (5% Tween 80 in saline) 30 min before
injection of 50 MBq high specific activity R-[11C]SKF
82957 (2.5 nmol) in 0.5 ml of buffered saline via the tail
vein. Rats were killed by decapitation after 30 min and their
brains were quickly removed and placed on ice; blood from
the trunk was collected in heparinized tubes. Brain and blood
samples were processed and measured as described above.

2.5. Pharmacological challenges

The cerebral binding of R-[11C]SKF 82957 after
pharmacological challenges was examined.1 Rats were
divided into different groups as noted in Table 1. All groups
received an intraperitoneal injection of tolcapone (20 mg/kg
in 5% Tween 80 in saline) 30 min before injection of 37MBq
R-[11C]SKF 82957 and were killed by decapitation 60 min
postinjection of the radiotracer. Brains were quickly
removed and placed on ice, blood from the trunk was
collected in heparinized tubes and the blood (collected from
the trunk) was centrifuged to isolate plasma. The brain
regions of the striatum and cerebellum were dissected. All
tissue and plasma samples were collected in tarred counting
vials and counted in a gamma counter. Used syringes and rat
tails were counted in a dose calibrator, and the injected dose
was corrected for activity left in the syringe and tail.
Standard uptake value [SUV=(Bq/g in ROI)/(Bq/g injected)]
was calculated using aliquots of the injected dose as
standards. Plasma from each group was pooled and
examined for radioactive metabolites as described above.

2.6. Calculations and statistics

Tolcapone effective concentration (EC90) was calculated
based on the effect of tolcapone on the concentration of
unmetabolised R-[11C]SKF 82957 in the rat brain. A linear
regression between R-[11C]SKF 82957 levels in the brain vs.
plasma was performed. A Student's unpaired t test was used
to compare the groups in the pharmacological experiment.
All results are given as mean±S.E.M.

3. Results

3.1. Radiosynthesis of R-[11C]SKF 82957

R-[11C]SKF 82957 was efficiently prepared by N-
methylation of the precursor R-SKF 81297 with [11C]-
iodomethane (Scheme 1) using a captive solvent or “loop”
technique [24,25]. Uncorrected radiochemical yields of the
final formulated product from [11C]-CO2 were 13–17% in a
synthesis time of 25 min. Radiochemical purities were
N97% and specific activities (at end of synthesis) were
50–80 GBq/μmol.

Table 1
Group conditions

Tolcapone COMT inhibition

Group Pretreatment Amount n

Control 5% Tween in saline 300 μl 6
Tolcapone-1 Tolcapone ip 30 min 3 mg/kg 6
Tolcapone-2 Tolcapone ip 30 min 10 mg/kg 6
Tolcapone-3 Tolcapone ip 30 min 20 mg/kg 6

Ex vivo binding

Group Time Amount n

Control Saline coinjected with tolcapone 300 μl 12
SCH 23390 Coinjected with R-[11C]SKF 82957 2 mg/kg 5
Amphetamine Coinjected with tolcapone 1 mg/kg 9
RTI-32 Coinjected with tolcapone 2 mg/kg 6
α-MP 30 min before tolcapone 250 mg/kg 6

1 It should be noted that inhibition of COMT potentiated the
physiological effects of amphetamine on the animals, possibly as a result
of inhibition of dopamine metabolism. We advise future investigators to be
vigilant when combining the two drugs.
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3.2. Initial comparison of tolcapone and entacapone

Greater than 90% of radioactivity could be extracted from
homogenized brain tissue. HPLC chromatograms from brain
extracts of untreated animals 30 min after injection of
R-[11C]SKF 82957 confirm the previous finding [18] that
three metabolites are present: two small hydrophilic and one
large lipophilic one (Fig. 1A). The lipophilic metabolite
constituted 62% of the radioactivity in the brain, with 32%
R-[11C]SKF 82957 and low levels of hydrophilic metabo-
lites. Treatment with 5 mg/kg entacapone intravenously
reduced the concentration of lipophilic metabolite in the
brain to 35% (59% R-[11C]SKF 82957 and 35% lipophilic
metabolite), while treatment with 5 mg/kg tolcapone
intravenously reduced the concentration of the lipophilic
metabolite in the brain even further to 22% (73% R-[11C]
SKF 82957 and 22% lipophilic metabolite). There was only
a very limited formation of 2% lipophilic metabolite in the

brain used as in vitro controls (92% R-[11C]SKF 82957, 2%
lipophilic metabolite and 6% hydrophilic metabolite).

3.3. Tolcapone inhibition of R-[11C]SKF 82957 metabolism

The composition of radioactive metabolites of R-[11C]
SKF 82957 in the brain and plasma after intraperitoneally
injected tolcapone was examined with HPLC (Fig. 2). In
saline-treated animals, we found similar results as reported in
the initial experiments above, again confirming the forma-
tion of 20.4% lipophilic metabolite in plasma and 61.5%
lipophilic metabolite in the brain (plasma: 12.5%±6.5
Metabolite 1, 47.7%±2.7 Metabolite 2, 20.1% R-[11C]SKF
82957 and 20.4%±3.3 lipophilic metabolite; brain: 3.6%±0.1
Metabolite 1, 2.20%±0.54 Metabolite 2, 32.3%±4.0 R-[11C]
SKF 82957 and 61.5%±3.4 lipophilic metabolite). Treatment
with tolcapone intraperitoneally reduced the formation of
lipophilic metabolite in a dose-dependent manner (brain: log

Fig. 1. HPLC chromatograms of rat brain extracts 30 min post intravenous injection of [11C]-SKF 82957. (A) Saline treated; (B) 3 mg/kg tolcapone; (C) 10 mg/kg
tolcapone; (D) 20 mg/kg tolcapone. Peaks labeled “1” and “2” are hydrophilic metabolites, SKF is R-[11C]SKF 82957 and “3” is the lipophilic metabolite.

Fig. 2. Composition of radiolabeled compounds in the brain and plasma from rats, 30 min after injection of R-[11C]SKF 82957.
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EC90 −1.273±0.149, EC90 5.3±4.3 mg/kg) to a negligible
level of 2.6% in plasma and 5.1% in the brain at the highest
(20 mg/kg) dosage. Tolcapone also induces a reduction in
plasma levels of Metabolite 2 from 47% to 37% (Fig. 2).
(Plasma: 15.5%±0.5 Metabolite 1, 37.0%±4.3 Metabolite 2,
45.0%±5.8 R-[11C]SKF 82957, 2.6%±2.0 lipophilic metab-
olite; brain: 2.7%±0.6 Metabolite 1, 1.2%±0.2 Metabolite 2,
90.8%±4.2 R-[11C]SKF 82957 and 5.1%±3.8 lipophilic
metabolite.) There is a linear correlation between plasma and
brain levels of R-[11C]SKF 82957 (r2=0.84; Fig. 3), and
between plasma and brain levels of the lipophilic metabolite
(r2=0.91; Fig. 3).

3.4. Effect of COMT treatment on ex vivo binding of R-[11C]
SKF 82957

The striatal and cerebellar uptake of R-[11C]SKF 82957
in rats treated with 20 mg/kg tolcapone intraperitoneally was
compared to saline-treated controls (Table 2). Inhibition of
COMT by tolcapone resulted in a highly significant increase
in striatal SUV (77%⁎⁎⁎) and a highly significant increase in
the striatum-to-cerebellum ratio (S/C ratio) (57%⁎⁎⁎)
compared to the saline-treated controls to a remarkable
ratio of 24. There was no significant change in the SUV of

the cerebellum. Treatment of tolcapone-treated animals with
the D1 selective antagonist SCH 23390 prior to radiotracer
injection reduced the striatal binding to the levels of the
cerebellum (Table 2), demonstrating that, under COMT
inhibition conditions, R-[11C]-SKF 82957 uptake in rat
striatum reflects binding to dopamine D1 receptors.

3.5. Effect of endogenous dopamine manipulations on
[11C]-SKF 82957 binding

Under COMT inhibition conditions, the effects of
pharmacological challenges with dopaminergic drugs on ex
vivo R-[11C]SKF 82957 binding were examined (Table 2).
The amphetamine-induced release of dopamine resulted in
reduced striatal SUV (−10%⁎) and cerebellum SUV
(−29%⁎⁎), resulting in a significant increase in the S/C
ratio (+33%⁎⁎⁎). Treatment with the dopamine reuptake
inhibitor RTI-32 also resulted in decreased striatal SUV
(−14%⁎⁎⁎) and cerebellum SUV (−21%⁎⁎) with a nonsig-
nificant increase in the S/C ratio (+12%). Treatment with the
dopamine hydroxylase inhibitor α-MT caused a significant
decrease in striatal SUV (−29%⁎⁎⁎) and unchanged
cerebellum SUV (+7%) and a corresponding decrease in
the S/C ratio (−34%⁎⁎⁎).

4. Discussion

We confirmed the prior-reported finding [18] that
intravenous injection of R-[11C]SKF 82957 results in a
radiolabeled lipophilic metabolite in rat brain. The lipophilic
metabolite accounted for 62% of the total radioactivity in the
brain, 30 min after injection of R-[11C]SKF 82957. Both
COMT inhibitors, entacapone and tolcapone, inhibited the
formation of lipophilic metabolite; however, tolcapone (22%
lipophilic metabolite in the brain after treatment) proved to
be more efficient than entacapone (35% lipophilic metabolite
in the brain after treatment) at the same dose. This may be a
consequence of tolcapone's better brain-penetrating abilities

Fig. 3. Correlation between plasma and brain concentration of R-[11C]SKF
82957 and the lipophilic metabolite in rats, 30 min after injection of R-[11C]
SKF 82957.

Table 2
Results from pharmacological challenges

Saline Tolcapone Tolcapone+ % Difference

SCH 23390 Amphetamine RTI-32 α-MP Tolcapone/
saline

Amphetamine/
tolcapone

RTI/
Tolcapone

α-MT/
Tolcapone

Striatum 1.87±0.09 3.31±0.06 0.17±0.01 3.00±0.44 2.85±0.18 2.36±0.21 +77%⁎⁎⁎ −10%⁎ −14%⁎⁎⁎ −29%⁎⁎⁎

Cerebellum 0.12±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.10±0.01 0.10±0.04 0.11±0.01 0.15±0.01 +16% −29%⁎⁎ −21%⁎ +7%
Plasma 0.47±0.02 0.72±0.06 0.56±0.13 0.90±0.18 0.53±0.09 0.68±0.04 +53%⁎ +25% −26% −6%
Striatum/
cerebellum ratio

15.44±0.59 24.28±0.62 1.64±0.08 32.41±2.64 27.08±1.84 16.26±1.42 +57%⁎⁎⁎ +33%⁎⁎ +12% −34%⁎⁎⁎

Standard uptake value [SUV=(Bq/g in ROI)/(Bq/g injected)] and striatum-to-cerebellum ratio of R-[11C]SKF 82957 in rats treated with saline or the COMT
inhibitor tolcapone. The tolcapone group serves as control for the tolcapone+pharmacological challenges with the D1 antagonist SCH23390, the dopamine
releaser amphetamine, the dopamine transporter antagonist RTI-32 and the dopamine hydroxylase inhibitor α-MT.

⁎ Pb.05.
⁎⁎ Pb.01.
⁎⁎⁎ Pb.001.
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[27,28]. On this basis, we chose tolcapone as the COMT
inhibitor for a full dose–response experiment.

After systemic administration of the COMT inhibitor
tolcapone, there was a dose–response correlated reduction of
lipophilic metabolite concentration in the rat brain and
concomitant increase in R-[11C]SKF 82957 concentration
(Table 2). The effective dose of tolcapone to have more than
90% of the parent compound present in the brain was
5.3±4.3 mg/kg. A tolcapone dose four times higher than the
calculated ED90 (20 mg/kg) reduced the lipophilic metab-
olite to acceptable levels (5.1%±3.8) of the total radioactivity
in the brain. Since the measurement of the extent of
metabolism of R-[11C]SKF 82957 in human brain is not
possible, we investigated the correlation between plasma
concentration and brain concentration of both lipophilic
metabolite and parent compound. There was a good
correlation (Fig. 3), suggesting that the concentration of
lipophilic metabolite in plasma can be used with some
confidence to predict the concentration of lipophilic
metabolite in the brain.

Pretreatment of rats with tolcapone (30 mg/kg) effectively
eliminated the presence of interfering radioactive metabolites
in brain tissue (see above), thus allowing a fresh evaluation
of the potential of R-[11C]SKF 82957 as a radiotracer for the
PET imaging of the high-affinity state of dopamine D1

receptors. Under full COMT inhibition, the uptake of
R-[11C]SKF 82957 in rat striatum increased substantially
with a concomitant increase in the S/C ratio from 15 to 24.
This high value bodes well for future PET imaging with
R-[11C]SKF 82957 in humans. In addition, pretreatment of
tolcapone-treated rats with a D1 receptor antagonist, SCH
23390, blocked the striatal uptake of R-[11C]SKF 82957,
lowering the S/C ratio from 24.28 to 1.64. This supports that
R-[11C]SKF 82957 is a selective D1 receptor ligand as shown
before [15].

We found that acute α-MT treatment (dopamine deple-
tion) significantly decreases the SUV of R-[11C]SKF 82957
and at the same time significantly decreases the S/C ratio by
about 30%; this is in good agreement with other D1 studies
where the binding has been either unchanged or reduced. For
example, the S/C ratio of [3H]A69024 in awake mice was not
affected by the acute depletion with 4-hydroxybutyrate [29],
and the S/C ratio of [11C]SCH 23390 was found to be
decreased after both acute and chronic depletion of
dopamine in anaesthetized rats [30] and in awake mice
[31]. Both amphetamine and RTI-32 pretreatment (leading to
dopamine release) decreased the SUV of R-[11C]SKF
82957, but concomitantly increased the S/C ratio. These
results are also in line with other D1 studies. For example, the
binding potential (BP) or ratio of bound/free ligand (B/F) of
D1 radiotracers has been found to be insensitive or slightly
increased after dopamine release (BP [11C]NNC 756 [32],
B/F [11C]NNC 112 and [11C]SCH 23390 [33]). It was never
the aim of this article to definitely conclude what causes
these increases and decreases in R-[11C]SKF 82957 SUV
and S/C ratio after pharmacological challenges, but even

though still unexplained they do concur with the results of
other D1 receptor binding studies in relation to dopamine
release and depletion. A limitation of our study is the single
time point S/C ratio; a detailed full kinetic analysis will be
required to explore the dopamine manipulation on binding.

In principle, COMT inhibition could be done in
conjunction with D1 receptor PET studies in humans.
There could be a concern about the safety of such an
approach, since some clinical studies have found that
repeated tolcapone treatment induces hepatoxicity. The
frequency of severe hepatic side effects, however, has been
greatly overestimated [34], and, therefore, tolcapone has
now been reinstated on the European marked as a treatment
for Parkinson's disease patients together with L-DOPA.
Single-dose tolcapone treatment in association with a PET
scan using [11C]SKF 82957 may be a feasible procedure for
future PET studies of the D1 high-affinity state in humans.

5. Conclusion

Systemic inhibition of catechol-O-methyl transferase by
tolcapone lowers the levels of the lipophilic metabolite of
R-[11C]SKF 82957 in rat brain by 95% with a concomitant
increase in the S/C ratio from 15 to 24. The combination of
tolcapone and R-[11C]SKF 82957 provides a tool to
interrogate, for the first time, the high-affinity state of the
D1 dopamine receptor in vivo using PET imaging. It also
raises the possibility of human PET studies of the high-
affinity state of the dopamine D1 receptor.
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A B S T R A C T

It has been argued that agonist ligands for dopamine D2/3 receptors recognize a privileged subset of the

receptors in living striatum, those which are functionally coupled to intracellular G-proteins. In support

of this claim, the D2/3 agonist [3H]-N-propylnorapomorphine ([3H]NPA) proved to be more vulnerable to

competition from endogenous dopamine than was the antagonist ligand [11C]raclopride, measured ex

vivo in mouse striatum, and subsequently in multi-tracer PET studies of analogous design. Based on

these results, we predicted that prolonged dopamine depletion would result in a preferential increase in

agonist binding, and a lesser competition from residual dopamine to the agonist binding. To test this

hypothesis we used autoradiography to measure [3H]NPA and [3H]raclopride binding sites in hemi-

parkinsonian rats with unilateral 6-OHDA lesions, with and without amphetamine challenge. Unilateral

lesions were associated with a more distinct increase in [3H]NPA binding ex vivo than was seen for

[3H]raclopride binding in vitro. Furthermore, this preferential asymmetry in [3H]NPA binding was more

pronounced in amphetamine treated rats. We consequently predict that agonist ligands should likewise

be fitter than antagonists for detecting responses to denervation in positron emission tomography

studies of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease. Agonist binding increases in vivo are likely to reflect the

composite of a sensitization-like phenomenon, and relatively less competition from endogenous

dopamine, as seen in the lesioned side of 6-OHDA induced hemi-parkinsonism.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In molecular imaging studies employing a competition para-
digm, in vivo changes in the availability of binding sites for
benzamide antagonists of dopamine D2/3 receptors are interpreted
to reveal altered competition from endogenous dopamine (Laruelle,
2000). However, dopamine receptors can exist in distinct affinity
states with respect to dopamine and exogenous agonist ligands,
with perhaps 50% of the receptors, designated D2

High, naturally
occurring in a state with high affinity for agonists, and coupled with
intracellular G-proteins. As such, the fractional abundance of D2
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tes would limit the possible extent of occupancy by endogenous
pamine, and therefore should also represent the upper limit of the
lnerability of the in vivo binding of benzamide dopamine
tagonists to competition from endogenous dopamine or exoge-
us agonists. In support of this notion, the dopamine D2/3 agonist

H]-N-propylnorapomorphine [3H]NPA proven to be considerably
ore sensitive than was the antagonist [11C]raclopride to pharma-
logically evoked changes in dopamine tonus in striatum of living
ice (Cumming et al., 2002) and likewise in positron emission
mography (PET) agonist studies of non-human primate (Naren-
an et al., 2005). However, the potential utility of agonist ligands for
T investigations of the pathophysiology of Parkinson’s disease has
arcely been investigated.

Parkinson’s disease can be modeled in rats, which have
dergone substantial depletions of the dopamine innervation
striatum following unilateral infusion of the toxin 6-OHDA to

e medial forebrain bundle. In general, these dopamine depletions
entually result in increased abundance of binding sites for
pamine D2-like receptor antagonists, as in untreated cases of
l 6-OHDA lesions on [3H]-N-propylnorapomorphine binding in
mine release in rat. Neurochem. Int. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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idiopathic Parkinson’s disease. Thus, molecular imaging has
revealed a 40% increase in [11C]raclopride binding in striatum
of untreated patients with Parkinson’s disease (Dentresangle
et al., 1999). The response of agonist binding sites to dopamine
depletion is less well-established. The specific binding of [3H]NPA
was 50–100% increased in rat striatum ipsilateral to extensive 6-
OHDA lesions (Van der Werf et al., 1984). However, in untreated
patients with early Parkinson’s disease, the binding in striatum
(more exactly the putamen) of the D3-prefering agonist
[11C]PHNO was elevated by 25%, as was likewise the binding of
[11C]raclopride (Boileau et al., 2009). Furthermore, the vulnera-
bility of [11C]PHNO binding in intact striatum does not differ from
that of [3H]raclopride in an amphetamine challenge study ex vivo
(McCormick et al., 2008), which might likewise predict a
comparable responsiveness of agonist sites to 6-OHDA lesions
as well. Thus, it has not been clearly established that agonist
binding sites are up-regulated to a greater extent than antagonist
sites in a condition of dopamine depletion. Furthermore, the
studies have hitherto considered whole striatum, or large
divisions such as the putamen. Therefore, in order to compare
the responsiveness of agonist and antagonist binding sites to
prolonged dopamine depletion, we used quantitative autoradi-
ography to measure ex vivo the availability of binding sites for
[3H]NPA in five divisions of the extended striatum of rats with
unilateral 6-OHDA lesions. These results were directly contrasted
with the density of binding sites measured with [3H]raclopride in
vitro from the same animals. We also tested the hypothesis that
[3H]NPA binding ex vivo should be asymmetrically responsive to
amphetamine challenge, in analogy to a pharmacological activa-
tion study in early Parkinson’s disease, which is usually
characterized by asymmetric nigrostriatal degeneration. The
[3H]raclopride autoradiography in vitro was conducted in order
to quantify the up-regulation of antagonist binding sites in
divisions of the denervated striatum.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Chemicals was obtained from Sigma–Aldrich except in the following cases:

zoletil (Virbac), xylazine (Intervet), butorphanol tartrate (Scan Vet), d-amphet-

amine (Lipomed), [3H]NPA (Vitrax), [3H]raclopride (PerkinElmer) and [123I]PE2I

(MAP Medical Technologies).

2.2. Animals

Sixteen male Sprague–Dawley rats (Charles River, Germany) weighing

between 250 and 300 g were used in this study. The animals were held under

standard laboratory conditions with a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle and ad libitum

access to food and water. After arrival, the animals were allowed to acclimatize for

at least five days before use. All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering, to

reduce the number of animals used. All animal experiments were carried out in

accordance with the European Communities Council Resolves of 24 November

1986 (86-609/ECC) and approved by the Danish State Research Inspectorate (J. No.

2002/561-527).

2.3. 6-OHDA lesion

The rats were anesthetized with 1 mL/kg i.m. of a mixture containing zoletil

(6.25 mg/mL), xylazine (5 mg/mL) and butorphanol tartrate (0.25 mg/mL). Animals

then received desmethylimipramine (DMI) (25 mg/kg, i.p.) to protect noradrenergic

neurons, and were placed in a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments) with

the incisor bar set 3.3 mm below the level of the ear bars. A solution of 6-OHDA

hydrobromide (8 mg dissolved in 4 mL saline containing 0.05% ascorbic acid) was

drawn into a 10 mL syringe, and infused into the medial forebrain bundle at

coordinates (AP: �4.4 mm, ML: 2 mm, DV: 8 mm) according to the coordinates

given by Paxinos and Watson. The infusion was delivered at 1 mL/min driven by an

infusion pump, followed by a 5 min pause prior to slow withdrawal of the syringe

needle. The burr hole was closed with bone wax and the wound was sutured. After

recovery from anesthesia, rats were returned to the home cage for recovery for 14

days, so as to allow development of the lesions, and the attainment of stable

changes in post-synaptic dopamine D2/3 receptors in response to prolonged

denervation.
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2.4. Ex vivo [3H]NPA autoradiography and response to amphetamine

Rats were randomly assigned to saline or amphetamine groups. During acute

immobilization, saline (n = 9) or d-amphetamine (n = 7) (3 mg/kg, in a total of

500 mL saline) was administered i.p. 5 min prior to tracer injection. The [3H]NPA

(specific activity >50 Ci/mmol) was administered through the tail vein as a single

bolus in 300 mL saline containing 0.1% ascorbic acid. Rats were returned to their

cage, and killed by decapitation 45 min later, doing a state of pseudoequilibrium of

the specific [3H]NPA binding (Cumming et al., 2002). Brains were quickly removed,

rinsed in ice-cold water, and placed on ice until frozen by immersion in isopentane

at�40 8C. After storage at�80 8C, brains were cut with a cryostat (Microme HM 500

OM), and 20 mm sections, collected from the anterior striatum (+1.56 to +1.36 AP)

and posterior striatum (�1.08 to �1.28 AP), were mounted on glass slides. Those

slides for autoradiography ex vivo were dehydrated and fixed overnight by

exposure to para-formaldehyde vapor. The following day, they were placed along

with tritium standard strips (Amersham) on phosphor imaging plates (BAS-TR2040,

Fujifilm), which were exposed for three weeks. We calculated the specific binding

ratio (SBR) in each region of interests (ROI), as defined in Fig. 1. Non-specific binding

(NSB) was determined by the binding in cortex on the same section. SBR = (total

activity in ROI � total activity in NSB ROI)/total activity in NSB ROI. The binding in

the lesioned side was reported (Fig. 2) as a percentage of the SBR in the lesion side to

the corresponding SBR in the intact side.

2.5. In vitro [3H]raclopride autoradiography

Sections collected from the ex vivo experiment were washed 2� 15 min in assay

buffer (Tris–HCl 50 mM, NaCl 150 mM, KCl 5 mM, CaCl2 1 mM, MgCl2 1 mM, 0.1%

ascorbic acid, pH 7.4, 21 8C) to remove [3H]NPA and endogenous dopamine.

Sections was then incubated for 60 min at room temperate in assay buffer modified

by the addition of [3H]raclopride to a final concentration of 2 nM. For every second

section, butaclamol (10 mM) was added to determine the non-specific binding.

After 60 min the incubation was terminated by washing 3� 5 min in ice cold assay

buffer. The sections was dehydrated, fixed in para-formaldehyde vapor and exposed

to an imaging plate (BAS-TR2040, Fujifilm) for 14 days, and the binding in lesioned

vs. intact sides was calculated as above.

2.6. Dopamine transporter [123I]PE2I autoradiography

In order to verify the 6-OHDA lesions, selected brain sections from anterior and

posterior levels were incubated at room temperature in Tris buffer (pH 7.4)

containing 200 mM NaCl for 10 min prior to addition of the dopamine transporter

ligand, [123I]PE2I (8.8 TBq/mmol) to a final concentration of 2 nM. After 60 min

incubation at room temperature, the slides were washed in ice-cold buffer (3�
5 min), rapidly dried, and then exposed to an imaging plate (BAS-MS 2040, Fujifilm)

for 14 h, and the binding in lesioned vs. intact sides was calculated as above.

2.7. Statistics

ImageJ v1.37 was used for image analysis. A paired two-tailed t-test was used to

compare lesion vs. healthy side on the same section, an unpaired two-tailed t-test

was used to compare across sections and an unpaired one tailed t-test was used to

calculate the significance of a % increase. A two-tailed ANOVA was used to calculate

the significance of the gradient in striatum. Significant differences was marked as

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. A few significant outliers were removed after

a Grubb’s test with confidence interval of 99%. All deviations are shown as standard

errors of the mean (SEM).

3. Results

Representative autoradiograms for [125I]PE2I, [3H]NPA and
[3H]raclopride are shown in Fig. 1. [125I]PE2I specific binding was
90% abolished in striatum on the ipsilateral side of the lesion,
whereas the extent of the lesion was less consistent in the
nucleus accumbens (30 � 81%). The binding (SBR) of [3H]NPA was
increased by approximately 50% in the lesioned anterior striatum
(anterior dorsal medial and anterior ventral lateral) of the saline
treated rats and by 100% in the same regions of the amphetamine-
treated rats (Fig. 2). Lesser, but not significant, increases in binding
(SBR) were seen in lesioned nucleus accumbens and posterior
striatum (posterior dorsal medial and posterior ventral lateral).
Increases in the binding (SBR) of [3H]raclopride on the lesioned side
were in the range of 0–20% in both saline and amphetamine groups,
reaching significance only in the posterior ventral lateral region of
striatum.

The overall percentage increases in binding were greater with
[3H]NPA than [3H]raclopride, a difference reaching significance in
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Fig. 1. Representative autoradiograms of [123I]PE2I, [3H]NPA and [3H]raclopride

binding in unilateral 6-OHDA lesioned rats. This figure shows the anterior and

posterior regions of interest (ROIs) projected upon representative autoradiograms

from a representative saline-treated (left column) and an amphetamine-treated

(AMPH) (right column) rat. Autoradiograms show binding of the dopamine

transporter ligand [125I]PE2I in vitro, dopamine D2/3 agonist ligand [3H]NPA ex vivo,

and the dopamine D2/3 antagonist ligand [3H]raclopride ([3H]RAC) in vitro.

Fig. 2. Percentage differences in specific binding in unilateral 6-OHDA lesioned rats.

This figure shows the percentage difference in specific binding ratio of lesion vs.

intact side in several striatal regions of interest of 6-OHDA lesioned rats. The figure

illustrates (A) the saline-treated rats and (B) the corresponding observations in rats

with amphetamine challenge.
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(anterior dorsal medial p = 0.0135 and anterior ventral–lateral
striatum p = 0.0085) and which was highly significance in the
anterior striatal regions of the amphetamine treated group
(anterior dorsal media p = 0.0038, and anterior ventral lateral
striatum p = 0.0001). Bound [3H]NPA on the lesioned side was not
substantially displaced in the amphetamine treated group,
presumably due to the 90% dopamine depletion. As expected,
there was no evidence for acute amphetamine effects on
[3H]raclopride binding in vitro, given the rigorous washing of
the brain sections to removed bound [3H]NPA and endogenous
dopamine.
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Discussion

We found that the unilateral 6-OHDA lesions produced the
pected 90% decrease in the concentrations of dopamine reuptake

tes in dorsal striatum, indicative of a substantial loss of ascending
paminergic fibres, leading to dopamine depletion. The main
phasis of this study concerns the consequences of prolonged

pamine depletion on the abundance and affinity state of
pamine D2-like receptors in rat striatum, and by extension
e predicted changes which might be expected in PET studies of
rkinson’s disease patients. We noted a latero-medial gradient of
creased binding of the D2-antagonist [3H]raclopride in the 6-

DA-lesioned rat striatum in vitro (after removal of endogenous
pamine), as described previously in a study with [3H]spiperone
adet et al., 1991). However, others reported no difference
tween the increase in dopamine D2/3 receptor antagonist
nding in the dorsal and ventral lateral striatal areas following
milar lesions (LaHoste and Marshall, 1989). In our hands, the
aximal magnitude of the observed increases in [3H]raclopride
nding in the dopamine depleted striatum was about 15%, in
mparison to the 50% increases reported in another rat study
hida et al., 2004), and in a PET study of untreated patients with
rkinson’s disease (Dentresangle et al., 1999). Discrepancies in
e extent of striatal dopamine D2 receptor up-regulation are likely
e to regional differences in the completeness of the dopamine

sion. In previous 6-OHDA-lesion studies, there was a triple
lationship between (1) the extent of loss of dopamine
ansporters, (2) the turning behaviour evoked by pharmacological
allenges with apomorphine or methamphetamine (Liu et al.,
09), and (3) the increase in striatal [11C]raclopride binding in

vo (Inaji et al., 2005). In the latter study, asymmetric motor
haviour and increased dopamine D2 receptor availability in

riatum was evident only in animals with more than 90% loss of
pamine transporters on the side of the lesion. As such, the

sions in the present study, as verified by autoradiographic
25I]PE2I binding, were just at the threshold required for
regulation of dopamine receptors in dorsal lateral striatum,
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thus emulating the condition of early Parkinson’s disease, rather
than complete denervation.

Qualitatively, the autoradiographic distribution of [3H]NPA
binding is highest in ventral lateral and dorsal medial regions of the
striatum (Minuzzi and Cumming, 2010; Dubois and Scatton, 1985).
Quantitative analysis in the latter study revealed near equivalence
of the maximal binding of [3H]NPA and [3H]raclopride in dorsal
striatum, but a certain predominance of [3H]raclopride binding
sites in the ventral striatum and olfactory tubercle. However, the
present study was not designed to test the relative absolute
abundances (Bmax) of agonist and antagonist sites, but rather to
establish the sensitivity of [3H]NPA binding (at a tracer dose)
measured ex vivo to a 90% dopamine depletion, and the relative
vulnerability of [3H]NPA binding in the unlesioned striatum to
amphetamine-evoked dopamine release.

The [3H]NPA binding results ex vivo in the saline-treated rats
showed a 50% increase in receptor availability in the 6-OHDA
lesioned anterior regions of striatum, and a non-significant 20%
increase in the posterior regions of striatum and nucleus
accumbens. Thus, findings with [3H]NPA binding ex vivo show
greater responsiveness to the dopamine depletion as compared
to the [3H]raclopride findings in vitro, where there was only a
slight up-regulation in antagonist binding sites. The preferential
increase in [3H]NPA binding likely results from two phenomena,
which cannot be entirely disentangled in the present study:
reduced competition from endogenous dopamine in the side of
the 6-OHDA lesion, and actual increases in the abundance of
dopamine receptors. Since the effects of the 90% dopamine
depletion on [3H]raclopride binding site up-regulation were
slight, and since washing should have removed any competition
from endogenous dopamine in vitro, it may be that altered
competition effects predominantly explain the increased
[3H]NPA binding ex vivo. Indeed, this would be expected from
the earlier result that the vulnerability of [3H]NPA binding
measured ex vivo to altered dopamine release exceeds that of
the antagonist [11C]raclopride in the same intact animals
(Cumming et al., 2002). The present regional analysis suggests
that this effect favoring agonist binding is less marked in the
posterior regions of the rat striatum. It should be noted that
comparing the bindings of [3H]NPA ex vivo and of [11C]raclo-
pride in vitro presents a limitation of the study in that the
response of agonist and antagonist sites to the asymmetric
dopamine lesion are not compared directly. However, the
present preliminary study was intended only to characterize
the extent of altered [3H]NPA binding in vivo in association with
a 10–20% upregulation of antagonist sites, as documented with
[3H]raclopride in vitro.

The only other study comparing agonist and antagonist binding
in a condition of dopamine depletion is a [11C]PHNO PET study of
untreated patients with early Parkinson’s disease (Boileau et al.,
2009). In that report, there were roughly equivalent 25% increases
in the availability of binding sites for the D3-prefering agonist
[11C]PHNO and the D2/3 antagonist [11C]raclopride. Our study
suggests that the D2/3 agonist [11C]NPA would be superior to
[11C]raclopride for detecting increases in receptor availability in
PET studies of early Parkinson’s disease. Present results also
suggest that this difference might be greater in a condition of
challenge with indirect agonists such as levodopa or amphetamine,
as used in the present rat study. Indeed, we found that the
amphetamine challenge nearly doubled the asymmetric distribu-
tion of [3H]NPA measured in striatum ex vivo; most likely the
challenge treatment increased the endogenous competition
mainly on the intact side, without substantially increasing the
competition on the 6-OHDA lesioned side. Likewise, a methylphe-
nidate (Ritalin) challenge failed to evoke any reduction in
putamenal [11C]raclopride binding in a PET study of Parkinson’s
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disease patients (Koochesfahani et al., 2006), nor did amphetamine
challenge alter the apparent affinity of [11C]raclopride binding in
striatum of parkinsonian monkeys (Doudet et al., 2002). However,
further experiments are required to verify that the residual
dopamine innervation in the 6-OHDA lesion model is completely
insufficient to subserve amphetamine-evoked [3H]NPA binding
changes.

5. Conclusion

Our study shows that the D2/3 agonist [3H]NPA binding increase
in the lesioned side of unilateral 6-OHDA lesioned rats was greater
than the increase of [3H]raclopride. Furthermore, amphetamine
challenge nearly doubled this asymmetric distribution of [3H]NPA
measured in striatum ex vivo. Our results suggest that [11C]NPA
will be superior to [11C]raclopride for detecting increases in
receptor availability in PET studies of early Parkinson’s disease.
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Ex Vivo Evaluation of the Serotonin 1A
Receptor Partial Agonist [3H]CUMI-101 in

Awake Rats
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ABSTRACT [3H]CUMI-101 is a 5-HT1A partial agonist, which has been evaluated
for use as a positron emission tracer in baboon and humans. We sought to evaluate
the properties of [3H]CUMI-101 ex vivo in awake rats and determine if [3H]CUMI-101
can measure changes in synaptic levels of serotonin after different challenge para-
digms. [3H]CUMI-101 shows good uptake and good specific binding ratio (SBR) in
frontal cortex 5.18 and in hippocampus 3.18. Binding was inhibited in a one-binding-
site fashion by WAY100635 and unlabeled CUMI-101. The ex vivo Bmax of [3H]CUMI-
101 in frontal cortex (98.7 fmol/mg) and hippocampus (131 fmol/kg) agree with the ex
vivo Bmax of [3H]MPPF in frontal cortex (147.1 fmol/mg) and hippocampus (72.1 fmol/
mg) and with in vitro values reported with 8-OH-DPAT. Challenges with citalopram, a
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, fenfluramine, a serotonin releaser, and 4-chloro-
DL-phenylalanine, a serotonin synthesis inhibitor, did not show any effect on the
standardized uptake values (SUVs) in any region. Citalopram did alter SBR, but this
was due to changes in cerebellar SUVs. Our results indicate that [3H]CUMI-101 is a
good radioligand for imaging 5-HT1A high-density regions in rats; however, the
results from pharmacological challenges remain inconclusive. Synapse 00:000–000,
2010. VVC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Serotonin 1A receptors (5-HT1A) are implicated in
numerous neurobiological functions and in the patho-
physiology of mood disorders, sleep, eating, schizo-
phrenia, anxiety, and degenerative brain diseases
(Borg, 2008; Brunelli et al., 2009; Ebenezer et al.,
2007a,b; Sumiyoshi et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2005).
To date, all human PET studies have been performed
with 5-HT1A antagonists tracers, most commonly,
[11C]WAY100635 and [18F]MPPF. We have recently
reported the successful development and in vivo eval-
uation of a novel 5-HT1A agonist tracer (Milak et al.,
2008a). Carbon-11-labeled CUMI-101, also known as
[11C]MMP, is a 5-HT1A partial agonist in vitro, with a
Ki of 0.15 nM and EC50 of 0.1 nM, reaching 80% of
the [35S]GTPgS binding measured by serotonin
(Kumar, 2007). [11C]CUMI-101 has recently been
approved for human use (Milak et al., 2008b). 5-HT1A

is, like other G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR),

believed to exist in at least two different affinity
states with regard to agonist binding, a high-affinity
state coupled with intracellular G-protein, and a low-
affinity state decoupled from intracellular G-protein.
Although this two-state model has been clearly estab-
lished in vitro for the 5-HT1A receptor (Clawges et al.,
1997; Gozlan et al., 1995; Mongeau et al., 1992) and
other GPCRs (Fitzgerald et al., 1999; Richfield et al.,
1989), it is still unknown if these different states are
relevant in vivo. An agonist PET tracer will help to
elucidate this. In this study, we evaluate the uptake,
distribution, and selectivity of [3H]CUMI-101 in a
series of ex vivo experiments in awake rats. An issue
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with small animals is dosing of PET tracers without
exceeding tracer dose to be confident that the follow-
ing experiments were done at tracer doses, we deter-
mined the maximum binding of [3H]CUMI-101 and
compared it to the maximum binding of [3H]MPPF.

Theory predicts that an agonist or partial agonist
PET tracer should be more likely to be sensitive to
competition from endogenous neurotransmitter than an
antagonist PET tracer, studies with [11C]WAY100635
and [18F]MPPF have previously shown minimal
changes after acutely induced serotonin release
(Ceglia et al., 2004; Günther et al., 2008; Udo De
Haes et al., 2005; Zimmer et al., 2002) or depletion
(Zimmer et al., 2003). The theory is supported by do-
pamine (DA) D2 agonist PET tracers, which have
been shown to be more sensitive to competition from
endogenous DA than DA D2 antagonist PET tracers
(Cumming et al., 2002; Narendran et al., 2005). To
evaluate the sensitivity of [3H]CUMI-101 to competi-
tion from endogenous serotonin, we measured the ex
vivo changes in the standardized uptake value (SUV),
specific binding (SB), and the specific binding ratio
(SBR) of [3H]CUMI-101 after acute increase in sero-
tonin, either with citalopram (a serotonin reuptake
inhibitor) or fenfluramine (a serotonin releaser), and
after acute depletion of serotonin with 4-chloro-DL-phe-
nylalanine (pCPA, a serotonin synthesis inhibitor).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General

Male Sprague–Dawley rats, weighing 318 6 19 SD
g on the day of the experiments, were used. Rats
were maintained on a 12-h light–dark cycle with free
access to food and water for at least 5 days before the
experiments. The animals were kept three to four a
cage, except where noted. On the day of the experi-
ment, they were transported to the laboratory and
only removed briefly from the cage to perform injec-
tions and decapitations. Awake animals were used in
the experiments for several reasons; anesthetics are
known to change neurotransmitter levels, which
would confound the kinetics of radioligand and phar-
maceuticals; anesthetics are not used in humans, and
so experiment conditions without anesthetics are
more comparable; depth of anesthesia in individual
animals can be variable, and so absence of anesthesia
allows for more experiments to be carried out at one
time and is thereby likely to reduce variability; the
administration of drugs and ligands was considered
not likely to elicit more than momentary stress and
did not require sustained, extended, and or repeated
anesthesia; and repeated anesthesia may have been
comparatively more stressful than no anesthesia,
because the treatments were brief, and animals were
returned to their home cages in the interim. The
experiments were conducted in accordance with the

guidelines of the Columbia University and New York
State Psychiatric Institute’s Animal Care and Use
Committee and the Danish Council for Animal Ethics
(Journal No. 2006/561-1155). WAY100635 (N-(2-(4-(2-
methoxyphenyl)-1-piperazinyl)ethyl)-N-(2-pyridyl)cy-
clohexanecarboxamide trihydrochloride) and CUMI-
101 (2-{4-[4-methyl-2-methoxyphenyl)piperazin-1-yl]
butyl}-4-methyl-1,2,4-triazine-3,5-(2H,4H)dione) were
synthesized by the Radioisotope and Radioligand Pro-
duction Laboratory at Columbia University College of
Physicians and Surgeons, 8-OH-DPAT (8-hydroxy-2-
(di-n-propylamino)tetralin), (1)-fenfluramine hydro-
chloride, pCPA, and MPPF (4-(20-methoxyphenyl)-1-[20-
(N-2"-pyridinyl)-p-fluorobenzamido]-ethylpiperazine) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, (S)-citalopram was sup-
plied by Lundbeck A/S. [3H]CUMI-101 was synthesized by
the NIMH Chemical Synthesis and Drug Supply Program,
specific activity 2.87 TBq/mmol, radiochemical purity of
99.9%. High-specific activity [3H]MPPF, specific activity
2.89 TBq/mmol, was purchased from Perkin-Elmer.

Time activity curve of [3H]CUMI-101 binding

The uptake of [3H]CUMI-101 over time was exam-
ined in awake rats. Rats were divided into six groups
(n 5 4 per group). All animals were injected in the
tail vein with [3H]CUMI-101 (0.26 6 0.003 SEM
nmol/kg, 0.75 6 0.008 MBq/kg). The groups were
decapitated at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 min postin-
jection of tracer, the brain was removed from the
skull, rinsed for excess blood by a quick dip in dH2O,
placed on an ice cold glass plate, and dissected into
regions of interests (ROIs); cerebellum, frontal cortex,
hippocampus, and striatum. Blood from the trunk
was collected in heparinized viles, and the plasma
was then isolated by centrifugation (10 min at
16,000g). All brain tissue samples and plasma sam-
ples were collected in tared counting vials and
weighed, then 1 ml solvable (Perkin Elmer) was
added, and the samples were left overnight to dis-
solve. The following day, 2 ml Ultima Gold Scintilla-
tion fluid (Perkin Elmer) was added, and the vials
were shaken and then left overnight before counting
in a liquid scintillation counter (Tri-Carb 2300TR,
Packard) with automatic quench correction. Blank
samples and aliquots of the injected dose were also
measured in the scintillation counter. SUV 5

(injected activity/rat weight)/(activity in ROI/ROI
weight) and SBR 5 (activity in ROI 2 activity in cer-
ebellum)/activity in cerebellum) were calculated and
presented as time activity curve (TAC).

Binding density of [3H]CUMI-101 and
[3H]MPPF-binding sites

The ex vivo 5-HT1A receptor-binding density (Bmax)
and affinity (KD) of [3H]CUMI-101 and [3H]MPPF
was examined. Awake rats (27 rats for [3H]CUMI-
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101, 30 rats for [3H]MPPF) were injected in the tail
vein with either compound. The specific activity of
the injected tracer was changed by the addition of
unlabeled CUMI-101 or MPPF, thereby changing the
total mass of injected compound: total CUMI-101
([3H]CUMI-101 1 CUMI-101) mass injected was
between 0.02 and 500 nmol/kg; total MPPF
([3H]MPPF 1 MPPF) mass injected was between 0.1
and 1100 nmol/kg. All rats were decapitated after 90
min, based on the results from the time activity
experiments of [3H]CUMI-101; for comparison rea-
sons, [3H]MPPF-injected rats were also decapitation
at 90 min. Brains were dissected into the same ROIs
as above; cerebellum, frontal cortex, hippocampus,
and striatum. Blood from the trunk was collected,
and the plasma was isolated as described earlier. For
each ROI, the total amount of labeled 1 unlabeled
compound was calculated, then plotted against the
injected dose, and subsequently fitted with a one-
binding-site model (Graphpad Prism 5). This resulted
in a ROI-specific estimate of receptor density (Bmax)
and the injected dose needed to give 50% occupancy
(ID50). Furthermore, we calculated the Hill slope
using the fitted curve. The in vivo KD was calculated
using the relationship SBR 5 Bmax/KD and a density
for tissue of 0.8 g/ml (Hume et al., 1994).

Pharmacological inhibition of [3H]CUMI-101
binding

The inhibition of [3H]CUMI-101 binding to the 5-
HT1A receptor was examined. Awake rats were
injected i.v. trough the tail vein with different doses
of the selective 5-HT1A antagonist WAY100635 (0.1, 1,
10, and 4000 nmol/kg, n 5 3 for each) or a single dose
of the 5-HT1A agonist 6-OH-DPAT (4000 nmol/kg, n 5

5) 5 min before injection i.v. of [3H]CUMI-101 (0.22 6

0.01 SEM nmol/kg). Second, as described in the above
experiment, awake rats were coinjected i.v. with
CUMI-101 (same doses as in Bmax experiment above,
n 5 3 for each) and [3H]CUMI-101 (0.22 6 0.01 SEM
nmol/kg). Control animals were injected i.v. with
saline 5 min before the tracer. All rats were decapi-
tated 90 min after tracer injection, brains were dis-
sected, plasma samples were processed, and the SUV,
SBR, and SB 5 (activity in ROI 2 activity in cerebel-
lum) were calculated as described earlier.

Endogenous serotonin challenges of
[3H]CUMI-101 binding

The changes in binding of [3H]CUMI-101 after a
pharmacological challenge were examined. Awake
rats were injected with different doses of the sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitor citalopram (0.4, n 5 3 and 4
mg/kg, n 5 7, i.p., 60 min before tracer) or the sero-
tonin release fenfluramine (10 mg/kg, i.p. 60 min
before the tracer n 5 6 or 10 mg/kg i.v. 5 min before

the tracer n 5 5) before an i.v. injection of [3H]CUMI-
101 (0.18 6 0.003 SEM nmol/kg). Control animals
were injected i.p. with saline 60 min before the tracer.
All rats were decapitated 90 min after tracer injection,
brains were dissected, plasma samples were proc-
essed, and the SUV, SBR, and SB were calculated.

Serotonin depletion effects on [3H]CUMI-101
binding

The binding of [3H]CUMI-101 after depletion of
endogenous serotonin was examined. Awake rats were
treated with pCPA (190 mg/kg i.p. n 5 6) and placed
in isolation 24-h before experiment, as described by
Kornum et al. (2006). Isolation was used, because rats
treated with pCPA tend to be more aggressive and
fight more than untreated rats. Naive control animals
received a saline i.p. injection and were isolated for 24
h before injection of tracer, and normal control ani-
mals were housed in groups and received tracer
according to the above experiments. On the day of the
experiment, all rats received an i.v. injection of
[3H]CUMI-101 (0.18 6 0.003 SEM nmol/kg) and were
decapitated 90 min later, brains were dissected,
plasma samples were processed, and the SUV, SBR,
and SB were calculated as described earlier.

Statistics

Microsoft Office Excel 2003 SP3 and Graphpad
Prism v 5.00 were used for calculations and statistics.
Saturation curve fitting was done with Graphpad
Prism’s built in nonlinear regression. Comparisons
between groups were done with a two-tailed t-test
and significant differences marked as *P < 0.05, **P
< 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.

RESULTS
TAC of [3H]CUMI-101 binding

Following injection of [3H]CUMI-101, the brain
uptake was highest in the serotonin 5-HT1A rich
regions of the hippocampus and frontal cortex,
whereas uptake in cerebellum was the lowest. Indi-
vidual TACs for each region calculated on the basis of
the SUV are presented in Figure F11A. The hippocam-
pus displays a peak uptake at 60 min with a SUV of
3.81 6 0.44 SEM. The uptake in frontal cortex peaked
at 15 min, reaching a SUV of 5.18 6 1.1 SEM. The
uptake in striatum peaked at 15 min, reaching a SUV
2.32 6 0.5 SEM. Cerebellum and plasma uptake/con-
centration also peaked at 15 min with a SUV of 1.10
6 0.7 SEM for cerebellum and a SUV of 0.26 6 0.01
SEM for plasma. Individual SBR for each region is
presented in Figure 1B. The SBR in hippocampus
increased until 60 min after which it leveled out, with
a peak SBR of 6.30 6 0.21 SEM at 120 min. The
SBR in frontal cortex peaked at 60 min with a SBR of
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5.19 6 0.15 SEM equal to the SBR in hippocampus at
60 min after which it slowly declined throughout the
experiment. For all subsequent studies, the 90-min
time point was chosen, because it was between the
SBR peaks in the frontal cortex and hippocampus
and still within a time range for future comparison
with a carbon-11-labeled ligand.

Binding density of [3H]CUMI-101 and
[3H]MPPF-binding sites

It was possible to saturate the binding of
[3H]CUMI-101 (the combined amount of [3H]CUMI-
101 and CUMI-101) and [3H]MPPF (the combined
amount of [3H]MPPF and MPPF) in the frontal cor-
tex, hippocampus, and striatum. Data were best fitted
with a one-binding-site model, as the two binding-site
model did not fit any of the ROIs. The calculated data
are presented in Table T1I. Based on the injected dose,
without correction for free fraction, it was possible to
estimate the ID50 and in vivo KD of [3H]CUMI-101
and [3H]MPPF binding, but the values came out
with high variation and only one estimate, and so no
significance could be calculated. Regardless, the ID50

of [3H]CUMI-101 was similar in the hippocampus and
frontal cortex (33.4 and 34.2 nmol/kg rat, respec-
tively) and higher in the striatum (188.3 nmol/kg
rat), suggesting different binding properties in stria-
tum. Similar results were found when calculating the
in vivo KD in the hippocampus and frontal cortex
(17.0 and 18.2 nM, respectively), whereas, in stria-
tum, the KD was 32.1 nM. In line with this, the Hill
slope for [3H]CUMI-101 saturation in the hippocam-
pus and frontal cortex was close to one, but in the
striatum, it was 10.44, suggesting multiple-binding
sites. The cerebellum and plasma were nonsaturable.
The estimated ID50 of [3H]MPPF in hippocampus
and frontal cortex was 20 times higher than for
[3H]CUMI-101; this was expected, because [3H]MPPF
is known to have very poor blood–brain barrier pene-
tration and is a known p–gp substrate (Elsinga et al.,
2005), which is also reflected in the poor in vivo KD of
99 nM in frontal cortex and 33 nM in hippocampus.
The estimation of ID50 and in vivo KD of [3H]MPPF in
the striatum was difficult to fit with any binding
model, supporting the claim that there is no real
binding sites for [3H]MPPF in the striatum. The Hill
slope of [3H]MPPF in hippocampus and frontal cortex
was close to one, suggesting a single binding site as
with [3H]CUMI-101. As with [3H]CUMI-101, there
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Fig. 1. Ex vivo time activity curves (TAC) in regions of interest
(ROI) of [3H]CUMI-101 in awake rats. A: Standardized uptake value
(SUV) as a function of time. B: Specific binding ratio (SBR) as a
function of time. Data are shown as mean 6 SEM.

TABLE I. Regional estimates of Bmax, ID50, Hill Slope, SBR, and in vivo KD from ex vivo saturation studies in awake rats

Frontal Cortex Hippocampus Striatum

[3H]CUMI-101

Bmax 98.7 6 17.1 fmol/mg 131.3 6 22.9 fmol/mg 80.9 6 26.0 fmol/mg
ID50 34.2 6 20.6 nmol/kg 33.4 6 20.4 nmol/kg 188.3 6 134.6 nmol/kg
R2 0.81 0.76 0.90
Hill slope 0.96 6 0.82 1.048 6 0.99 10.44 6 25.26
SBR 4.64 6 0.83 5.78 6 1.04 2.02 6 0.84
In vivo KD 17.0 nM 18.2 nM 32.1 nM

[3H]MPPF
Bmax 147.1 6 31.01 fmol/mg 72.1 6 15.0 fmol/mg 118.3 6 46.7 fmol/mg
ID50 743.6 6 292.6 622.2 6 245.4 163.0 6 198.2
R2 0.95 0.95 0.45
Hill slope 1.46 6 0.50 0.78 6 0.44 –
SBR 1.18 6 1.2 1.72 6 1.69 1.14 6 1.21
In vivo KD 99.7 nM 33.5 nM 83.0 nM

Bmax, binding maximum, fmol/mg receptors, wet weight. ID50; the injected dose giving 50% occupancy, nmol/kg rat. R2, the goodness of the curve fit. SBR, specific
binding ratio [(ROI-cerebellum)/ROI]. In vivo KD; KD 5 Bmax/SBR 3 density (0.8 g/ml). Data are shown as mean 6 SEM when possible.
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was no saturable binding in cerebellum and plasma
with [3H]MPPF.

The estimated Bmax values are presented in Table I.
[3H]CUMI-101 displayed the highest binding in hip-
pocampus and frontal cortex and lowest binding in
the striatum. [3H]MPPF showed a slightly different
pattern, the highest binding region was the frontal
cortex, lower binding in the striatum, and lowest
binding in the hippocampus. However, these differen-
ces were not significant in either case. Generally, all
the saturation curves fitted with a R2 > 0.90. How-
ever, [3H]CUMI-101 binding in the hippocampus did
not fit well (R2 5 0.76), due to higher variation in the
experimental value. [3H]MPPF binding in the stria-
tum was only barely fitted with R2 5 0.46, suggesting
that there is no real binding for [3H]MPPF in the
striatum. It is a limitation to this comparison that we
did not calculate the TAC for [3H]MPPF; however, the
estimated Bmax values of [3H]MPPF in the frontal cor-
tex and hippocampus should be valid despite the late
time-point, as the binding was saturable and fitted
well to a one binding site model.

Pharmacological inhibition of [3H]CUMI-101
binding

Pretreatment with the antagonist WAY100365 or
parent compound CUMI-101 reduced the SBR in fron-
tal cortex and hippocampus in a dose-response rela-
tionship with one-binding site kinetics (TableT2 II and
Fig.F2 2). The LogIC50 of WAY100635 was 3.88 6 0.05
SEM nmol/kg in the frontal cortex and 4.04 6 0.14
SEM nmol/kg in the hippocampus. The LogIC50 of
CUMI-101 was 1.39 6 0.64 SEM nmol/kg in the fron-
tal cortex and 1.52 6 0.69 SEM nmol/kg in the hippo-
campus, significantly higher than the corresponding
values for WAY100635 (frontal cortex P 5 0.005,
hippocampus P 5 0.007). At the highest dose,
WAY100365 reduced the SBR in hippocampus by 90%
and in frontal cortex by 72%, while the SBR in the
striatum was the same after treatment. Pretreatment
with the agonist 8-OH-DPAT (Table II) reduced the
SBR in hippocampus by 48% and in frontal cortex by
23%, while the binding in the striatum was the same
after treatment. However, CUMI-101 reduced the
SBR in hippocampus by 89%, in frontal cortex by
87%, and also reduced the binding in striatum by
40%, supporting the claim from the previous experi-
ment that a second binding site is present in the
striatum. Plasma levels showed small, but significant
changes after treatments with CUMI-101 and 8-OH-
DPAT, but not after WAY100365.

Endogenous serotonin challenges of
[3H]CUMI-101 binding

The rise in intrasynaptic serotonin levels induced
by citalopram or fenfluramine (Fig.F3 3 and Table II)
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did not change the SUV of [3H]CUMI-101 in any of
the ROIs. However, citalopram and fenfluramine sig-
nificantly lowered the concentration of tracer in
plasma and fenfluramine concomitantly lowered the
SUV in cerebellum. The changes in plasma and cere-
bellum were relatively small in comparison with the
total SUV in frontal cortex and hippocampus, but as
SBR is a ratio of SUV in the ROI and the reference
region and the reference region SUV is very small,
these small changes in cerebellar SUV have profound
effects on the SBR. Citalopram treatment did not
affect the SBR of [3H]CUMI-101 in frontal cortex
and hippocampus significantly, but there was an
overall dose depended trend for reductions in SBR
of 10–20%. Fenfluramine treatment significantly
increased the SBR in frontal cortex and hippocampus
between 30 and 50%, driven by the reduction in cere-
bellum uptake as there was no change in the SUV in
frontal cortex or hippocampus. There was no apparent
difference in giving fenfluramine i.p. 60 min prior or
i.v. 5 min prior. Neither citalopram nor fenfluramine
treatments significantly changed the SB in any ROI.

Serotonin depletion effects on
[3H]CUMI-101 binding

Twenty-four hours of isolation and treatment with
pCPA did not alter SUV, SB, or SBR of [3H]CUMI-101
in any region (Table II) compared to isolated saline-
treated controls. However, there was a significant 15%
lower SUV of [3H]CUMI-101 in the isolated pCPA-
treated group compared to normally group housed
controls, this difference was also apparent between
the isolated saline-treated group and normally housed
controls; however, it did not reach significance.

DISCUSSION

[3H]CUMI-101 is a good tracer in rats, with an
uptake comparable to the uptake of [3H]WAY100635

in rat brain (Hume et al., 1994), a widely used 5-
HT1A receptor antagonist, suggesting that [3H]CUMI-
101 could be an alternative to [3H]WAY100635.
[3H]CUMI-101 has a high uptake in the 5-HT1A

receptor rich areas of frontal cortex and hippocampus
in awake rat. The uptake in awake rats is similar to
the uptake in anesthetized baboon (Kumar et al.,
2007). However, the hippocampus uptake in baboon
peaks at 5–10 min after which it washes out, unlike
the steady state in rats. The similarities between
multiple species increase the likelihood of these data
being relevant in humans as well.

The binding of [3H]WAY100635 (Hume et al., 1994)
and [18F]MPPF (Udo de Haes et al., 2005) (another
widely used 5-HT1A antagonist) is comparable to the
pattern of distribution we found with [3H]CUMI-101
in the frontal cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum.
However, there is almost no binding in striatum with
either [3H]WAY100635 or [3H]MPPF. This strongly
suggest that the binding of [3H]CUMI-101 in striatum
must be to another type of receptor; in fact, binding
to the alpha 1A receptor was found to be present in
microPET studies with [11C]CUMI-101 in rat (Liow
et al., 2010). The SBR of [3H]CUMI-101 in the frontal
cortex in rat peaked at 60 min while the SBR in the
hippocampus was higher and kept rising throughout
the experiment; at 90 min, the SBR in frontal cortex
reached 4.6 and the SBR in hippocampus 5.7. This is
in accordance with baboon studies where the SBR in
hippocampus is also higher than in the frontal cortex
at 90 min. The ex vivo SBR of [3H]WAY100635 at 60
min in awake rats follows the same pattern, with hip-
pocampus SBR of 14.6 being higher than frontal cor-
tex SBR of 7.8 (Hume et al., 1994). Also, the ex vivo
SBR of [18F]MPPF at 30 min in awake rats follows
this pattern, with hippocampus SBR of �3 being
higher than frontal cortex SBR of �1 (Plenevaux
et al., 2000). We determined the SBR of [3H]MPPF at
90 min in awake rats, with a hippocampus SBR of 1.7
and a frontal cortex SBR of 1.5.

The 5-HT1A receptor rich areas of hippocampus and
frontal cortex were saturable with CUMI-101 and
MPPF, the binding density was approximately the
same with the two compounds, and the average
injected dose of [3H]CUMI-101 was at tracer levels.
The saturation binding was best fitted with a one-
binding site equation model for both compounds,
whereas a two-binding site equation was expected
with [3H]CUMI-101 based on results from the in vitro
saturation binding of [3H]8-OH-DPAT (Mongeau
et al., 1992). However, the reported difference
between BmaxH (high state) and BmaxL (low state)
with [3H]8-OH-DPAT was relatively small, and so it
might be difficult to distinguish these states in vivo
with a saturation experiment. The Bmax in frontal cor-
tex and hippocampus is considerably higher than are
reported ex vivo with [3H]WAY 100635 in awake rats
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Fig. 2. Inhibition of [3H]CUMI-101 binding by the antagonist
WAY100635 or the parent compound CUMI-101. The binding is
inhibited by a one binding-site function with a LogIC50 of
WAY100635 at 3.88 6 0.05 SEM nmol/kg in the frontal cortex and
4.04 6 0.14 SEM nmol/kg in the hippocampus and a LogIC50 of
CUMI-101 at 1.39 6 0.64 SEM nmol/kg in the frontal cortex and
1.52 6 0.69 SEM nmol/kg in the hippocampus.
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(Hume et al., 1994) but similar to the calculated Bmax

for the antagonist [3H]MPPF and to the in vitro Bmax

reported with the agonist [3H]8-OH-DPAT (Mongeau
et al., 1992). The saturation in striatum was best fit
with a one-binding site model; however, calculation of
the Hill slope was greater than one, suggesting multi-
ple-binding sites; in fact, it has been reported that a
second binding site of [3H]CUMI-101 in rats is mainly
due to a-1 adrenoceptors receptors (Liow et al., 2010).

Tracer doses were confirmed by measuring the av-
erage occupancy in relation to the binding density of
5-HT1A receptors in frontal cortex and hippocampus.
The binding maximum in hippocampus and frontal
cortex was estimated to be between 72 and 147 fmol/
mg, whereas [3H]CUMI-101 only occupied an average
of 0.2 6 0.03 fmol/mg receptors in the frontal cortex
and 0.3 6 0.03 fmol/mg in the hippocampus, giving
an occupancy of less than 1%, indicating that we
are actually at tracer doses in all the challenge
experiments.

Displacement studies show a high degree of selec-
tivity in the high-binding regions, where (4 lmol/kg,
2 mg/kg) WAY100635 blocked the binding in frontal
cortex and the hippocampus, 8-OH-DPAT (4 lmol/kg,
1.3 mg/kg) at the same dose, blocked only 40% of
binding. This is consistent with the inability of 8-OH-
DPAT to block the ex vivo binding of WAY100635
(Hume et al., 1994). However, the binding in striatum
was unaffected by both WAY100635 and 8-OH-DPAT
treatment, but was effectively blocked by pretreat-
ment with CUMI-101, showing that a second and
different binding site are present in the striatum. In
vitro studies of selectivity (Kumar et al., 2007) indi-
cate that this binding site could be the a-1 adrenore-
ceptor, for which CUMI-101 has a Ki of 6.5 nM. In
fact, microPET studies of the selectivity of CUMI-101

in rodents show a degree of a-1 adrenoreceptor bind-
ing (Liow et al., 2010). This binding in striatum has
not been found in baboons or humans (Kumar et al.,
2007; Milak et al., 2008), leaving the possibility of a
species difference.

Acute treatment with citalopram, a SSRI, has been
estimated to increase the level of intrasynaptic sero-
tonin by 200–400% above basal level, peaking after
40 min, and remaining elevated for hours (Ceglia
et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2006; Mørk et al., 2003).
We did not detect changes in the SUV, SBR, or SB of
[3H]CUMI-101 after citalopram treatment. However,
there was a nonsignificant trend of 10–20% lower
SBR after citalopram and a dose-response effect
between 0.4 and 4 mg/kg. The 10–20% decline in SBR
is in agreement with the recent findings in baboon
(Kumar et al., 2010), where a 15–30% decline in SBR
was found. The increase in synaptic serotonin after
acute treatment with fenfluramine is reported to be
500–900%, reaching a peak after 30–40 min, and
remaining elevated for several hours (Laferrere and
Wurtman, 1989; Rocher and Gardier, 2001). Paradoxi-
cally, fenfluramine increased the SBR of [3H]CUMI-
101 in frontal cortex and hippocampus by 30–50%.
This increase in SBR was driven by a lower SUV of
[3H]CUMI-101 in the non-SB region of cerebellum, as
we did not find any SB in the cerebellum in the satu-
ration experiments, this change must be due to
changes in metabolism or blood flow after fenflur-
amine treatment. A combination of a high Koff of
[3H]CUMI-101 to the 5-HT1A receptor and increased
blood flow would increase the washout of the non-SB
region without changes in the binding. With a low
non-SB, even a small change in this region results in
big change in the SBR, while the SUV and SB remain
more resistant to these changes. This is confirmed by
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Fig. 3. A the ex vivo Specific Binding of [3H]CUMI-101. B repre-
sents the ex vivo standardized uptake value of [3H]CUMI-101. Both
in awake rats after treatment with the serotonin reuptake inhibitor
citalopram [(1) 0.4 mg/kg and (2) 4 mg/kg] or the serotonin releaser

fenfluramine (i.v. 10 mg/kg or i.p. 10 mg/kg). Stars mark significant
changes in relation to the control group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01,
***P < 0.001. Data are shown as mean 6 SEM.
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the SB where no change is seen. These findings are
in agreement with other studies that have reported
no change or a small decline in the binding of
WAY100635 (Hume et al., 2001; Maeda et al., 2001;
Rice et al., 2001) or MPPF (Udo De Haes et al., 2005;
Zimmer et al., 2002).

Treatment with pCPA has been shown to decrease
the level of endogenous and presumably intrasynaptic
serotonin after 24 h by 30–50% (Datla et al., 1996;
Kornum et al., 2006). We housed rats individually in
this experiment to avoid aggressive behaviors associ-
ated with lowered serotonin levels. There was no
difference in the SUV, SBR, or SB of [3H]CUMI-101
after treatment with pCPA compared to individually
housed controls. However, there was an effect on SUV
from the combined treatment with pCPA compared to
the group-housed controls. The SUV was lowered by
14% in the hippocampus, and, concomitantly, the SBR
was lowered 15%. In contrast to our result, recent
studies have shown that isolation housing is associ-
ated with an upregulation of serotonin 5-HT1A recep-
tors measured with [3H]8-OH-DPAT (Günther et al.,
2008), and serotonin depletion has been shown to
increase the binding of MPPF in the hippocampus
(Zimmer et al., 2003).

There are several possible explanations for the lack
of responsiveness of CUMI-101 to changes in endoge-
nous neurotransmitter levels. CUMI-101 is a partial
agonist and as such is likely to be less responsive
than a full agonist would be to displacement by
endogenous neurotransmitter. However, a partial ago-
nist should still be more responsive than an antago-
nist ligand under the same conditions. There is also a
lack of specificity in rats that will lower the sensitiv-
ity of CUMI-101, but the amount of specifically bound
CUMI-101 in hippocampus and frontal cortex, the
regions with the highest amount of 5-HT1A receptors,
is still high compared to the amount of alpha 1A
receptors, and the observed proportion of selective
and specific receptors should be available for competi-
tion. A full kinetic study, preferably as a bolus-
infusion, is needed to conclude on the sensitivity of
CUMI-101 to endogenous changes in 5-HT levels;
however, it seems that measuring changes in sero-
tonin release is challenging (Paterson et al., 2010).

CONCLUSION

We have shown that [3H]CUMI-101 is a usable
radioligand in rats. [3H]CUMI-101 shows uptake in
the 5-HT1A receptor rich areas of frontal cortex and
hippocampus where it has a high \-signal-to-noise
ratio of 4.6 and 5.8, respectively. We found nondis-
placeable binding in striatum, which may be a-1 adre-
noreceptor binding. The in vivo Bmax of [3H]CUMI-
101 in frontal cortex and hippocampus correlates well
with in vitro values reported with 8-OH-DPAT, and

the average occupancy of [3H]CUMI-101 was around
0.1%. Our results do not support the claim that
[3H]CUMI-101 is susceptible to pharmacological chal-
lenges; however, we did notice a dose-response effect
after citalopram treatment, further experiments with
full kinetic measurements would be needed to make a
conclusion.
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Radiosynthesis and Evaluation of 11C-CIMBI-5 as a 5-HT2A

Receptor Agonist Radioligand for PET
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PET brain imaging of the serotonin 2A receptor (5-hydroxytrypt-
amine receptor 2A [5-HT2A receptor]) has been widely used in
clinical studies, and currently, several well-validated radiola-
beled antagonist tracers are used for in vivo imaging of the
cerebral 5-HT2A receptor. Access to 5-HT2A receptor agonist
PET tracers would, however, enable imaging of the active,
high-affinity state of receptors, which may provide a more
meaningful assessment of membrane-bound receptors. In this
study, we radiolabel the high-affinity 5-HT2A receptor agonist
2-(4-iodo-2,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-N-(2-[11C-OCH3]methoxybenzyl)
ethanamine (11C-CIMBI-5) and investigate its potential as a PET
tracer. Methods: The in vitro binding and activation at 5-HT2A
receptors by 11C-CIMBI-5 was measured with binding and phos-
phoinositide hydrolysis assays. Ex vivo brain distribution of 11C-
CIMBI-5 was investigated in rats, and PET with 11C-CIMBI-5 was
conducted in pigs. Results: In vitro assays showed that 11C-
CIMBI-5 was a high-affinity agonist at the 5-HT2A receptor. After
intravenous injections of 11C-CIMBI-5, ex vivo rat studies showed
a specific binding ratio of 0.77 6 0.07 in the frontal cortex, which
was reduced to cerebellar levels after ketanserin treatment, thus
indicating that 11C-CIMBI-5 binds selectively to the 5-HT2A
receptor in the rat brain. The PET studies showed that the binding
pattern of 11C-CIMBI-5 in the pig brain was in accordance with
the expected 5-HT2A receptor distribution. 11C-CIMBI-5 gave rise
to a cortical binding potential of 0.46 6 0.12, and the target-to-
background ratio was similar to that of the widely used 5-HT2A
receptor antagonist PET tracer 18F-altanserin. Ketanserin treat-
ment reduced the cortical binding potentials to cerebellar levels,
indicating that in vivo 11C-CIMBI-5 binds selectively to the 5-HT2A
receptor in the pig brain. Conclusion: 11C-CIMBI-5 showed a
cortex-to-cerebellum binding ratio equal to the widely used
5-HT2A antagonist PET tracer 18F-altanserin, indicating that 11C-
CIMBI-5 has a sufficient target-to-background ratio for future
clinical use and is displaceable by ketanserin in both rats and
pigs. Thus, 11C-CIMBI-5 is a promising tool for investigation of
5-HT2A agonist binding in the living human brain.

Key Words: PET tracer development; agonist; porcine;
serotonin receptors
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Serotonin ½AQ1�2A receptors (5-hydroxytryptamine receptor
2A [5-HT2A receptor]) are implicated in the pathophysiol-
ogy of human diseases such as depression, Alzheimer dis-
ease, and schizophrenia. Also, 5-HT2A receptor stimulation
exerts the hallucinogenic effects of recreational drugs
such as lysergic acid diethylamide and 1-(2,5-dimethoxy-
4-iodophenyl)-2-aminopropane (1), and atypical antipsy-
chotics have antagonistic or inverse agonistic effects on
the 5-HT2A receptor (2).

Currently, there are 3 selective 5-HT2A antagonistic PET
ligands—18F-altanserin (3), 18F-deuteroaltanserin (4), and
11C-MDL100907 (5)—in use for mapping and quantifying
5-HT2A receptor binding in the human brain. However,
whereas 5-HT2A antagonists bind to the total pool of recep-
tors, 5-HT2A agonists bind only to the high-affinity state of
the receptor (6,7). Thus, a 5-HT2A receptor agonist ligand
holds promise for the selective mapping of 5-HT2A recep-
tors in their functional state; therefore, alterations in agonist
binding measured in vivo with PET may be more relevant
for assessing dysfunction in the 5-HT2A receptor system in
specific patient or population groups. Furthermore, because
many of the 5-HT2A receptors are intracellularly localized
(8,9), combining measurements with antagonist and agonist
PET tracers would enable determination of the ratio of the
high-affinity, membrane-bound, and active receptors to the
low-affinity, intracellular, and inactive receptors (10). Thus,
quantification of functionally active 5-HT2A receptors in
vivo using an agonist PET tracer is hypothesized to be
superior to antagonist measurements of total number of
5-HT2A receptors for studying alterations in receptor func-
tion in human diseases such as depression.

D2 receptor agonist radiotracers are now known to be
superior to antagonist radiotracers in measuring dopamine
release in vivo in monkeys (11) and mice (10). In humans,
most studies have found that 5-HT2A receptor antagonist
PET tracers are not displaceable by elevated levels of
endogenous serotonin (5-HT) (12). This suggests that ago-
nist PET tracers may be better suited for measuring endog-
enous competition than antagonist tracers, so that 5-HT2A

receptor agonists would be more prone to displacement by
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competition with endogenously released 5-HT. Monitoring
the release of endogenous 5-HT is highly relevant in rela-
tion to human diseases such as depression and Alzheimer
disease, which involve dysfunction of the 5-HT system.
2-(4-iodo-2,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-N-(2-methoxybenzyl)

ethanamine (25I-NBOMe, or CIMBI [Center for Integrated
Molecular Brain Imaging]-5) has recently been described as
a potent and selective 5-HT2A receptor agonist, and phos-
phoinositide hydrolysis assays revealed that it has a 12-fold
lower median effective concentration (EC50) than 5-HT
itself (13). Although this compound is tritiated (14), its in
vivo biologic distribution and possible PET tracer potential
have not been investigated.
Here, we present the synthesis of 11C-labeled CIMBI-5

and biologic evaluation of this novel PET tracer. The com-
pound was characterized in vitro, and 11C-CIMBI-5 was
investigated after intravenous injection both ex vivo in rats
and in vivo in pigs with PET.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Vitro Binding and Activation
Inhibitory constant (Ki)½AQ2� determinations against various neuro-

receptors (½Table 1� Table 1) were provided by the Psychoactive Drug
Screening Program (PDSP; experimental details are provided at
http://pdsp.med.unc.edu/). In our laboratory, competition binding
experiments were performed on a NIH-3T3 cell line (GF62) stably
transfected with the rat 5-HT2A receptor as previously described
(15) using 0.2 nM 3H-MDL100907 (kindly provided by Prof.
Christer Halldin) and 8 different concentrations of CIMBI-5
(1 mM to 1 pM) in a total of 1 mL of buffer (500 mM Tris base,
1,500 mM NaCl, and 200 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid).
Nonspecific binding was determined with 1 mM ketanserin. Incu-
bation was performed for 1 h at 37�C.

The 5-HT2A receptor activation by CIMBI-5 was measured on
GF62 cells using a phosphoinositide hydrolysis assay as previ-

ously described (16). Briefly, cells were incubated with myo-
(1,2)-3H-inositol (Amersham) in labeling medium. Subsequently,
the cells were washed and incubated at 37�C with CIMBI-5 (1 mM
to 0.1 pM). The formed inositol phosphates were extracted and
counted with a liquid scintillation counter.

Radiochemical Synthesis of 11C-CIMBI-5
11C-methyl trifluoromethanesulfonate (triflate) produced using

a fully automated system was transferred in a stream of helium to
a 1.1-mL vial containing 0.3–0.4 mg of the labeling precursor (3;

½Fig: 1�Fig. 1) and 2 mL of 2 M NaOH in 300 mL of acetonitrile, and the
resulting mixture was heated at 40�C for 30 s. Subsequently,
250 mL of trifluoroacetic acid:CH3CN (1:1) were added and the
mixture heated at 80�C for 5 min ( ½Fig: 2�Fig. 2). After neutralization
with 750 mL of 2 M NaOH, the reaction mixture was purified by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on a Luna C18
column (Phenomenex Inc.) (250 · 10 mm; 40:60 acetonitrile:25
mM citrate buffer, pH 4.7; and flow rate, 5 mL/min). The chemical
synthesis of the labeling precursor is described in detail in the
supplemental data (supplemental materials are available online
only at http://jnm.snmjournals.org).

The fraction corresponding to the labeled product (;12.5 min)
was collected in 50 mL of 0.1% ascorbic acid, and the resulting
solution was passed through a solid-phase C18 Sep-Pak extraction
column (Waters Corp.), which had been preconditioned with
10 mL of ethanol, followed by 20 mL of 0.1% ascorbic acid.
The column was flushed with 3 mL of sterile water. Then, the
trapped radioactivity was eluted with 3 mL of ethanol, followed
by 3 mL of 0.1% ascorbic acid into a 20-mL vial containing 9 mL
of phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7), giving a 15-mL solution of
11C-CIMBI-5 with a pH of approximately 7. In a total synthesis
time of 40–50 min, 1.5–2.5 GBq of 11C-CIMBI-5 were produced,
with radiochemical purity greater than 97% and specific radio-
activity in the range 64–355 GBq/mmol. The lipophilicity of
CIMBI-5 was calculated using 2 different programs, which were
in good agreement (CSLogD [ChemSilico], cLogD7.4 ½AQ3�5 3.33;
Pallas 3.5 [CompuDrug Inc.], cLogD7.4 5 3.21).

Ex Vivo Uptake in Rats
Twenty-two Sprague–Dawley rats (mean weight, 295 6 53 g;

Charles River) were included in the study. All animal experiments
were performed in accordance with the European Communities
Council Resolves of November 24, 1986 (86-609/ECC), and
approved by the Danish State Research Inspectorate (journal no.
2007/561-1320). Rats were maintained on a 12-h light–dark cycle,
with free access to food and water.

The ex vivo uptake and brain distribution were evaluated as
previously described (17). Briefly, rats were injected in the tail
vein with 11C-CIMBI-5 (3.9 6 3.5 MBq/kg; specific radioactivity,
30.9 GBq/mmol). The rats were decapitated at 5 (n 5 2), 15 (n 5
2), 30 (n 5 4), 45 (n 5 2), and 60 min (n 5 10); the brains were
quickly removed, placed on ice, and dissected into frontal cortex
(first 3 mm of the brain) and cerebellum. Blood from the trunk was
collected immediately, and plasma was isolated by centrifugation
(1,500 rpm, 10 min). All brain tissue samples were collected in
tared counting vials and counted for 20 s in a g-counter (Cobra
5003; Packard Instruments).

For ex vivo blocking studies, rats were divided in vehicle
(saline) and ketanserin-treated groups (n 5 5–6). Rats were intra-
venously injected with vehicle or 1 mg of ketanserin (Sigma) per
kilogram 45 min before tracer administration. 11C-CIMBI-5 was

TABLE 1. PDSP Screening Result: Inhibitory Constants
(Ki) for CIMBI-5 Versus Serotonin and Other Receptors

Receptor Ki (nM)

5-HT2A 2.2 6 0.1

5-HT2B 2.3 6 0.2
5-HT2C 7.0 6 1.0

5-HT6 58 6 17

5-HT1A 85 6 16

D3 117 6 14
a2C 348 6 17

D4 647 6 37

Serotonin transporter½AQ12� 1,009 6 84

a2A 1,106 6 206
M5 1,381 6 231

D2 1,600 6 333

5-HT7 1,670 6 125
5-HT5A 2,200 6 385

D1 3,718 6 365

5-HT1B 3,742 6 553

Norepinephrine transporter 4,574 6 270
Dopamine transporter 5,031 6 343

D5 7,872 6 933
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injected in the tail vein, and after 30 min, the rats were decapi-
tated. Brain regions and plasma were extracted and counted.

PET in Pigs
Six female Danish Landrace Pigs were used in this study (mean

weight, 17.8 6 1.4 kg). After arrival, animals were housed under
standard conditions and were allowed to acclimatize for 1 wk
before scanning. On the scanning day, pigs were tranquilized by
intramuscular injection of 0.5 mg of midazolam per kilogram.
Anesthesia was induced by 0.1 mL/kg intramuscular injections of
Zoletil veterinary mixture (Virbac Animal Health; 125 mg of tilet-
amine and 125 mg of zolazepam in 8 mL of 5 mg/mL midazolam).
After induction, anesthesia was maintained by a 10 mg/kg/h in-
travenous infusion of propofol (B. Braun Melsugen AG). During
anesthesia, animals were endotracheally intubated and ventilated
(volume, 250 mL; frequency, 15 per min). Venous access was
granted through 2 Venflons (Becton Dickinson) in the peripheral
milk veins, and an arterial line for blood sampling measurement
was obtained by a catheter in the femoral artery after a minor inci-
sion. Vital signs including blood pressure, temperature, and heart
rate were monitored throughout the duration of PET. Immediately
after scanning, animals were sacrificed by intravenous injection of
pentobarbital–lidocaine. All animal procedures were approved by
the Danish Council for Animal Ethics (journal no. 2006/561-1155).

PET Protocol
In 5 pigs, 11C-CIMBI-5 was given as intravenous bolus injec-

tions, and the pigs were subsequently PET-scanned for 90 min in
list mode with a high-resolution research tomography scanner
(Siemens AG). Scanning began at the time of injection. After the
baseline scan, 3 pigs were maintained in anesthesia and scanned a
second time using the same PET protocol. The 5-HT2A receptor
antagonist ketanserin tartrate (Sigma) was administered at 30 min
before the second scan (3 mg/kg bolus, followed by 1 mg/kg/h
infusion for the duration of the scan). For all 11C-CIMBI-5 PET
scans, the injected radioactivity was on average 238 MBq (range,
96–418 MBq; n 5 9), the specific radioactivity at the time of
injection was 75 GBq/mmol (range, 28–133 GBq/mmol; n 5 9),
the average injected mass was 1.85 mg (range, 0.37–5.49 mg; n 5
9), and there were no significant differences in these parameters
between the baseline and blocked scans. In 2 pigs, arterial whole-
blood samples were taken throughout the entire scan. During
the first 15 min after injection, radioactivity in whole blood was
continuously measured using an ABSS Autosampler½AQ4� (Allogg
Technology) counting coincidences in a lead-shielded detector.
Concurrently, blood samples were manually drawn at 2.5, 5, 10,
20, 30, 50, 70, and 90 min, and the radioactivity in whole blood

and plasma was measured using a well counter (Cobra 5003; Pack-
ard Instruments) that was cross-calibrated to the high-resolution
research tomography scanner and autosampler. Also, radiolabeled
parent compound and metabolites were measured in plasma as in
the “Quantification of PET Data” section.

The free fraction of 11C-CIMBI-5 in plasma, fp, was estimated
using an equilibrium dialysis chamber method as previously
described (18). Briefly, the dialysis was conducted in chambers
(Harvard Biosciences) separated by a cellulose membrane with a
protein cutoff of 10,000 Da. Small amounts of 11C-CIMBI-5 (;10
MBq) were added to a 5-mL plasma sample from the pig. Plasma
(500 mL) was then dialyzed at 37�C against an equal volume of
buffer (135 mM NaCl, 3.0 mM KCl, 1.2 mM CaCl2, 1.0 mM
MgCl2, and 2.0 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4). Counts per minute in
400 mL of plasma and buffer were determined in a well counter
after various dialysis times, and fp of 11C-CIMBI-5 was calculated
as counts per minute in buffer divided by counts per minute in
plasma. The samples were taken from the dialysis chambers after
equilibrium had been obtained between the 2 chambers.

HPLC Analysis of Pig Plasma and Pig Brain Tissue
Whole-blood samples (10 mL) drawn during PET were

centrifuged (3,500 rpm, 4 min), and the plasma was passed
through a 0.45-mm filter before HPLC analysis with online radio-
activity detection, as previously described (19).

Also, the presence of radioactive metabolites of 11C-CIMBI-5
in the pig brain was investigated. Twenty-five minutes after intra-
venous injection of approximately 500 MBq of 11C-CIMBI-5, the
pigs were killed by intravenous injection of pentobarbital and
decapitated, and the brain was removed. At the same time, a blood
sample was drawn manually. Within 30 min of decapitation, brain
tissue was homogenized in 0.1N perchloric acid (Bie and Bentsen)
saturated with sodium–ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Sigma) for
2 · 30 s using a Polytron homogenizer (Kinematica, Inc.). After
centrifugation, the supernatant was neutralized using phosphate
buffer, filtered (0.45 mm), and analyzed by HPLC as described.

FIGURE 1. Synthesis of labeling pre-
cursor for 11C-CIMBI-5 (3): (a) 2-(tert-
butyldimethylsilyloxy)benzaldehyde,
NaBH4, MeOH; (b) Boc2O, THF; and (c)
TBAF, NH4Cl, THF. OTBDMS 5 nnn;
THF 5 nnn.½AQ10�

FIGURE 2. Radiochemical synthesis of 11C-CIMBI-5.
OTf 5 triflate; TFA 5 trifluoroacetic acid.
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A plasma sample taken at the time of decapitation was analyzed
concurrently.

Quantification of PET Data
Ninety-minute high-resolution research tomography, list-mode

PET data were reconstructed into 38 dynamic frames of increasing
length (6 · 10, 6 · 20, 4 · 30, 9 · 60, 3 · 120, 6 · 300, and 4 ·
600 s). Images consisted of 207 planes of 256 · 256 voxels of
1.22 · 1.22 · 1.22 mm. A summed image of all counts in the 90-
min scan was reconstructed for each pig and used for coregistra-
tion to a standardized MRI-based statistical atlas of the Danish
Landrace pig brain, similar to that previously reported for the
Göttingen minipig (20), using the program Register as previously
described (18). The temporal radioactivity in volumes of interest
(VOI), including the cerebellum, cortex (defined in the MRI-based
atlas as entire cortical gray matter), hippocampus, lateral and
medial thalamus, caudate nucleus, and putamen, was calculated.
Radioactivity in all VOIs was calculated as the average of radio-
active concentration (Bq/mL) in the left and right sides. Outcome
measure in the time–activity curves was calculated as radioactive
concentration in VOI (in kBq/mL) normalized to the injected dose
corrected for animal weight (in kBq/g), yielding standardized
uptake values (g/mL).

In 1 pig in which full arterial input function, including
metabolite correction, was measured, we calculated 11C-CIMBI-
5 distribution volumes (VT) for VOIs based on either 1-tissue- or
2-tissue-compartment models (1TC or 2TC, respectively) using
plasma corrected for parent compound as the arterial input func-
tion (Supplemental Table 1). Cortical nondisplaceable binding
potential (BPND) was calculated as BPND 5 VT/VND½AQ5� 2 1 (21),
assuming that specific 5-HT2A receptor binding in the cerebellum
was negligible and that the VND was equal to the cerebellar VT (3).
For all 5 pigs, BPND was also calculated with the simplified refer-
ence tissue model (SRTM) (22), both at baseline and in the ketan-
serin-blocked condition, with the cerebellum as the reference
region (Supplemental Table 1). Kinetic modeling was done with
PMOD software (version 3.0; PMOD Technologies Inc.). Good-
ness of fit was evaluated using the Akaike information criterion.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical tests were performed using Prism (version 5.0;

GraphPad Software). P values below 0.05 were considered statisti-
cally significant. Results are expressed in mean 6 SD unless
otherwise stated.

RESULTS

Chemistry

The labeling precursor was synthesized in 3 steps (Fig.
1): reductive amination with TBDMS½AQ6� -protected salicylalde-
hyde, followed by boc protection of the secondary amine
and removal of the TBDMS group, which gave the labeling
precursor (3). Synthesis of the reference compound has
been described previously (13).

In Vitro Binding Affinity½AQ7�
CIMBI-5 had the highest affinity for the 5-HT2A recep-

tor, in agreement with previous studies (14). Between the
subtypes of the 5-HT2 receptors, CIMBI-5 did not show a
higher affinity toward 5-HT2A receptors than it did toward
5-HT2B receptors; however, approximately a 3-fold higher
affinity of CIMBI-5 for 5-HT2A receptors than for 5-HT2C

receptors was found. Against targets other than 5-HT2

receptors, CIMBI-5 showed at least a 30-fold lower affinity
for any other of the investigated receptors than for 5-HT2A

receptors (Table 1). In vitro binding assays conducted in
our laboratory determined Ki of CIMBI-5 against 2 nM
3H-MDL100907 at 1.5 6 0.7 nM, thus confirming nano-
molar affinity of CIMBI-5 for 5-HT2A receptors.

In Vitro Functional Characterization

The functional properties of CIMBI-5 toward the 5-HT2A

receptor were assessed by measuring its effect on phosphoi-
nositide hydrolysis in GF62 cells overexpressing the
5-HT2A receptor. CIMBI-5 was found to be an agonist with
an EC50 of 1.026 0.17 nM (Supplemental Fig. 1), in agree-
ment with previous reports (13). Pretreatment with 1 mM
ketanserin completely inhibited CIMBI-5–induced phos-
phoinositide hydrolysis (data not shown). Furthermore,
CIMBI-5 showed 84.6% 6 1.9% of the 5-HT2A activation
achieved by 10 mM 5-HT, demonstrating that CIMBI-5
functioned nearly as a full agonist.

Ex Vivo Distribution in Rats

After injection of 11C-CIMBI-5 in awake rats, the time–
activity curves measured as standardized uptake values
showed highest uptake in the frontal cortex, whereas uptake
in the cerebellum (equivalent to nondisplaceable uptake)
was lower and paralleled the plasma time–activity curve.
The brain uptake peaked in all regions at 15 min after
injection and thereafter slowly declined (data not shown).

The specific binding ratio (SBR) in the frontal cortex
region of interest, calculated as SBR 5 (region of interest2
cerebellum)/cerebellum, peaked 30 min after injection,
reaching a level of 0.776 0.07, after which the SBR slowly
declined ( ½Fig: 3�Fig. 3A). Thus, 30 min after injection was chosen
as a reference time point and used in the blocking experi-
ment with ketanserin. Ketanserin pretreatment reduced the
SBR in the frontal cortex to levels not significantly different
from zero (0.076 6 0.12) (Fig. 3B).

In Vivo Distribution and Ketanserin Blockade in
Pig Brain

11C-CIMBI-5 showed high cortical uptake in vivo in the
pig brain with PET, medium uptake in striatal and thalamic
regions, and low uptake in the cerebellum ( ½Fig: 4�Fig. 4). Further-
more, the time–activity curves demonstrated a substantial
separation between the cortical and cerebellar time–activity
curves ( ½Fig: 5�Fig. 5A). The time–activity curves peaked at approx-
imately 10 min after injection and thereafter decreased,
implying that 11C-CIMBI-5 binding is reversible over the
90-min scan time used in this study.
After ketanserin treatment, the concentration of 11C-

CIMBI-5 in the cortex was reduced almost completely to
cerebellar levels (Fig. 5A). The cerebellar time–activity
curve was unaltered by ketanserin administration (Fig. 5A).

Kinetic Modeling

With the SRTM, baseline cortical BPND of 11C-CIMBI-5
was 0.46 6 0.11 (n 5 5). After the ketanserin bolus and
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infusion, the cortical BPND was significantly decreased by
75% (mean blocked BPND, 0.11 6 0.06; n 5 3). For the
fitted SRTM, no significant difference in goodness of fit was
found between baseline and blocked condition (Supplemen-
tal Table 1). In 1 pig in which full metabolite-corrected
arterial input was measured, VT was calculated from 1TC
and 2TC models. Ratios between VT in the cortex and
cerebellum were 1.57 and 1.61, corresponding to a BPND
of 0.57 and 0.61 with the 1TC and 2TC model, respectively.
After ketanserin blockade, cortical 11C-CIMBI-5 BPND was
reduced to 0.13 and 0.11 in the 1TC and 2TC, respectively
(Supplemental Table 1).

Radiolabeled Metabolites

In the radio-HPLC analysis, 1 lipophilic radioactive
metabolite accounting for up to 20% of the total plasma
radioactivity was found, and it maintained stable plasma
levels after 20 min and throughout the scan (½Fig: 6� Fig. 6). The
HPLC retention time of 11C-CIMBI-5 and its metabolite in

the HPLC column suggest that the metabolite is slightly
less lipophilic than 11C-CIMBI-5 itself ( ½Fig: 7�Fig. 7). However,
this metabolite was found only in negligible amounts in
homogenized pig brain tissue, compared with plasma from
the same animal (Fig. 7).

The free fraction of 11C-CIMBI-5 in pig plasma at 37�C
was 1.4% 6 0.3% using a dialysis chamber method, in
which equilibrium between chambers was reached after
60 min.

FIGURE 3. Time-dependent ex vivo distribution of 11C-
CIMBI-5 and displacement by ketanserin. (A) SBRs in frontal
cortex in rats are shown relative to time after injection. (B)
After ketanserin pretreatment (1 mg/kg intravenously), SBR
in frontal cortex at 30 min after 11C-CIMBI-5 injection is sig-
nificantly decreased. ***P , 0.0001 in Student t test of
ketanserin vs. saline. ROI 5 region of interest.

FIGURE 4. Representative coronal (top), sagittal (middle),
and horizontal (bottom) PET images summed from 0 to
90 min of scanning showing distribution of 11C-CIMBI-5 in
pig brain. Left column shows PET images after 3 · 3 · 3 mm
gaussian filtering. Right column shows same PET images
aligned and overlaid on standard pig brain ½AQ11�after coregistra-
tion and transformation. SUV 5 standardized uptake value.
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DISCUSSION½AQ8�

In the current study, we report the in vitro, ex vivo, and in
vivo validation of 11C-CIMBI-5, a novel 5-HT2A receptor
agonist PET tracer. To our knowledge, this is the first ago-
nist 5-HT2A receptor PET tracer that has been developed. In

vitro assays performed at our laboratory, along with assays
performed through the PDSP screening program, confirmed
the nanomolar affinity of CIMBI-5 for the 5-HT2A receptor
as previously reported (13,14). In the current study, the Ki

for CIMBI-5 against 3H-MDL100907 was 1.5 6 0.7 nM, in
agreement with the PDSP value of 2.2 nM for Ki of CIMBI-
5 against 3H-ketanserin. The somewhat lower value (Ki 5
0.15 nM against 3H-ketanserin) previously reported (13)
may have been because that assay was performed at 25�
C, whereas the value reported here were obtained at 37�C.
We also confirmed that CIMBI-5 has agonistic properties at
the 5-HT2A receptor, with an EC50 value of 1.02 6 0.17
nM, in agreement with previous reports (13). In addition,
we showed that CIMBI-5 is nearly a full agonist, with 85%
of the 5-HT2A activation, compared with 5-HT itself. The
data on binding and receptor activation, taken together with
the PDSP screening for CIMBI-5 (Table 1), show that
CIMBI-5 is a high-affinity agonist for 5-HT2A receptors.
CIMBI-5 had similar affinity to the 5-HT2A and the
5-HT2B receptors and a 3-fold lower affinity to the
5-HT2C receptor. The eventual presence and distribution
of 5-HT2B receptors in the brain is still questionable, and
specific 5-HT2B receptor binding in the brain has to our
knowledge not yet been demonstrated. For 5-HT2C recep-
tors, density of this subtype of receptors in cortical areas,
compared with density of 5-HT2A receptors, is negligible
(23,24). Therefore, the cortical 11C-CIMBI-5 binding signal
stems from its 5-HT2A receptor binding.

11C-CIMBI-5 uptake and distribution in the rat brain
after ex vivo dissection were similar to those in previous
rat studies with 18F-altanserin (25), showing high uptake in
the frontal cortex and no displaceable binding in the cere-
bellum. Also, the specific uptake in the frontal cortex of the
rat brain was blocked by ketanserin pretreatment, indicating
that 11C-CIMBI-5 binding is selective for the 5-HT2A

FIGURE 5. Time–activity curves of 5-HT2A agonist and
antagonist PET tracers in pig brain. (A) 11C-CIMBI-5 time–
activity curves in Danish Landrace pig brain at baseline
(black solid line) or after intravenous ketanserin (3 mg/kg
bolus, 1 mg/kg/h infusion) blockade (gray dotted line). (B)
18F-altanserin time–activity curves in minipigs. Mean stand-
ardized uptake values normalized to injected dose per body
weight are shown. SUV 5 standardized uptake value.

FIGURE 6. HPLC analysis of radioactive metabolites in pig
plasma after intravenous injection of 11C-CIMBI-5. n 5
parent compound 11C-CIMBI-5; ; 5 lipophilic metabolite;

• 5 polar metabolites.
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receptor. Similarly, 11C-CIMBI-5 distributed in the pig
brain in a pattern resembling the 5-HT2A receptor distribu-
tion as measured with 5-HT2A receptor antagonist PET
tracers in pigs (25) and in humans (5,26), with high cortical
uptake and low cerebellar uptake. Further, the 5-HT2A

selectivity of in vivo cortical 11C-CIMBI-5 binding in the
pig was confirmed in the blocking study in which cortical
11C-CIMBI-5 binding was decreased by a ketanserin bolus
and infusion whereas the cerebellar uptake was unaffected.
BPND for 11C-CIMBI-5 with the cerebellum as a refer-

ence region was calculated using compartmental models,
reference tissue approaches, and noninvasive Logan meth-
ods (Supplemental Table 1). For 5-HT2A receptor antago-
nist PET tracers, such as 18F-altanserin, the cerebellum is
generally regarded as a valid reference region (3). Also,
because negligible amounts of 5-HT2A receptors are present
in the cerebellum, compared with cortical areas, the pref-
erential binding of a 5-HT2A receptor PET ligand, as meas-
ured, for example, by the SRTM BPND, is indicative of the
target-to-background ratio of 5-HT2A PET ligands. At base-
line, 11C-CIMBI-5 showed an average SRTM BPND of 0.46.
Given that an agonist PET tracer, compared with the antag-
onist, would bind only a high-affinity subpopulation of
5-HT2A receptors, the maximum number of binding sites

½AQ9� for such an agonist tracer would be lower than the antago-
nist, and—given that the radioligand affinities are compa-
rable—it is anticipated that a lower BPND for an agonist
tracer would be found. When compared with human data
from 5-HT2A receptor antagonist PET tracers (5,26), the
cortical binding potential of 11C-CIMBI-5 was indeed
lower, but further studies are required to explore whether
the somewhat low binding potential measured in pigs will
translate to humans.
To compare the time–activity curves for 11C-CIMBI-5 to

a known 5-HT2A antagonist PET tracer in the same animal
species, we compared it to 18F-altanserin pig data obtained
from our laboratory (25). 11C-CIMBI-5 and 18F-altanserin

in pigs showed similar cortex-to-cerebellum uptake and
equal SRTM BPND, 0.46 6 0.11 and 0.47 6 0.10, respec-
tively. Thus, in the pig brain 11C-CIMBI-5 and 18F-altanserin
have similar target-to-background binding ratios, and 11C-
CIMBI-5 therefore holds promise for clinical use.
After injection of 11C-CIMBI-5, a radiolabeled metabo-

lite only slightly less lipophilic than 11C-CIMBI-5 appeared
in the pig plasma. On the basis of previous studies describ-
ing the metabolism of the 5-HT2A receptor agonist com-
pound 1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodophenyl)-2-aminopropane (27)
in rats, we speculated that this metabolite is the result of
O-demethylation at a methoxy group in the iododimethox-
yphenyl moiety of the tracer. Lipophilic radiolabeled
metabolites impose a problem if they cross the blood–brain
barrier because their presence will contribute to nonspecific
binding. This has been observed for other antagonistic PET
tracers in the serotonin system (3). Our brain homogenate
experiments suggested that the lipophilic metabolite does
not enter the pig brain, at least not to any large extent, and
consequently the radiolabeled metabolite does not contrib-
ute to the nonspecific binding of 11C-CIMBI-5.
Taken together, the results indicate that 11C-CIMBI-5 is a

promising tracer for visualization and quantification of
high-affinity 5-HT2A receptor agonist binding sites using
PET. More specifically, studies of 11C-CIMBI-5 could reveal
differences in the maximum number of binding sites meas-
ured with an agonist versus antagonist tracer, thus giving
insights to whether high- and low-affinity states of 5-HT2A

receptors coexist in vivo as is described for the dopamine
system (28). Optimally, a larger cortical BPND and higher
brain uptake of the PET tracer is preferred. Also, the time–
activity curves of 11C-CIMBI-5 suggested relatively slow
kinetics, which potentially would be a more pronounced
phenomenon in primates and humans complicating quanti-
fication. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to pursue develop-
ment of 11C-CIMBI-5 analogs with modified chemical
structures to improve these PET tracer properties.

FIGURE 7. HPLC analysis of brain extracts and plasma at 25 min after injection of 11C-CIMBI-5: frontal cortex (A), cerebellum
(B), and plasma (C). Peaks: 1 5 polar metabolites, 2 5 lipophilic metabolites, and 3 5 parent compound.
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CONCLUSION

The novel high-affinity 5-HT2A receptor agonist PET
tracer 11C-CIMBI-5 distributes in the brain in a pattern
compatible with the known 5-HT2A receptor distribution,
and its binding can be blocked by ketanserin treatment.
11C-CIMBI-5 is a promising PET tracer for in vivo imaging
and quantification of high-affinity-state 5-HT2A receptors in
the human brain.
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